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Abstract 

Religious beliefs have often been argued to be universally held across cultures and 

history, yet their socio-political impacts are often ambiguous and poorly understood. This thesis 

examines forms of religious identification to address two fundamental gaps in the literature on 

religion’s impact on political attitudes. The first oversight addressed by this thesis is to identify 

the temporal ordering of the oft-noted close relationship between religion and authoritarianism. 

The second gap addressed by this thesis is the countervailing association between religion and 

socio-political views, thereby demonstrating the plurality of religious identification and how 

different dimensions of religious belief affect political identification, environmental concern, and 

attitudes towards gender equality. Through four studies using data drawn from the New Zealand 

Attitudes and Values Study (NZAVS), I demonstrate that whilst religiosity appears to foster 

authoritarian attitudes, spirituality correlates with egalitarianism and thus increased liberal 

political identification and pro-environmental attitudes. Finally, drawing on past work, I suggest 

that religious collective narcissism—a threat-motivated defensiveness of the positive self-image 

of one’s religious group—might suppress some of the positive impacts of religious identification 

on intergroup relations. Collectively, this work provides insight into the multidimensional nature 

of religion and its countervailing impacts on socio-political attitudes. 
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Introduction 

 

"The role of religion is paradoxical. It makes prejudice and it unmakes prejudice" 

- Allport (1954) 

Religious beliefs have often been argued to be universally held across cultures and 

histories around the world, yet the societal impacts of religion are complex and often 

misunderstood. Religiosity can foster social inequality as well as outgroup derogation and 

hostility, the most apparent example might be illustrated by the burning crosses left on the lawns 

of Black Americans during the Civil Rights era (Newton, 2014). Yet perhaps the most prominent 

of Civil Rights leaders during that time, Martin Luther King, Jr., was a devout Baptist minister. 

Under his leadership, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference played a powerful role in 

the fight for desegregation and racial equality. Even today, churches are argued to provide the 

Black community with an important resource for political activity (Harris-Lacewell, 2004; Kelly 

& Morgan, 2008), including mobilization efforts termed “souls to the polls” which have come 

under political pressure through changes to voting laws by Republican state governments 

(Herron & Smith, 2012). Thus, a fundamental question must be asked: what drives such 

diametric outcomes, despite each side seemingly motivated by religious beliefs? This thesis aims 

to resolve this paradox by examining how religion motivates political attitudes.  
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The Religious Identity 

“Anyone who has truly practiced a religion knows very well that it is [the set of regularly 

repeated actions that make up the cult] that stimulates the feelings of joy, inner peace, serenity, 

and enthusiasm that, for the faithful, stand as experimental proof of their beliefs. The cult is not 

merely a system of signs by which the faith is outwardly expressed; it is the sum total of means 

by which that faith is created and recreated periodically. Whether the cult consists of physical 

operations or mental ones, it is always the cult that is efficacious.” 

- Emile Durkheim (1912), The Elementary Forms of Religious Life 

Religion is a nebulous topic, particularly as the meaning and definition of religion has 

often been debated throughout the literature (see Hill et al., 2000; Tracy, 1981; Zinnbauer et al., 

1999). Drawing on the work of Geertz (1966), Bellah (2011) posits that believers experience 

religion as a transcendental, experiential dimension; a religious ‘reality’ that sits separate and 

distinct from the “world” of everyday life. Meanwhile, Geertz (1966; 1975) argues that the 

everyday experiences of the layperson are essentially an ordered form of thought drawn from 

cultural underpinnings and organised into a framework that could be termed “common sense”. 

Thus, Bellah (2011) and Geertz (1966) address a fundamental aspect of contention when 

examining religion – i.e., that the implicit assumptions of religion appear to run counter to the 

grounded beliefs about the world upon which we rely when utilising “common sense” to 

navigate everyday life. In exploring this transcendental dimension, tacit acceptance of the 

mundane rules of the world are cast away to embrace a communal experience within which 

believers share, for a moment, a reality beyond the temporal. 

Prior to this, Durkheim (1912) argued that religion is a “system of beliefs and practices 

relative to sacred things”. By “things”, Durkheim addresses not simply the traditional concepts 
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of a deity (an anthropomorphised yet superhuman entity), but what could be termed animistic 

beliefs including the sacred and divine aspects of rocks, trees, springs, or even language. Indeed, 

perhaps one of the most powerful characterisations of the biblical Christian God is not as a 

superhuman entity, but rather, that of “the Word” (or perhaps Logos) – a term still debated but 

which may encapsulate the creative and also immutable laws and intent through which the divine 

realm is transformed into the mundane world (Edwards, 1995). Bound together by these ancient 

laws, adherents experience religion as a communal exercise of ritual and practice (Emmons, 

1999). 

Whilst distinct on the surface, the overlap between these two approaches becomes 

apparent. The first approach engages with religion as an experienced phenomenon drawn from 

cultural underpinnings, whilst the latter view encompasses communal beliefs and religious 

practices by which this phenomenon is defined, accessed, and participated in. What begins to 

emerge is a form of religion that encompasses a communal focus on the sacred (whatever that 

might be) which shapes the thoughts and experiences of believers, thereby creating a 

transcendental worldview that is shared with like-minded others, and ultimately forming a group 

with shared beliefs and practices (Hogg et al., 2010; King, 2003). Thus, drawing on the work of 

Tajfel and Turner (1979), religiosity is not simply a convergent set of individual beliefs, but a 

lived, communal experience – a social identity rooted in an ordered system of shared norms and 

laws centred on this concept of sacredness (Paloutzian & Park, 2005). 

The social identity approach to religion suggests that individuals are driven to self-

identify with groups that offer status and support, particularly when exposed to threats to self-

esteem or well-being (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). Social groups also provide a network of mutual 

support for the pursuit of shared goals and aims. Beyond such concerns, group identification is 
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also argued to be integral to one’s sense of self (Tajfel, 1981). Through self-categorisation, an 

intrinsic distinction is created between those who share one’s social category (the in-group) and 

those who do not (the out-group), and through this distinction a group member’s self-concept is 

defined.  

Consistent with this perspective, religious group affiliates typically view their religious 

membership as fundamental to their self-identity, with corresponding positive impacts on self-

esteem (Thompson et al., 2012). Notably, this effect was particularly pronounced when affiliates 

were low in socio-economic status. However, religion is unique in its breadth by not only 

providing shared norms to ameliorate uncertainty concerns regarding daily life, but by also 

offering a comprehensive mythology and ideology that addresses fundamental existential issues 

regarding meaning, purpose and certainty (Hogg et al., 2010). Indeed, Krumrei-Mancuso (2018) 

noted that religious participation was negatively associated with intellectual humility, suggesting 

a powerful sense of certainty amongst affiliates. Furthermore, Ysseldyk and colleagues (2010) 

posit that religious groups foster a sense of eternal group membership, as well as the possibility 

of eternal spiritual rewards, creating a powerful sense of stability and future certainty amongst 

adherents. 

Given this enhanced sense of certainty, religious identification tends to be linked to high 

perceptions of life satisfaction (Ozmen et al., 2018), greater subjective psychological well-being 

(Greenfield & Marks, 2007), and lower death anxiety (Jackson et al., 2018). On the darker side, 

religious affiliation also appears to protect against the negative impacts of deprivation on 

subjective wellbeing (Hoverd & Sibley, 2013; Thompson et al., 2012). Thus, whilst religion may 

address fundamental epistemic needs for meaning and security, Jost and colleagues (2014) argue 

that religion is also palliative and justifies the existing social order by enculturing and supporting 
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legitimising myths and ideologies. Indeed, religion has been associated with a range of outcomes 

that foster greater social inequality, such as endorsement of conservatism (Guth et al., 2006), 

authoritarianism (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 1992), and sexual, racial, and gendered forms of 

prejudice (Hall et al., 2010; Bosetti et al., 2011; Mikołajczak & Pietrzak, 2014). 

Yet religious rhetoric is often framed as arguing for equitable outcomes across social 

groups; indeed, many religious figures featured prominently amongst the American civil rights 

leaders during the mid-twentieth century (Houck & Dixon, 2006). This is somewhat antithetical 

to the notion that religious affiliation fosters social inequality, as well as raising the question of 

why religious identification has countervailing effects on socio-political issues. This thesis aims 

to address this paradox by examining the possibility that religious affiliation can elicit both 

traditionally hierarchical and egalitarian roles, and by illustrating nuances in religious affiliation 

and belief that help explain these contradictory effects. We then extend past work in this area by 

incorporating the dual process model of ideology (see Duckitt & Sibley, 2009) to explain these 

effects. Furthermore, we contextualise these countervailing effects beyond simple ideology by 

examining specific socio-political issues. 

Thus, this thesis begins by examining the connection between religious affiliation and 

political ideology, assessing the role of religious identity in fostering attitudes commonly linked 

to greater social inequality and outgroup hostility – specifically, authoritarianism. I then assess 

the multidimensional nature of religious affiliation by examining the theoretical underpinnings of 

identification before turning to spirituality, a form of religiosity that may foster more equitable 

socio-political outcomes. Finally, I look to how other forms of religious identification, 

specifically collective narcissism, may also explain differences in the ways religious beliefs 

impact socio-political outcomes. With this context in mind, this thesis presents four studies that 
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address fundamental questions raised by the literature, as well how they contribute to the field. 

Religion and political ideology 

“Religion is the general theory of this world, its encyclopaedic compendium, its logic in 

popular form, its spiritual point d’honneur, its enthusiasm, its moral sanction, its solemn 

complement, and its universal basis of consolation and justification.” 

- Karl Marx (1843) 

Religion has long been argued to foster satisfaction with the current status quo, providing 

a palliative effect that bolsters perceived wellbeing, but at the cost of concealing the true damage 

inflicted by inequality. Consistent with this perspective, Gaskins and colleagues (2013) found 

that religious participation is associated with lower societal development and higher levels of 

inequality. Similarly, past work has noted that religious beliefs flourish during times of social 

unrest (Kay et al., 2008; Kay et al., 2010), providing comfort and reducing anxiety. For example, 

Shepherd and colleagues (2017) found that governmental institutions often adopt the symbolic 

attributes of religious affiliation in times of crisis to compensate and help bolster public 

confidence in the system. 

Collectively, this literature demonstrates that religious beliefs fulfil epistemic needs when 

secular institutions cannot, providing a sense of order and stability (Kay et al., 2010) in times of 

societal upheaval. The role of religion in addressing this need for predictability may be a product 

of evolutionary history, with religious affiliation argued to have evolved to bind groups into 

moral communities (Graham & Haidt, 2010). As such, religion fosters close-knit groups which 

provide not only structure and predictability, but a social network where such reliability can 

allow for mutual interdependence and support (Sosis & Bressler, 2003). Most importantly, 

religious group identification promises a stability and continuity beyond the limitations of 
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secular or temporal authority, providing the notion of an “eternal” united community that extends 

past mortality (Ysseldyk et al., 2010), and (nominally) beyond the boundaries of class, race or 

other forms of division. 

Religion fundamentally addresses epistemic needs for security, stability, and continuity. 

Indeed, personality research reveals that religion is related to traits which underly these needs, 

including a positive relationship with conscientiousness (a preference for order), but a negative 

correlation with openness to values (see Saroglou, 2010). This appears to reflect a trend towards 

an ordered worldview that seeks to constrain ambiguity and instability with simple and intuitive 

answers. Indeed, belief in God is associated with uncertainty avoidance (Kossowska & Sekerdej, 

2015) and religious belief is correlated with a greater need for closure, intolerance of ambiguity, 

and a corresponding increase in dogmatic thought and judgement certainty (Sagioglou & 

Forstmann, 2013; Saroglou, 2002). In essence, religious believers appear to have strong 

epistemic needs for certainty and stability, with their religious social identity helping to 

ameliorate concerns over ambiguity and order. 

Research has also indicated that these epistemic motivations are shared with 

conservatism. Jost and colleagues (2003) argue that political ideologies are born out of a desire 

to fulfil epistemic needs, with conservatism motivated by a need for certainty and stability 

provided by simple answers. In service of these motives, the two core components of 

conservatism are argued to be a resistance to change and an acceptance of inequality, thus 

creating a political ideology that produces stability by legitimising existing (and often unequal) 

systems. As such, religion and conservatism have consistently been shown to be strongly 
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correlated1, with strong convergence on a number of moral and political issues, such as attitudes 

towards abortion (Petersen & Mauss, 1976), same-sex marriage (van der Toorn et al., 2017), and 

environmental conservation (Peifer et al., 2016), as well as forms of racial and gender-based 

prejudice (see Hall et al., 2010; Mikołajczak & Pietrzak, 2014). Importantly, they also appear to 

share multiple predictors and outcomes related to the management of uncertainty and anxiety, as 

well as fostering a sense of structure and continuity, including an intolerance of ambiguity, a 

need for closure and an endorsement of dogmatism (see Duriez, 2003; Jost et al., 2003; Jost et 

al., 2014). 

Consistent with this reasoning, religion is associated with numerous values that prioritise 

preservation of the social order including traditionalism, conformity, and security (Saroglou et 

al., 2004) – all values that overlap with a conservative ideology. Religion is also associated with 

the moral foundations of in-group loyalty, purity, and respect for authority – the “binding” 

foundations of morality which foster tight-knit ingroups (Graham & Haidt, 2010) and predict 

conservatism (Graham et al., 2009). Thus, both religious and conservative group identities can 

address the issues of uncertainty by creating stable and loyal ingroups, bound together by group 

norms and values that members are expected to (publicly) support and conform to. Importantly, 

this mutual focus on loyalty suggests religion may be strongly related to conservatism as a 

product of a convergence of the two in fostering ingroup favouritism.  

Whilst religiosity has often positioned itself as strongly prosocial – notably, characterised 

as the “Golden Rule” of religion (see Vilaythong et al., 2010), past work has indicated that such 

 
1 Exceptions are inevitable; for example, Catholic voters in the United States have contributed to the elections of 
both Republican and Democratic political officials (Prendergast & Prendergast, 1999) – likely a product of the 
historical antipathy of the American national identity towards Catholic immigrants (Casanova, 2012). Even then, 
however, Catholics have demonstrated a solid trend towards Republican affiliation in recent years (McDermott, 
2007), though research indicates this conservative affiliation is restricted to majority-white traditions (O’Brien & 
Abdelhadi, 2020). 
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prosociality may be conditional, with religiosity predicting a preference towards other religious 

ingroup members (Dunkel & Dutton, 2016). Johnson and colleagues (2012) found that religiosity 

predicted outgroup prejudice, and religious priming increased negative attitudes towards norm-

violators (also see Preston & Ritter, 2013). Furthermore, Kossowksa and Sekerdej (2015) argued 

that discomfort with ambiguity was associated with a greater belief in God and a derogation of 

outgroups that threatened the values of religion (but not outgroups irrelevant to religious norms). 

Interestingly, work on religious racism argued that racial discrimination is motivated by a form 

of ingroup favouritism, predicated on a religious ethnocentrism which positions same-race 

individuals as ingroup members and other races as norm-violating outsiders (Hall et al., 2010). 

In a similar vein, conservatism has been consistently associated with greater ingroup 

identification and favouritism (see Parker & Janoff-Bulman, 2013; Sparkman et al., 2019). For 

example, Iacoviello and Spears (2018) found that conservatism was associated with increased 

ingroup favouritism and that this was perceived as consistent with their ingroup norms. 

Furthermore, they also noted that conservatism was negatively associated with perceived 

external norms which proscribed ingroup favouritism, perhaps because such norms threatened 

their fundamental motives towards ingroup loyalty. Indeed, moral foundations theory posits that 

ingroup loyalty is a fundamental motive of conservative ideology in contrast to the universalist 

values that underlie left-wing political attitudes (Weber & Federico, 2013). 

Religion and authoritarianism 

Given that both religious and conservative social identities predict ingroup favouritism, 

one possible mediator of this relationship between religion and conservatism is right-wing 

authoritarianism (RWA). This reflects an ideology motivated by ingroup favouritism (Stangor & 

Leary, 2006) and serves as a powerful predictor of conservative ideology (see Wilson & Sibley, 
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2013). This attitude is composed of three subdomains, including (a) obedience toward authority 

figures (authoritarian submission), (b) conformity to group norms (conventionalism), and (c) 

punishment of value-violators (authoritarian aggression; see Duckitt & Sibley, 2009). Notably, 

these share close conceptual overlap with the binding moral foundations argued to underlie 

religious belief. As such, given these domains, RWA could be argued to reflect the resistance to 

change aspect of conservative ideology (Jost et al., 2003).  

Most importantly, RWA is a core component of the dual process motivational model of 

(conservative) ideology (see Duckitt & Sibley, 2009). This proposes a dual pathway towards 

conservative affiliation, driven by personality, social environment, and worldview beliefs, which 

motivate the ideological attitudes of right-wing authoritarianism (RWA) and social dominance 

orientation (SDO; discussed further below). In turn, RWA (and SDO) appear to drive 

conservative political attitudes. Notably, RWA is argued to be motivated by a desire for social 

conformity (operationalised by the personality traits of low openness and high 

conscientiousness) and a corresponding perception of the world as a dangerous place (as opposed 

to safe and secure). Accordingly, RWA is strongly threat-motivated; authoritarians display a 

preference for security and are thus more likely to endorse social conformity. As a result, 

authoritarians display a heightened sensitivity to threats to the social order, motivating hostility 

towards perceived value-violators and endorsement of right-wing political attitudes. 

This aligns with previous literature positioning the religion-conservatism relationship as 

rooted in epistemic needs for security and conformity (see Jost et al., 2003). As noted previously, 

religion is positively associated with conscientiousness and negatively with openness to 

experience (Saroglou, 2010), as well as values which endorse conformity to the existing social 

order (Saroglou et al., 2004). Furthermore, past work as demonstrated that religion is associated 
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with a dangerous worldview (Robertson, 2006) and mortality salience and death anxiety are 

noted predictors and outcomes of religious belief (see Arrowood et al., 2017; Jong et al., 2012). 

As such, it is unsurprising that religion is closely associated with authoritarianism. 

Indeed, past work has often demonstrated this relationship, with Osborne and Sibley 

(2014) showing a strong relationship between church attendance and RWA, particularly when 

adherents endorsed existing system hierarchies and inequalities (i.e., system-justifying beliefs). 

Similarly, Shaffer and Hastings (2007) demonstrated that authoritarians were more religious than 

those low on RWA, and this divergence was accentuated when participants were exposed to 

religious threat. Importantly, they also noted that authoritarians exposed to threat were more 

likely to endorse religiously coded authoritarian ideals, suggesting some intrinsic connection 

between the concepts. 

Yet, despite evidence of the strong correlations between religion and authoritarianism, 

the causal direction of such relationships remains an open question. Altemeyer (1988) argued 

that authoritarianism fosters religious identification due to the former’s focus on dogma and 

tradition. Indeed, authoritarians typically carry their childhood religions into adulthood 

(Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 1992). As such, authoritarians are more likely to be invested in a 

religious social identity, as well as dismiss any doubts which may threaten that identity (Shaffer 

& Hastings, 2007). Hawkins and Nosek (2012) also showed that belief similarity moderated the 

association between political variation and religious ingroup favouritism, with Christian liberals 

showing lower religious group favouritism than Christian conservatives. They suggest that 

Christian liberals may perceive intragroup dissonance when confronted with religious groups 

which endorse conservative values, leading to their disidentification with the religion. In this 

way, the relationship between religious affiliation and political ideology may be a product of 
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selection, with political considerations taking precedence over religious beliefs. 

On the other hand, Altemeyer and Hunsberger (1992) note that religion may drive 

authoritarianism, with religious teachings enculturing respect for authority and conformity to 

(religious) traditions. Notably, priming research found that exposure to Christian religious 

concepts decreased tolerance for ambiguity (Sagioglou & Feldman, 2013) and increased the 

endorsement of concepts related to conformity and submission to authority (Saroglou, et al., 

2009; Van Cappellen, et al., 2011) – key components of right-wing authoritarianism (see 

Altemeyer, 1988; Duckitt, 2006). As such, religious concepts appear to be closely associated 

with traditionalist doctrines that motivate conformity and submission to structured group norms.  

Indeed, religiosity has often been defined as an approach to faith that formalises religious 

teachings and narratives into a communal understanding of the sacred shared by like-minded 

others (Emmons, 1999). Past work has argued that religiosity’s communal focus emphasises 

religious group affiliation and the values of tradition, orthodoxy, and a respect for authority 

(Pargament, 1999; Saucier & Skrzypinska, 2006). Indeed, this may even assist religion in 

maintaining a congregation by punishing apostates and others who threaten the integrity of the 

religious group. Thus, as religion is governed by strict dogma and doctrine, it may motivate 

adherents to adopt religiously-coded authoritarian beliefs – most notably, religious 

fundamentalism (see Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 2004) – as well as similar conservative beliefs 

within the temporal domain. 

Thus, religious affiliation may enculture the values of conservation that underpin 

authoritarianism, encouraging believers to adopt such ideals in the political domain. 

Alternatively, religion may have doctrines that appeal to authoritarians and, thus, are drawn to 

identify as religious, with religious membership serving as a marker by which authoritarians can 
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recognise and connect with each other. Whilst the latter suggests religion is a merely rallying 

point for authoritarians, the former suggests that religion fosters authoritarianism and, thus, 

contributes to both a religious resistance to societal change, and an acceptance of inequality. 

Hence, the importance of this temporal relationship is perhaps one of the most notable gaps in 

the literature.  

 

The multidimensional nature of religion 

That religiosity correlates positively with conservative and prejudicial attitudes may 

appear paradoxical, as various religions often admonish their adherents to ‘love thy neighbour’ 

(Shen et al., 2013). Indeed, Malka and colleagues (2011) noted this paradox in the context of 

social welfare, with religiosity promoting both opposition and support for welfare provision. 

Notably several religious movements contradict the assumption that religion universally 

promotes intergroup inequality and hostility. For example, Quakers express a decidedly anti-

hierarchical view by professing that all of God’s creations share a fundamental sameness 

(Kesselring, 2011). Likewise, liberation theology, a religious movement prominent in South 

America that focuses on rectifying inequality, oppression and ultimately transforming social 

structures towards a society without injustice, is couched in religious and spiritual discourse 

(Evans, 1992). This focus on liberation, not simply spiritual, but social, political, and economic, 

is rooted in the experience of dispossessed people around the world (Evans, 1992), strongly 

refuting the simplistic view that religion primarily motivates intergroup hostility.  

Personality research seems to support this assumption, as religiosity fosters honesty-

humility (Stronge et al., 2020). Similarly, an examination of religious values showed that, 

alongside conservation values, religion was associated with benevolence (Saroglou et al., 2004), 

a value encompassing a concern for the welfare of others. Indeed, Łowicki and Zajenkowski 
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(2017) noted that general religiosity was negatively associated with psychopathy and 

Machiavellianism, whilst being positively associated with empathy (which in turn may facilitate 

positive intergroup attitudes; see Finlay & Stephan, 2000). Importantly, benevolence, empathy 

and honesty-humility, as well as low psychopathy, suggest that religion appears to be associated 

with endorsement of egalitarian ideals (Cohrs et al., 2005; Duckitt, 2001; Leone et al., 2012; Livi 

et al, 2014). 

Work by Shen et al. (2013) further supports the notion that religiosity is sometimes 

associated with positive attitudes towards out-groups. Whilst religiosity was associated with 

lower positive attitudes towards outgroups, the authors noted that this association was mediated 

by aspects of RWA (namely, aggression, submission and conventionalism). Furthermore, after 

adjusting for the aggression subcomponent of RWA, religiosity was associated with greater 

positive attitudes toward ethnic/racial out-groups. Importantly, racial out-groups are arguably not 

typically perceived as normative threats to religion (except in cases of religiously motivated 

ethnocentrism; see Hall et al., 2010), thus suggesting that aspects of religion may be positively 

associated with intergroup tolerance and acceptance, provided such groups do not threaten the 

normative values of the faith. 

Collectively, this work suggests that, far from a monolith construct, religion demonstrates 

a breadth and diversity in both forms of religious identification as well as their corresponding 

outcomes. Thus, examination of the multidimensionality of religious identification may provide 

insight into the countervailing associations of faith on society. Perhaps one of the first 

approaches used to examine this diversity of belief examined why individuals might identify with 

a religious group – with Allport and Ross’ (1967) work attempting to describe the motivational 

bases of religious affiliation, conceptualising religious believers as situated along a dimension of 
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extrinsic or intrinsic belief.  

Extrinsic religious belief is an overtly social, but externally incentivised, form of 

religious identification. Extrinsic believers are motivated not by a belief in the value of the faith 

itself, but rather, by the benefits to be gained from practicing such faith. Adherents may 

“perform” religion, but without internalisation of their religion’s beliefs and doctrines – in 

essence, such affiliates are not truly committed to the faith (Pargament, 1999). Importantly, this 

“performance” may incentivise the signalling of one’s affiliation, perhaps to assuage external 

concerns over an extrinsic affiliate’s commitment or motivations, and such signalling might 

result in overt displays of one’s intent to uphold religious norms and punish outgroups. Indeed, 

extrinsic religiosity is associated with authoritarianism (Kahoe, 1974; Ji & Suh, 2008), as well as 

relevant (unequal) outcomes (Siegman, 1962) such as racial (Herek, 1987) and sexual prejudice 

(Hunsberger & Jackson, 2005; Bosetti et al., 2011), and a lower tolerance for atheists and non-

believers (Jackson & Hunsberger, 1999). 

Conversely, intrinsic religious belief encompasses those whose affiliation is a product of 

a desire to authentically “live out” their religion, embracing the creed and doctrines of the faith 

and internalising them (Allport & Ross, 1967). This orientation seems to encompass the “true 

believer”, one who has overcome doubt (Hood, 1985) and is strongly committed to the religion 

(Donahue, 1985) due to the meaning it gives to one’s life (Allport, 1966). This more mature form 

of religion was suggested to foster more tolerant attitudes (Allport & Ross, 1967), and recent 

work seems to suggest intrinsic belief is related to a higher endorsement of fairness (Silvia et al, 

2014). Yet such assurance in one’s beliefs may lead to hostility towards outgroups that violate 

the sacred norms held by intrinsic believers. Indeed, intrinsic religiosity has been positively 

associated with authoritarianism (Watson et al., 2003; Ji & Suh, 2008), as well as relevant 
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outcomes such as ambivalent sexism (particularly benevolent sexism; see Burn & Busso, 2005; 

Ozdemir, 2016) and prejudice primarily targeted towards outgroups that violate religious norms 

(such as homosexuality; see Hunsberger & Jackson, 2005; Van Camp et al., 2016). By contrast, 

intrinsic belief is either unrelated or negatively associated with prejudice towards outgroups of 

little relevance to religious norms, such as ethnic outgroups (Allport & Ross, 1967; Herek, 

1987). Thus, intrinsic belief still encompasses a selective form of prosociality. 

Whilst religious orientations were originally conceptualised by Allport and Ross (1967) 

within a the extrinsic-intrinsic framework, Batson and Ventis (1982) proposed a third religious 

orientation termed religious quest. In contrast to the ambivalence of extrinsic religiosity and the 

certainty of intrinsic belief, quest is characterised by doubt, complexity, and ambiguity. Quest 

embraces the open-ended nature of existential questions (Batson & Raynor-Prince, 1983) and the 

struggle for truth, with adherents encouraged to be self-critical and flexible. Indeed, quest 

orientation is associated with greater cognitive complexity when dealing with existential issues 

(Batson & Raynor-Prince, 1983), as well as endorsement of a more self-directed and personal 

approach to religious identification (Burns et al., 1996). 

It is noteworthy that quest orientation reflects not a motivational approach to religiosity 

(as opposed to the extrinsic-intrinsic dimension; see Neyrinck et al., 2010), but instead focuses 

on the cognitive style of religion – namely, a comfort with ambiguity and complexity as opposed 

to a more rigid endorsement of security and cohesion. As such, it is here that we see a possible 

explanation for the countervailing socio-political impacts of religion, with quest negatively 

associated a range of prejudicial attitudes (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 1992; Burns et al., 1996; 

Hunsberger & Jackson, 2005), as well as negatively predicting authoritarianism and conservative 

affiliation (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 1992). Quest is also associated with universalism and 
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benevolence (see Gennerich & Huber, 2006), values which conceptually capture a desire for 

communion with humanity and the world. Indeed, universalism is associated with facilitating 

outgroup contact (Sagiv & Schwartz, 1995), positive attitudes towards a range of minority and 

low status groups (see Beierlein et al., 2016), and even a general concern for environmental 

problems (Schultz et al., 2005).  

The distinction between the extrinsic-intrinsic religious orientations and quest 

demonstrates two distinct religious themes of interest when considering their impacts on socio-

political outcomes. Whilst extrinsic and intrinsic religiosity are concerned with goals and 

motivations, quest appears concerned with the nature of faith and the divine itself (Neyrinck et 

al., 2010). The first theme thus addresses concerns over psychological and epistemic needs, 

rooted in a certainty about one’s religious beliefs. The second encompasses a kind of existential 

seeking – a journey undertaken for the nature of “divine truth”. This distinction in religious 

orientation has been noted elsewhere under various terms; defensive vs. existential (in the 

context of Terror Management Theory; see Beck, 2006), security vs. growth (Van Tongeren & 

Davis, 2015), literal vs. symbolic (see Wulff, 1997), and most pertinent to the current thesis, 

religiosity vs. spirituality (see Mahoney & Shafranske, 2013). 

It is this distinction, herein termed religiosity vs. spirituality, that appears most relevant 

when discussing the multidimensional nature of religious group identity. Whilst nebulous, 

Pargament (1999) posits that religion, perhaps sharing conceptual overlap with intrinsic and 

extrinsic religious orientations, is defined by a personal or group search for meaning through 

sacred means. In essence, the meaning of the sacred is either irrelevant or believed to be known – 

it is how the sacred applies to one’s goals, needs and values that define religiosity. By contrast, 

spirituality is posited to be a search for the sacred itself. Here, meaning is sought in the sacred, 
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capturing the intellectual, seeking and aspects of quest through an acknowledgement of the 

unknown nature of the divine. Whilst religiosity appears to be motivated by epistemic concerns 

and goals, perhaps for security and continuity, spirituality expresses a greater focus on truth-

seeking (though perhaps not necessarily a comfort with uncertainty – hence the need to seek out 

truth). Thus, as Pargament (1999) notes, spirituality is defined as a narrow construct, with 

religiosity having broader scope in its relationship with the adherent’s needs and goals both 

transcendent and mundane. 

By contrast, Zinnbauer and colleagues (1999) propose that religiosity and spirituality 

display a shared interest in their search for the sacred, but it is the contextual setting that creates 

the distinction. They propose that, whilst spirituality encompasses an individual or group search 

for the sacred in general terms, religiousness encompasses the more specific search for the sacred 

within a traditional sacred context. Whilst both are focused on truth seeking and a comfort with 

uncertainty, religiosity’s focus on traditionalist contexts acts to constrain and reinforce orthodox 

religious precepts. Akin to the work of Emmons (1999), connection with the divine is 

accomplished through formalised teachings and traditions shared with a like-minded community. 

By contrast, spirituality seems to acknowledge the unknown (and perhaps unknowable) nature of 

the divine and recognising that divine connection can (and must) occur outside traditional, 

communal faith settings. Correspondingly, spirituality embraces unorthodox religious ideas in its 

search for divine truth. Here, spirituality displays a broader scope in its relationship with the 

world whilst religiosity is narrowly confined to traditional religious contexts. Most notably, 

spirituality is indeed associated with lower affiliation with traditional religious groups (Burns et 

al., 1996). 

Essentially, these conceptualisations argue that the focus of religiosity may be functional 
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or traditional, whilst spirituality is either existential or individual/unorthodox. Importantly, they 

appear to align with the work of Tiliopoulos and colleagues (2007), who posited that religious 

orientations can be delineated into two orthogonal dimensions; a social-personal dimension 

assessing the focus and form of religion (that of a social or individual connection with the 

divine), and a means-ends dimension assessing religion to what degree religion is seen as 

functional (either to address epistemic needs or as a form of existential seeking). Thus, 

spirituality and religiosity appear to occupy polar ends of one of these dimensions, but key to 

their conceptualisations by Pargament (1999) and Zinnbauer and colleagues (1999) is which 

dimensions they occupy. 

Perhaps, a more compelling conceptualisation might be a mixture of the two, for they do 

not seem wholly contradictory. As noted previously, religion is argued to be closely tied to 

tradition as a way of fulfilling and addressing adherents’ epistemic needs for security and order – 

expressing the means motivations described by Pargament (1999) as well as the traditionalist 

argument of Zinnbauer and colleagues (1999). Similarly, as traditionalist religious contexts 

might largely encompass faith as a means to assuage security concerns, spirituality might be 

forced to utilise non-traditional forms of religion as a means of existential seeking. Although this 

thesis does not resolve the distinction between these conceptualisations, it presents work which 

can speak to this contention in the literature. Accordingly, it is important to acknowledge the 

commonalities underlying the definitions of spirituality and religion, particularly how spirituality 

has related to various outcomes throughout the literature, before exploring how they might 

influence socio-political outcomes.   
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The role of spirituality 

Given the prosocial outcomes of religious quest (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 1992) and 

other forms of spiritual seeking (see Duriez & Van Hiel, 2002; Koca-Atabey & Öner-Özkan, 

2011; Van Tongeren & Davis, 2015), spirituality may motivate prosocial and egalitarian values. 

Indeed, Hirsh and colleagues (2013) argued that spirituality might foster universalism – a value 

encompassing an acceptance of equals and a connection with the environment. Accordingly, 

Saroglou and colleagues (2008) found that priming individuals with emotions implying self-

transcendence fostered spirituality. Other work similarly reveals that spirituality correlates 

positively with agreeableness, benevolence (Saroglou & Muñoz‐García, 2008), universalism 

(Hirsh et al., 2013) and openness to experience (Li & Chow, 2015), as well as negatively related 

to self-enhancement values (those connected to inequitable intergroup dynamics such as power 

and achievement; see Piotrowski & Zemojtel-Piotrowska, 2020).  

Importantly, such values suggest spirituality might motivate more universal forms of 

prosociality, as opposed to the selective and in-group specific forms of prosociality fostered by 

religiosity. Notably, Malka and colleagues (2011) found that religious identification motivated 

countervailing effects on opposition to social welfare through two distinct mediators. The first 

demonstrated religiosity’s opposition to social welfare as mediated by increased conservative 

identity. The second showed increased support for social welfare through endorsement of 

prosociality, thus demonstrating that faith can motivate both selective and universalist prosocial 

attitudes. Similarly, work on the cognition of religious concepts suggests a delineation along 

these lines. Notably, priming religion concepts promotes prosociality towards ingroup members 

(Preston & Ritter, 2013). By contrast, priming God concepts increased prosociality towards 

outgroup members. Such work suggests that it is the concept of a divine entity, associated with 
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the core spiritual component of faith (i.e., seeking out the divine), that motivates universalist 

prosocial behaviour amongst the religious – not the concept of the religion (and its associated 

traditions) itself. 

Endorsement of spirituality might even be the primary motivator of most (if not all) 

prosocial attitudes amongst the religiously identified. Li and Chow (2015) examined adolescent 

religiosity and spirituality as predictors of helping both strangers and peers. They found that 

spirituality was associated with helping peers, and partially with helping strangers, whilst 

religiosity was unassociated with either form of helping behaviour. Importantly, they also noted 

that when spirituality was partialled out, religiosity became negatively associated with helping 

peers. 

Such work suggests that spirituality sits at the core of prosocial and egalitarian behavior, 

demonstrating a preference for more equitable intergroup relationships among those who identify 

as spiritual. In terms of political affiliation, such work suggests that spirituality, when distinct 

from religiosity, should negatively predict conservative affiliation given that opposition to 

equality is a core component of conservative ideology (Jost et al., 2003). Indeed, Hirsh and 

colleagues (2013) demonstrated that spirituality correlated positively with universalist values and 

that priming participants with spiritual content increased endorsement of liberal attitudes. Thus, 

spirituality may discourage conservative affiliation through promoting egalitarianism.  

One way of operationalising such egalitarian values is through examination of social 

dominance orientation (SDO). SDO reflects the second pathway of the dual process model of 

conservative ideology (see Duckitt & Sibley, 2009). As noted previously, this model reflects two 

pathways towards conservative affiliation motivated by personality, social environment and 

worldview beliefs. However, whilst RWA is argued to be motivated by a threat-driven desire for 
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social conformity, SDO describes a political attitude characterised by a preference for inequality 

driven by a competitive worldview and low levels of both agreeableness and empathy (Duckitt & 

Sibley, 2009; Sidanius et al., 2013) – the very values that religion appears to endorse. As such 

social dominance orientation seems to reflect a motivated disinterest in connection or 

cooperation with other groups that runs counter to the universalist and collaborative ideals 

argued to underpin growth-oriented/spiritual beliefs (Piotrowski & Zemojtel-Piotrowska, 2020; 

Van Tongeren & Davis, 2016). 

Indeed, spirituality has been argued to motivate lower endorsement of SDO (Hirsh et al., 

2013) with past work showing a negative corelation between the two variables (Saucier & 

Skrzypinksa, 2006). Notably, and consistent with the dual process model, SDO is a strong 

predictor of conservative attitudes (Duckitt & Sibley, 2009), thus potentially acting as a mediator 

for the negative relationship between spirituality and conservative affiliation. As such, spiritual 

identification may explain the countervailing impacts of religion on conservatism through two 

distinct processes, with religiosity motivating authoritarianism (and thus conservatism), whilst 

spirituality discourages SDO (with corresponding negative impacts on conservative affiliation). 

Hence, work should further examine the impact of religiosity and spirituality on both RWA and 

SDO, as well as their respective impacts on conservative affiliation.  

Beyond RWA and SDO: The role of Collective Narcissism 

 Previous work has largely examined religion under the paradigm of the religious and 

spiritual forms of group identification. Examination of the values underlying these religious 

dimensions provides some explanation for their distinct impacts on socio-political outcomes. 

Specifically, we see that religion (broadly) appears to be positively related to authoritarian 

attitudes by sharing a focus on order and security as fostered by group cohesion and 
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homogeneity (Saroglou et al., 2004; Hirsh et al., 2013). By contrast, spiritual identification 

(broadly) appears to connect to the values of benevolence and universalism, fostering a form of 

group identification focused on connection with humanity and the environment as an expression 

of a desire for a closer connection with the divine (Saroglou & Muñoz‐García, 2008). As such, 

spirituality appears to foster more positive attitudes towards egalitarianism, lower endorsement 

of SDO, and thus lower levels of conservatism (Hirsh et al., 2013). Thus, the 

spirituality/religiosity dichotomy, when contextualised through the values of egalitarianism vs. 

authoritarianism, begins to elucidate the countervailing effects of religion on political attitudes. 

Yet, recent work has also posited a form of group identification termed collective 

narcissism (Golec de Zavala et al., 2009). This form of group affiliation is characterised by a 

deep investment in the positive self-image of one’s ingroup, a heightened perception of threat to 

that positive self-image, and a reactionary aggression when confronted by perceived threats 

(Cichocka, 2016; Golec de Zavala, 2011). Importantly, whilst collective narcissism is related to 

both RWA and SDO, it is argued to predict political attitudes beyond authoritarian and anti-

egalitarian attitudes (Golec de Zavala, 2011). As such, religious collective narcissism reflects the 

direct impacts of the motivational underpinnings of religious identification on socio-political 

attitudes. Thus, this thesis seeks to demonstrate that the motivational underpinnings of religious 

belief, reflected by examining collective narcissism, appear to both indirectly (through religious 

considerations of threat-motivated social conformity vs. egalitarianism) and directly motivate 

socio-political beliefs in a countervailing fashion.  

Indeed, examining the conceptual roots of collective narcissism gives some indication of 

how it delineates from both RWA and SDO. Whilst still rooted in the epistemic motives of self-

esteem and security proposed by social identity theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1986), collective 
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narcissism emerges when individuals perceive a lack of personal control over their lives. Such 

individuals endorse collective narcissism in an attempt to regain a sense of personal power, by 

rooting their self-identity in the (perceived) positive self-image of their social group (Cichocka, 

2016; Cichocka et al., 2017). Hence, collective narcissism is fundamentally rooted in insecurity 

over the perceived importance of one’s group. Whilst group members hold an inflated sense of 

their ingroup’s worth, they also expect (or demand) external validation of that perception from 

outgroups (Golec de Zavala et al., 2009). Hence, collective narcissism encompasses a form of 

group identification which projects the perceived (positive) attributes of the group onto the self – 

as Cichocka (2016) argues, “the in-group is in service of the self” (also see van Veelen et al., 

2011). 

In this way, collective narcissism encompasses the ingroup favouritism of RWA and the 

competitive outgroup derogation of SDO (Golec de Zavala et al., 2009). Yet despite these 

conceptual overlaps, the motivational underpinnings of the concepts appear quite different. 

Whilst RWA is argued to be motivated by the epistemic needs for security and order (Duckitt, 

2006), collective narcissism is thought to originate from the need to maintain a positive self-

image of the group (Golec de Zavala et al., 2009). Similarly, whilst collective narcissism shows 

overlap with the group-based dominance and outgroup derogation focus of SDO, these attitudes 

are not motivated by a general support for hierarchies and an opposition to equality, but rather, a 

response to perceived threats to one’s group image. As such, collective narcissism uniquely 

encompasses both in-group favoritism and out-group hate (Golec de Zavala & Lantos, 2020). 

 Consistent with this theorising, collective narcissism correlates positively with sensitivity 

to threats, even perceiving inconvenient yet innocuous situations as deliberately insulting (see 

Golec de Zavala et al., 2016). This heightened sensitivity is associated with greater hostility 
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towards the perceived opposition, as well as endorsement of retaliatory/revenge motivations 

(Golec de Zavala et al., 2016; Dyduch-Hazar & Mrozinski, 2021; Guerra et al., 2020). For 

example, collective narcissism correlates with increased nationalism (Cichocka & Cislak, 2020) 

and a corresponding hostility and willingness to engage in violence towards outgroups (Golec de 

Zavala et al., 2009). It is also associated with the endorsement of conspiracy theories which 

portray outgroups as hostile agents, including anti-Semitic Jewish conspiracies (Golec de Zavala 

& Cichocka, 2012; also see Golec de Zavala & Federico, 2018; Marchlewska et al., 2019).  

 Whilst collective narcissism encompasses a form of insecure identification, this form of 

group identification stands in contrast to more secure group identities. Cichocka (2016) notes 

that, whilst insecure narcissism is a product of frustrated needs for control, secure group 

identities emerge when such needs are satisfied. As opposed to the external validation required 

by collective narcissism, those secure in their group identities hold positive views of the self and 

the group which are not contingent on external validation. Indeed, parallels have been drawn 

between blind patriotism and constructive patriotism (Golec de Zavala et al., 2013). Thus, 

similar to intrinsic motivations for group identity, non-narcissistic forms of group identification 

are not driven by external needs for security or self-esteem, but rather, by personal motivations 

for goal pursuit and self-efficacy (Gagné & Deci, 2005; Kerr & Kaufman-Gilliland, 1997). 

Hence, secure group identification seems to encompass a desire to projects one’s own attributes 

onto the in-group – as Cichocka (2016) argues, “the self is in the service of the group”. 

 Consistent with this point, secure forms of group identification are associated with lower 

endorsement of hostile outgroup conspiracy beliefs and positive impacts on outgroup relations 

across a range of variables (Cichocka et al., 2016; also see Golec de Zavala et al., 2019). 

Importantly, such work has also revealed that secure group identification and collective 
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narcissism appear to function as mutual suppressors, concealing the countervailing effects of 

secure vs. insecure group identities on outgroup attitudes (Golec de Zavala et al., 2013; Golec de 

Zavala et al., 2019). As such, collective narcissism (vs. secure group identification) may explain 

some of the countervailing effects of religious affiliation on outgroup attitudes, with resultant 

socio-political outcomes.  

Indeed, past work examining collective narcissism in the context of religion has noted 

that insecure religiosity can have negative impacts on intergroup relations. Marchlewska and 

colleagues (2019) noted that Catholic collective narcissism was associated with gender 

conspiracy beliefs. Consistent with this, Golec de Zavala and Bierwiaczonek (2020) noted that 

Catholic collective narcissism was associated with greater endorsement of hostile sexism 

independently of religious fundamentalism (which reflects religiously coded authoritarian 

ideals), suggesting that religious group narcissism may indeed function directly (and 

independently of RWA) on outgroup attitudes. It should also be noted that intrinsic religiosity, 

was estimated simultaneously in this model, demonstrating a negative association with hostile 

sexism. Notably, intrinsic religiosity reflects a secure form of religious identification (once the 

variance of religious group narcissism is accounted for). This provides an indication that secure 

vs. insecure forms of religious group identification may play an important role in explaining the 

countervailing effects of religion on outgroup attitudes and socio-political outcomes.  

Importantly, the concept of insecure vs. secure forms of religious group identification 

proposed by collective narcissism appears to align with past conceptualisations of the religiosity 

vs. spirituality (or security vs. growth, extrinsic vs. intrinsic etc.) dimensions of religious belief. 

As such, religious group narcissism appears to address the fundamental dichotomy of religious 

beliefs (and associated political outcomes) found within the literature. Whilst insecure forms of 
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religious group identification reflect the use of religion to satisfy epistemic needs for self-esteem, 

secure forms of religion appear to reflect a more intrinsic and sincere form of religious affiliation 

rooted in faith. Thus, religious narcissism may reflect a more performative form of religious 

belief, predicated on using religion to conceal vulnerabilities or for grandiose goals (Łowicki & 

Zajenkowski, 2017). As such, where religiosity and spirituality may align with intrinsic 

religiosity and quest, respectively, religious narcissism may better encapsulate extrinsic concerns 

for status and superiority. Hence, research on religious group narcissism thus promises to more 

directly tap into the motivational processes which drive religion, whether as a means or an end, 

and the resultant direct impacts of such motivations on socio-political outcomes. Collective 

narcissism might suggest that it is not simply religious concerns over egalitarianism and 

authoritarianism that motivate the religion’s countervailing impacts on political attitudes, but 

also the prior motivations for religious group identification that have direct impacts on 

conservative ideology (and outgroup attitudes more generally). 

Thesis Overview 

This thesis presents four studies which utilize both cross-sectional and longitudinal data 

to address two broad gaps in the literature. The first gap addresses the fundamental question of 

the temporal ordering of religion on authoritarianism, providing evidence for the impact of 

conversion (and deconversion) on authoritarian attitudes. Although past work has highlighted the 

strong association between religious affiliation and authoritarianism, it remains unclear whether 

this association reflects selection or enculturation effects. To this end, the first study in this thesis 

examines longitudinal data to examine the effects of religious conversion on authoritarianism in 

order to resolve this contention. 

The second gap broadly examines the countervailing impacts of religious affiliation on 
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socio-political beliefs. Specifically, this thesis seeks to demonstrate that religious affiliation and 

spirituality show distinct impacts on political affiliation (and related socio-political attitudes) 

through separate processes. The second study presented contextualises this relationship within 

the dual process model framework (Duckitt & Sibley, 2009), examining the impact of religious 

and spiritual identification on conservative ideology through both authoritarian (RWA) and anti-

egalitarian attitudes (SDO).  

Extending this work, the third study examines the impact of spirituality on a topical 

socio-political attitude in a uniquely New Zealand population – that of indigenous New Zealand 

Māori. Conceptualisations of religiosity and spirituality tend to be defined from Western cultural 

roots with questionable applicability to non-Western contexts. To investigate this, the third study 

presented here employs an etic-emic approach to the subject of how Māori spirituality affects 

attitudes towards environmental conservation. The etic approach treats culture as a factor that 

influences cognition, behaviour and learning (Helfrich, 1999) and denotes the use of general, 

cross-cultural measures, specifically examining Māori endorsement of conservation values. By 

contrast, the emic approach focuses on culture specifically, aiming to tease out an individual’s 

experiential world through their own explanations in local cultural terms (Berry, 1999). 

Specifically, we looked at Māori spirituality as a facet of a cultural identity that is uniquely 

Māori (see Houkamau & Sibley, 2015).  

This work demonstrates that Māori identities which uphold the importance of spiritual 

beliefs and cosmologies appeared to be strongly rooted in universalist approaches to nature and 

the environment. Importantly, such beliefs don’t merely emphasise the value of protecting the 

environment but also the kinship, unity, and spiritual ancestry Māori share with the land, as well 

as its importance to the role of Māori as tangata whenua. This work reveals that the impacts of 
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spirituality on socio-political outcomes are more nuanced than they first appear, particularly 

when considering environmental concern, as well as demonstrating that spiritual associations 

with universalist ideals appear to bear relevance to New Zealand’s indigenous population. 

Finally, I conclude by examining religious group narcissism and its impacts on socio-

political attitudes. Specifically, we seek to demonstrate that forms of religious identification 

appear to play a role in predicting political attitudes alongside religiously motivated authoritarian 

vs. egalitarian considerations. As such, the motivational underpinnings that underlie religious 

identification itself (reflected by the secure vs. insecure forms of religious identification) may 

independently predict socio-political attitudes from RWA and SDO. Notably, past work has 

demonstrated that collective narcissism and secure group identification have countervailing 

effects on socio-political issues (see Cichocka, 2016; Golec de Zavala et al., 2020; Guerra et al., 

2020), whilst Catholic collective narcissism plays an important role in predicting hostile sexism 

(Golec de Zavala & Bierwiaczonek, 2020). The fourth chapter of this thesis conceptually 

replicates and extends this work by examining the role of religious group narcissism in 

predicting ambivalent sexism (both hostile and benevolent), and its role as a mutual suppressor 

of the positive impacts of religious identification on said outcomes. Importantly, this study 

demonstrates that these effects are independent of both right-wing authoritarianism (RWA) and 

social dominance orientation (SDO) suggesting religious narcissism may have direct impacts on 

outgroup attitudes worth considering. 
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Comment on publications 

This thesis presents four manuscripts, two of which are published, one which (at the time 

of writing) is currently in-press, and one which is in preparation for journal submission. 

Published manuscripts are presented here with minor formatting adjustments to maintain 

consistency with the thesis. Manuscripts under review may differ in final published form. These 

manuscripts are referred to as Studies 1 to 4 throughout this thesis, presented in Chapters Two – 

Five, respectively. 

Lockhart, C., Sibley, C., and Osborne, D. (under review). The Authoritarian Incubator: 

Examining the effect of religious conversion on Right-Wing Authoritarianism. 

Manuscript submitted for publication. 

Lockhart, C., Sibley, C. G., & Osborne, D. (2020). Religion makes—and unmakes—the status 

quo: religiosity and spirituality have opposing effects on conservatism via RWA and 

SDO. Religion, Brain & Behavior, 10(4), 379-392. 

Lockhart, C., Houkamau, C. A., Sibley, C. G., & Osborne, D. (2019). To be at one with the land: 

Māori spirituality predicts greater environmental regard. Religions, 10(7), 427. 

Lockhart, C., Sibley, C., Osborne, D. Religiosity and Ambivalent Sexism: Religious Group 

Narcissism as a Suppressor. Manuscript in preparation for journal submission.  
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Bridging Statement 

As previously noted, religion has often been associated with conservative ideology 

(Malka et al., 2012), specifically due to religion’s endorsement of traditionalist ideals closely 

associated with authoritarian attitudes (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 1992; Saroglou et al., 2004). 

Yet the temporal ordering of this relationship has yet to be determined within the literature. 

Altemeyer and Hunsberger (1992) hypothesised that religious doctrine might enculture 

authoritarian norms. However, they also suggested that authoritarians might be more likely to 

select into religious groups, due to the normative nature of religious belief across most cultures, 

as well as providing rhetoric and dogma that appeals to authoritarian sensibilities. 

Study 1 seeks to provide evidence towards a better understanding of the nature of this 

relationship. Past research has utilised longitudinal research to demonstrate that religious 

behaviour and affiliation, such as church attendance and religious identification, appeared to be 

associated with authoritarianism over time (see Wink et al., 2007; Osborne & Sibley, 2014). Yet 

the act of religious conversion provides the opportunity to assess the temporal ordering of this 

relationship in a more definitive fashion. Indeed, to our knowledge, the impact of religious 

conversion has yet to be examined in this context. Moreover, whilst past work on religious 

conversion has predominantly utilised cross-sectional data, the New Zealand Attitudes and 

Values Study (NZAVS) is uniquely positioned to answer the question of selection vs. 

enculturation by examining the impact of conversion longitudinally. 

Whilst conversion may be a somewhat nebulous term, we took a specific approach to 

examining religious conversion in this study. Conversion was examined via participants who 

self-affiliated with a non-religious/secular identity at some point during the study, before then 

transitioning to identifying as a member of a Christian group at a later time point. Religious 
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identification was assessed using a self-report measure, specifically “What religious or spiritual 

group?” participants identified with. Christian identification in particular was assessed due to 

model constraints, with subsequent analyses of different religious groups resulting in too small a 

sample size for useful results. 

To these ends, my colleagues and I present an event-centred piecewise latent growth 

model of religious (Christian) converts across a period of 9 years. Centred on religious 

conversion, specifically secular individuals coming to identify with a Christian religious group, 

we demonstrate that the event of conversion appears to precede increases in authoritarianism, but 

not anti-egalitarian attitudes. Furthermore, we also examined the impact of religious 

deconversion, with Christian individuals coming to identify as secular, both to provide 

comparison with our conversion results and to examine the unique effect of deconversion on 

authoritarian attitudes. 

Overall, Study 1 provides the most comprehensive examination of religious conversion’s 

impact on socio-political attitudes (specifically, authoritarianism and anti-egalitarianism) to date. 

It demonstrates the powerful impact of religion in motivating authoritarian attitudes as well as 

indicating that such beliefs do not motivate anti-egalitarianism – thus aligning with past work 

demonstrating the fundamental role of traditionalism (but not hierarchical intergroup dynamics) 

in the relationship between religiosity and conservative affiliation. Our results also suggest that 

the impact of deconversion on authoritarianism appears to be a product of selection, with 

political attitudes taking precedence over religious considerations amongst some segments of our 

religious affiliates. The implications of these findings are further discussed in the manuscript 

below as well as in the general discussion section of this thesis.  

This manuscript is currently in-press with the reference as follows: 
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Lockhart, C., Sibley, C., and Osborne, D. (in-press). The Authoritarian Incubator: 

Examining the effect of religious conversion on Right-Wing Authoritarianism.  
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The Authoritarian Incubator: Examining the effect of conversion to Christianity on Right-

Wing Authoritarianism and Social Dominance Orientation 

 

“I appeal to you, brothers and sisters, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that all of you agree 

with one another in what you say and that there be no divisions among you, but that you be 

perfectly united in mind and thought.”  

– 1 Corinthians 1:10 (NIV) 

As implied by the epigraph above, religion can foster a sense of community amongst its 

followers (Graham & Haidt, 2010; Ysseldyk et al., 2010), thereby creating a uniquely powerful 

social identity. By providing both a structured belief system and a community of fellow 

believers, religion promises a sense of stability and communal support that supersedes most other 

social identities (Ysseldyk, et al., 2010). Yet, this focus on shared faith may also be linked to the 

endorsement of conformity and traditionalism (Graham & Haidt, 2010). Indeed, explicit in the 

opening epigraph is a mandate to conform to the group’s conventions by uniting “in mind and 

thought”. As such, religion is often associated with a tendency to uphold traditions and conform 

to group norms (Saroglou et al., 2004), as well as to pay respect to, and comply with, ingroup 

authorities (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 1992).  

Research has extensively explored the positive correlation between religious affiliation 

and traditionalism, particularly right-wing authoritarianism (RWA; see Altemeyer, 1988). RWA 

encompasses a tendency towards group convention, conformity, and aggression towards 

perceived deviants, and is rooted in a perception of the world as a dangerous and threatening 

place (Duckitt & Sibley, 2009). Notably, studies examining the origins of certain religious 

beliefs such as fundamentalism (i.e., the belief that the teachings of one’s religion are inerrant 
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and unquestionable) find that such attitudes are also rooted in threat-based and security concerns 

that are motivated by an epistemic need to ameliorate uncertainty and outgroup threat 

(Robertson, 2006). Accordingly, Altemeyer and Hunsberger (1992) theorised that authoritarians 

are often introduced to religion in childhood and carry their faith into adulthood. The tenacity of 

religious belief is unsurprising, as tradition and conformity—two values closely linked to 

religion (see Saroglou et al., 2004)—are integral to RWA (Duckitt & Sibley, 2009). Thus, once 

introduced, authoritarians hold onto their religious beliefs. However, religion may also prescribe 

traditional values, which may lead adherents to adopt authoritarian attitudes (Altemeyer 1981). 

As such, the temporal order of the positive association between religious affiliation and RWA 

remains an open question. Do authoritarians gravitate toward religion? Or does religious 

conversion precede the endorsement of authoritarianism? 

The current study helps to answer this question by using data from a nationwide 

longitudinal panel study to investigate the relationship between conversion to Christianity and 

RWA. Specifically, we focus on a unique subsample of participants who initially reported no 

religious affiliation but then identified—and continued to identify—as Christian at some point 

during a 9-year period. Accordingly, we examine participants’ levels of RWA in the years prior 

to, and after, their conversion to Christianity. Because religion may also promote humility and 

egalitarian attitudes, we also assessed participants’ levels of social dominance orientation (SDO; 

a measure of support for group-based hierarchy) using the same method. To complement these 

analyses, we also examined the possibility that declines in RWA precede de-converting from 

Christian to no religious affiliation. In doing so, we aim to identify the temporal ordering of the 

relationship between religious conversion and RWA, while also examining the processes that 

precede religious deconversions.  
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We begin by reviewing the literature on the association between religious affiliation and 

RWA. Next, we explain how the values of tradition, conformity and conventionalism taught in 

religion may foster RWA. We also examine how religion may impact SDO, noting that religion 

also preaches universalism and benevolence—values that are antithetical to the hierarchical 

attitudes that comprise SDO. We conclude this section by summarizing the aims and hypotheses 

of the current study. In short, we provide the most comprehensive assessment of the relationship 

between religious conversion and RWA to date and help contribute to the debate over whether 

religious affiliation fosters RWA, or if those who endorse RWA are simply attracted to religion. 

Religion and RWA: A (un)holy union? 

Although some research indicates that spiritual forms of faith correlate positively with 

liberal and egalitarian attitudes (see Hirsh et al., 2013; Lockhart et al., 2020; Malka et al., 2011), 

both research and conventional wisdom has often (broadly) positioned religious affiliation as a 

strong correlate of traditional values (e.g., conformity and submission; see Saroglou et al., 2004). 

One attitude that may express such traditionalism is right-wing authoritarianism (RWA), an 

ideological attitude composed of three distinct subdimensions: conventionalism (a tendency to 

conform to group norms), authoritarian submission (a tendency to obey authority figures), and 

authoritarian aggression (a tendency towards coercive social control of nonconformists; Duckitt 

& Sibley, 2009). Accordingly, RWA is associated with values encompassing tradition and 

security (e.g., conformity and convention; see Livi et al., 2014), as well as personality traits such 

as (high) conscientiousness, (low) openness (Duckitt & Sibley, 2009), and (high) agreeableness 

(Osborne et al., 2013)—values and traits that often correlate positively with religion (see 

Saroglou, 2015; Saroglou et al., 2004).  

Other research also links religious affiliation with authoritarianism. For example, RWA 
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fosters a communal sense of identity, motivated by an ingroup-focused prosociality that trends 

towards in-group favouritism (Stangor & Leary, 2006). Similarly, religiosity (i.e., identification 

with a religious or spiritual group; see Ysseldyk et al., 2010) fosters a communal understanding 

of the sacred, emphasising religious group affiliation, as well as tradition, orthodoxy, and respect 

for authority (see also Pargament, 1999; Saucier & Skrzypinska, 2006). Although this form of 

selective religious-based prosociality may seem counterintuitive given the positive correlation 

between religiosity and universal prosociality (Bulbulia, 2004; Sibley & Bulbulia, 2015), 

religiously motivated prosocial behaviour, like that of the prosociality fostered by RWA, is 

conditional (Vilaythong et al., 2010). For example, Preston and Ritter (2013) presented 

religiously identified participants with a forced-choice scenario where they could assist either an 

ingroup or an outgroup member and were asked who a hypothetical moral audience would want 

them to help. Those informed that a religious leader was their moral audience were more likely 

to help the ingroup than the outgroup member. When asked to explain their decision, participants 

noted a sense of similarity and community with the ingroup member.  

Religiosity may also elicit RWA by fostering respect for authorities. Indeed, many 

traditional religions encourage adherents to respect authority figures (Graham & Haidt, 2010). 

To these ends, Wisneski and colleagues (2009) revealed that religious identification correlated 

positively with trusting the decisions made by authorities. Napier and Jost (2008) also identified 

a positive relationship between the perceived importance of religion and respect for authority 

across 19 countries. Accordingly, Osborne and Sibley (2014) found that church attendance (i.e., 

one’s exposure to formal religious doctrine) correlated positively with RWA.  

In line with the thesis that religion fosters conformity and tradition, religiosity correlates 

positively with both dogmatism (Jost et al., 2014) and Need for Closure (Saroglou, 2002). 
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Notably, dogmatism is a powerful predictor of RWA (Altemeyer, 1996; but see Duckitt, 2009). 

Both religious belief and RWA are also associated with information-processing heuristics that 

prioritise quick, efficient, and simple responses to problems (Altemeyer, 1988; Chirumbolo, 

2002; Kruglanski et al., 2006; Pennycook et al., 2012). Thus, religion may foster RWA by 

decreasing tolerance for ambiguity (Kilpatrick et al., 1970). 

Does religion socialize RWA? 

Whilst religious affiliation is closely associated with values and beliefs that predict 

authoritarianism (Napier & Jost, 2008; Osborne & Sibley, 2014; Saroglou et al., 2004), the 

direction of this relationship is an open question. Altemeyer and Hunsberger (1992) noted that 

authoritarians (i.e., those who are more likely to adhere to group norms and traditions) typically 

carry their childhood religions into adulthood—a pathway suggesting that RWA elicits religious 

affiliation. Consistent with this perspective, authoritarianism correlates positively with church 

attendance, frequency of prayer, and time spent reading scripture (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 

1992). Likewise, individuals high on RWA are more religious and express fewer doubts than do 

those who are low on RWA (Shaffer & Hastings, 2007). Authoritarians exposed to a religious 

threat also display fewer doubts and stronger religious identification than do authoritarians who 

are not threatened, indicating that religious affiliation may be a product of ingroup identification 

which, when threatened, leads adherents to ‘double-down’ in their loyalty to the ingroup (see 

Shaffer & Hastings, 2007). Thus, authoritarianism may foster religious identification by instilling 

ingroup identification/loyalty and adherence to group norms, increasing the salience of ingroup 

welfare, and promoting an adverse reaction to those who threaten the group (Altemeyer, 1988). 

Although RWA might plant the seeds of religiosity, Altemeyer and Hunsberger (1992) 

also note that religion may breed authoritarian attitudes, as many religious teachings valorise 
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respect for authority and the censuring of non-conformists. Building on the relationship between 

religion and dogmatism, Sagioglou and Forstmann (2013) found that priming Christian religious 

concepts increased intolerance of ambiguity—a critical predictor of RWA (Altemeyer, 1988; 

Feldman, 2003). Accordingly, authoritarians readily accept traditional religious messages—

messages that are often clear and unambiguous (Altemeyer, 1996). Exposure to religious primes 

(e.g., religious words) also increases the salience of submission-related concepts which, in turn, 

encourages submission to authority and conformity to ingroup norms (Saroglou et al., 2009; Van 

Cappellen et al., 2011). Hence, religion appears to foster core components of authoritarianism 

(namely, conformity and respect for authority; Altemeyer, 1988). Indeed, a 40-year longitudinal 

study conducted by Wink and colleagues (2007) found that religiosity predicted increases in 

authoritarianism over time. That said, research has yet to identify the effects of religious 

conversion on authoritarianism.  

Religion and SDO 

Despite the close relationship between religion and RWA, past research has noted that 

religion can have countervailing effects on political attitudes and intergroup relations (Hirsh et 

al., 2013; Lockhart et al., 2020; Shen et al., 2013). These countervailing associations emerge 

partly because religiosity correlates positively with conscientiousness (a preference for order; 

Hirsh et al., 2013), as well as agreeableness (a preference for group cooperation and tolerance; 

see Saroglou, 2010) and honesty-humility (a preference for reciprocal altruism and fairness; 

Stronge et al., 2020). Alongside these traits, Saroglou and colleagues (2004) noted that religion is 

associated with the values of conservation (a preference for social order) but also benevolence 

(expressing a concern for others welfare). Thus, religion appears to foster authoritarian ideals, as 

well as an empathetic, prosocial concern for others. 
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Consistent with the idea that religion can also foster prosocial outcomes, research reveals 

that spirituality correlates negatively with social dominance orientation—a preference for group-

based hierarchy (SDO; Hirsh et al., 2013; Lockhart et al., 2019). Notably, SDO is rooted in 

competitive beliefs about the world with a strong focus on power and superiority, as well as an 

endorsement of unequal and hierarchical relationships between social groups (see Duckitt & 

Sibley, 2009). Accordingly, SDO correlates negatively with traits and values that give rise to 

egalitarian ideals including empathy (Sidanius et al., 2013), agreeableness (Duckitt & Sibley, 

2009), benevolence and universalism (Livi et al., 2014) – ideals notably supported by religion. 

Indeed, religiosity correlates positively with agreeableness (see Saroglou, 2015; Silvia et al., 

2014) and benevolence (Saroglou et al., 2004). Similarly, religious beliefs related to questioning 

and reflexivity (i.e., religious quest), as well as spirituality, correlate positively with universalism 

(Gennerich & Huber, 2006; Saroglou & Muñoz‐García, 2008). Despite these noted relationships, 

research has yet to examine the temporal ordering of religion on SDO with regards to conversion 

(and deconversion). 

Current Study 

The current study contributes to the debate on the temporal order of religion and 

authoritarian views by examining the relationship religious conversion (and deconversion) has 

with both RWA and SDO. Past research reveals that religious conversion is a powerful process 

that coincides with dramatic changes across multiple domains including goals, feelings, attitudes, 

and behaviours (Paloutzian, et al., 1999). Religious conversion can even change personality traits 

(Stronge et al., 2020). Thus, religious conversion could predict increases in authoritarianism by 

encouraging submission to traditional religious authorities (a key component of RWA; see 

Duckitt et al., 2010). Indeed, religion teaches adherents to follow convention and respect 
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authority figures (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 1992), while also imbuing such values with 

religious meaning. As such, traditional religions may position authoritarian values as sacred, 

thereby encouraging adherents to endorse authoritarianism (Mahoney & Pargament, 2004).  

On the other hand, the relationship between RWA and religion may simply be the 

product of a selection effect whereby authoritarians are attracted to religious beliefs that validate 

their views (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 1992). Indeed, Hawkins and Nosek (2012) argued that 

Christian liberals were more likely to perceive a dissonance between their religious and political 

beliefs and posit that political ideology may take precedence over religious considerations. Thus, 

liberal Christians may opt out of religious groups they perceive as dissonant with their political 

beliefs. Our work helps to resolve these contrasting positions of selection vs. enculturation by 

assessing the trajectory of participants’ levels of RWA and SDO pre- and post-conversion to 

Christianity.  

To these ends, we followed an analytic approach developed by Stronge and colleagues 

(2020) to examine linear growth models of RWA in the years leading up to, and following, 

religious conversion over 9 years in an ongoing longitudinal panel study. Given the lack of 

socialization pressures, we expected that RWA would be stable among participants prior to their 

conversion to Christianity. After conversion, however, these same individuals should experience 

increases in RWA, as their exposure to religious teachings—teachings that should foster 

conformity and tradition—increase. Such results would help resolve the debate over the temporal 

ordering of religious conversion and authoritarianism.  

Although religiosity correlates positively with the idealisation of authority, it also 

correlates positively with modesty and greed-avoidance (Stronge et al., 2020), as well as 

benevolence (Saroglou et al., 2004)—attitudes and values that are antithetical to group-based 
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hierarchy (Leon et al., 2012). As such, we also investigated the impact of religious conversion on 

SDO (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999). Because participants wouldn’t experience the socialisation of 

these prosocial values until after exposure to religious teachings, we expected that SDO would 

be stable prior to participants’ conversion to Christianity but decline post-conversion as they are 

socialised into values that contrast with hierarchy and dominance. By showing that religious 

conversion precedes both increases in RWA and decreases in SDO, we aim to increase 

understanding of the countervailing associations religiosity has with authoritarianism and the 

preference for group-based hierarchy.  

To complement and extended these analyses, we also examined the effect of religious 

deconversion over the same period. Religious deconversion is thought to be distinct from 

religious conversion and encompasses a period of intellectual reflection and doubt before 

departing the religion (Perez & Vallières, 2019). Indeed, Stronge and colleagues (2020) found 

that declines in agreeableness preceded religious deconversion. Moreover, past work has argued 

that Christian liberals prioritise their political beliefs over their religious affiliation, ultimately 

leading them to disidentify with their Christian identity (Hawkins & Nosek, 2012). These studies 

suggest that religious deconversion may begin well-before people distance themselves from their 

(former) religion.  

To examine this possibility, we assessed linear growth models of RWA and SDO in the 

years leading up to, and following, religious deconversion over 9 years. These participants 

provided at least one data point where they identified as Christian before indicating they had 

deconverted and became non-religious—and continued to identify as non-religious—for the rest 

of their involvement in the study. We anticipated that Christian affiliated individuals would show 

a significant decrease in RWA prior to deconversion, and that this effect would persist following 
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deconversion. By contrast, we anticipated that religious individuals would show a significant 

increase in SDO both pre- and post-deconversion. This is consistent with past research showing 

that the perceived dissonance between one’s personal beliefs and the demands of their religious 

affiliation may motivate deconversion (see Hoskins & Nosek, 2012; Stronge et al., 2020). As 

such, we predict that Christian deconversion will show a distinct pattern from conversion in its 

relationship with both RWA and SDO such that political considerations will temporally precede 

a decline in religious beliefs. 

Method 

Sampling Procedure 

 Data for the current study came from the New Zealand Attitudes and Values Study 

(NZAVS)—a nationwide longitudinal panel study that began in 20092. Responses for Time 1 

(2009) of the NZAVS came from 6,518 participants who were randomly sampled from the 2009 

electoral roll. The sample for Time 2 (2010) contained responses from 4,441 participants (with 

4,425 retained from the previous wave; a retention rate of 67.9% over 1 year) and Time 3 (2011) 

contained responses from 6,884 participants (3,918 retained, 2,966 additional participants from a 

booster sample). Time 4 (2012) utilised responses from 12,179 participants (6,805 retained from 

at least one previous wave; 5,374 added through booster sampling), whilst Time 5 (2012) used 

data from 18,261 participants (10,502 retained from at least one previous wave; 7,759 new 

participants from additional sampling). Time 6 contained data from 15,820 participants (with 

15,740 retained from at least one previous wave; 82 new participants from booster sampling), 

and Time 7 contained responses from 13,942 participants (with 13,941 retained from at least one 

 
2 A de-identified dataset containing the variables analysed in this manuscript is available upon request from the 
corresponding author, or any member of the NZAVS advisory board, for the purpose of replication or checking of 
any published study using NZAVS data. 
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previous wave and 1 new unsolicited opt-in). Times 8 and 9 contained 21,936 participants 

(13,781 retained from at least one previous wave; 8,157 new from additional sampling) and 

17,072 participants (16,931 retained; 141 new), respectively. Finally, Time 10 contained 47,951 

participants (18,010 retained from at least one previous wave; 29,941 new). In terms of retention 

across separate waves, the Time 10 sample contained 2,964 participants retained from Time 1 (a 

retention rate of 45.5% over 9 years), and 14,049 participants from the previous wave (a 

retention rate of 82.3% from the previous year). See Satherley et al. (2015) for predictors of 

attrition. 

 Due to the requirements associated with our modelling approach, the religious conversion 

model was estimated using different sample sizes for each time point. For example, participants 

who converted from non-religious to religious between Times 1 and 2 (and who remained in the 

study for the remaining waves) contributed one pre-conversion and nine post-conversion data 

points. Conversely, those who converted between Times 9 and 10 contributed nine pre-

conversion and one post-conversion data points. Accordingly, we utilised data from all 536 

participants who provided at least one pre-conversion data point and one post-conversion data 

point, and who remained religious for the remainder of their involvement in the study (see the 

leftmost columns of Table 1). Of these participants, 65.5% (351) were female and 34.5% (185) 

were male. The mean age of the sample was 52.3 (SD = 12.6) and participants identified with the 

following ethnic groups: New Zealand European (82.1%), Māori (11.2%), Pacifica (3.9%), and 

Asian (1.7%), with 6 participants who did not report their ethnicity (the ethnicity of participants 

was priority-coded, with ‘Māori’ taking priority over all other ethnicities, followed by ‘Pacific’ 

and ‘Asian’ peoples, then ‘European’, respectively). 
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 Like our religious conversion models, our models examining the effects of deconversion 

on RWA and SDO relied on different sample sizes for each time point. Specifically, we utilised 

data from 696 participants who provided at least one data point where they affiliated as Christian 

and at least one point where they had deconverted from Christianity and remained non-religious 

for the remainder of their involvement in the study (see the rightmost columns of Table 1). Of 

these participants, 62.45% (435) were female and 37.55% (261) were male. The mean age of the 

sample was 49.3 (SD = 14.4) and participants identified with the following ethnic groups: New 

Zealand European (80.2%), Maori (13.4%), Pacifica (3.2%), and Asian (2.3%), with 7 

participants who did not report their ethnicity (participants’ ethnicity was priority-coded).
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Table 1. 

Sample Size, as well as Mean and Standard Deviation of RWA and SDO, for Each Year Pre- vs. Post-(De)Conversion to Christianity 

  Religious Conversion  Religious Deconversion 
    RWA  SDO    RWA  SDO 

Year  N  Mean SD  Mean SD  N  Mean SD  Mean SD 
Pre-(de)conversion                 

-6  41  3.331 0.935  2.659 0.934  37  3.452 0.863  2.304 0.866 
-5  74  3.220 0.990  2.592 1.021  68  3.568 0.823  2.288 0.809 
-4  100  3.396 1.032  2.603 1.000  104  3.532 0.910  2.315 0.846 
-3  128  3.206 1.033  2.541 1.032  147  3.415 0.886  2.350 0.871 
-2  248  3.249 0.964  2.502 1.060  281  3.424 0.894  2.416 0.901 
-1  536  3.388 1.003  2.557 1.021  696  3.348 0.922  2.438 0.903 

Post-(de)conversion                 
1  536  3.505 0.954  2.498 0.958  696  3.254 0.957  2.419 0.941 
2  271  3.513 1.034  2.503 0.981  364  3.164 0.987  2.345 0.934 
3  183  3.537 0.994  2.517 0.970  198  2.982 0.935  2.363 0.969 
4  148  3.593 0.956  2.567 0.981  154  2.975 0.997  2.366 0.888 
5  126  3.526 0.919  2.412 0.913  129  2.919 0.984  2.271 0.915 
6  62  3.501 1.044  2.484 1.069  60  3.028 0.936  2.236 0.873 
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Measures 

The current study focused on measures of religious affiliation, RWA, and SDO. Gender, 

age, and the first time point at which the participant identified as religious (non-religious) were 

included as covariates. Items were interspersed within a large omnibus survey containing other 

measures outside of the scope of the current study.  

Predictors 

Religious (de)conversion was derived via self-report. Each wave, participants were asked 

the following question: “Do you identify with a religion and/or spiritual group?”. Those who 

answered “yes” were then asked to indicate with which religion they identified (“What religion 

or spiritual group?”). Only those who indicated that they had converted from “No religion” to 

“Christian” at some point during the study (and remained religious for the rest of their 

involvement in the study) were included in our analysis of religious conversion. Similarly, those 

who indicated they had converted from “Christian” to “No religion” at some point during the 

study (and remained secular for the rest of their involvement in the study) were included in our 

analysis of religious deconversion. 

Right-wing authoritarianism was assessed using six items from Altemeyer (1996)3. 

Example items include: “It is always better to trust the judgment of the proper authorities in 

government and religion than to listen to the noisy rabble-rousers in our society who are trying to 

create doubt in people's minds” and “Some of the best people in our country are those who are 

challenging our government, criticizing religion, and ignoring the "normal way" things are 

supposed to be done” (reverse-coded). Items were averaged together with higher scores 

 
3 At Time 2, only 5 items were used to assess RWA. The item, “some of the best people in our country are those 
who are challenging our government, criticizing religion, and ignoring the "normal way" things are supposed to be 
done”, was not measured at this wave and could not be included in our analysis. 
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reflecting higher levels of authoritarianism (α ranged from .66 to .75; see Table S1 in the 

Supplementary Materials). 

Social dominance orientation was assessed using six items from Sidanius and Pratto 

(1999). Example items include: “It is OK if some groups have more of a chance in life than 

others” and “We should have increased social equality” (reverse-coded). Items were averaged 

together with higher scores reflecting higher levels of SDO (α ranged from .69 to .79; see Table 

S1 in the Supplementary Materials). 

Covariates 

Our covariates included gender (0 = Woman; 1 = Man), ethnicity (0 = New Zealand 

Pākehā/European; 1 = minority), age and the first time point at which the participant identified as 

religious (non-religious)4. 

Results 

To examine the temporal ordering of the relationship between religious conversion and 

RWA, we conducted an event-aligned piecewise growth model using Bayesian estimates (see 

Stronge et al., 2020). This modelling approach estimates separate growth curves for the periods 

before and after an event of theoretical importance (i.e., the point of religious conversion), thus 

allowing researchers to see if rates of change differ as a function of the said event. Ideally, the 

posterior predictive p value (PPP) of these models should be close to .5 and the 95% Confidence 

Interval (CI) should cross 0 for good model fit (Muthén & Asparouhov, 2012). Models with PPP 

values as low as .05 do, however, provide an acceptable fit to the corresponding data (see 

Asparouhov & Muthén, 2010). Based on this criterion, our model examining the relationship 

 
To adjust for any differences that might emerge due to when religious (de)conversion took place, we included the 
year in which participants first reported being Christian (or non-religious) as a covariate. 
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between religious conversion and RWA provided a good fit to these data, PPP = .175, 95% CI [-

27.89, 74.72]. Most importantly, Figure 1 demonstrates that there were no significant changes to 

RWA in the years leading up to participants’ conversion to Christianity (b = .011, 95% CI [-.037, 

.063], p = .322). However, in the years immediately following their religious conversion, 

participants exhibited a significant increase in RWA over time (b = .030, 95% CI [.001, .062], p 

= .022). 

A separate event-aligned piecewise growth model examining the relationship between 

religious conversion and SDO also provided a good fit to these data, PPP = .375, 95% CI [-

43.22, 57.18]. Consistent with the results for RWA, Figure 2 reveals that SDO was stable in the 

years leading up to participants’ conversion to Christianity (b = -.014, 95% CI = [-.063, .038], p 

= .303). But in contrast to the significant post-conversion increase in RWA, results revealed no 

significant decline in SDO in the years following participants’ religious conversion (b = -.018, 

95% CI = [-.047, .012], p = .116). 

As an important point of comparison, we also examined the relationship between 

religious deconversion and both RWA and SDO. Our first model investigating the relationship 

between religious deconversion and RWA provided a good fit to these data, PPP = .208, 95% CI 

[-15.27, 74.49]. In line with our predictions, Figure 3 reveals that there was a significant decline 

in RWA prior to religious deconversion (b = -.091, 95% CI = [-.139, -.045], p < .001). Also as 

hypothesized, RWA continued to decline after religious deconversion (b = -.024, 95% CI = [-

.054, -.004], p = .047). Further analyses of the change in slope before and after deconversion 

indicated that the decline in RWA was significantly steeper prior to deconversion than it was 

post-deconversion (b = -.066, 95% CI = [-.129, -.008], p = .014). 

A final event-aligned piecewise growth model examining the relationship between 
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religious deconversion and SDO also fit these data well, PPP = .336, 95% CI [-39.87, 61.01]. 

Contrary to our hypotheses, Figure 4 reveals that SDO was stable prior to deconversion (b = -

.002, 95% CI = [-.051, .044], p = .464). Nevertheless, there was evidence of a small, but reliable, 

decline in SDO post-deconversion (b = -.039, 95% CI = [-.068, -.011], p = .003).  
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Point of Conversion 

b = .011 95% CI = [-.037, .055] 

Post. SD = .026  p = .177 
b = .030 95% CI = [.001, .062] 

Post. SD = .016  p = .022* 

Figure 1. Piecewise latent growth models estimating change in RWA for participants pre- (left panel) and post- (right panel) 
conversion to Christianity (N = 536). Time on x-axis is measured in years. *p < .05 
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Figure 1.2. Piecewise latent growth models estimating change in SDO for participants pre- (left panel) and post- (right panel) 
conversion to Christianity (N = 536). Time on x-axis is measured in years. *p < .05 

b = -.014 95% CI = [-.063, .038] 

Post. SD = .026  p = .303 

b = -.018 95% CI = [-.047, .012] 

Post. SD = .015  p = .116 

Point of Conversion 
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Figure 1.3. Piecewise latent growth models estimating change in RWA for participants pre- (left panel) and post- (right panel) 
deconversion from Christianity (N = 696). Time on x-axis is measured in years. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001 

*** 

b = -.091 95% CI = [-.139, -.045] 

Post. SD = .024  p = <.001*** 

b = -.024 95% CI = [-.054, .004] 

Post. SD = .015  p = .047* 

Point of Deconversion 
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Figure 1.4. Piecewise latent growth models estimating change in SDO for participants pre- (left panel) and post- (right panel) 
deconversion from Christianity (N = 696). Time on x-axis is measured in years. **p < .01 

b = -.002 95% CI = [-.051, .044] 

Post. SD = .024  p = .464 

b = -.039 95% CI = [-.068, -.011] 

Post. SD = .015  p = .003** 

** 

Point of Deconversion 
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Discussion 

The current study investigated the relationship religious conversion (and 

deconversion) had with both RWA and SDO. Although religious affiliation correlates 

positively with authoritarianism (Weller, Levinbok, Maimon & Shaham, 1975; Wink et al., 

2007), most studies are cross-sectional and, as such, rely on retrospective accounts or 

contemporaneous comparisons of religious versus non-religious participants. By using a 

longitudinal dataset containing a nationwide random sample of adults, we were in the unique 

position of having access to a large subsample of non-religious participants who became—

and remained—Christian at some point during a 9-year period. Because religiosity correlates 

positively with values that resonate with authoritarianism (i.e., tradition, conformity, and 

submission to authority; see Saroglou et al., 2004), we expected that RWA would be stable 

before becoming Christian but increase in the years following religious conversion. 

As hypothesized, our results demonstrate that conversion to Christianity temporally 

precedes increases in authoritarianism (rather than vice versa). Specifically, participants’ 

levels of RWA were stable in the years prior to conversion but increased after identifying as 

Christian. These results suggest that, rather than motivating people to adopt a religious 

affiliation, the conversion process itself may motivate authoritarian attitudes. In other words, 

differences in RWA between those who identify as Christian and the non-religious appear to 

be (partly) due to socialization (rather than self-selection). Notably, these processes were 

specific to RWA— analyses focusing on SDO found that religious conversion did not 

precede changes to converts’ preference for group-based hierarchy. To the best of our 

knowledge, we are the first to demonstrate that religious conversion precedes increases in 

RWA, but is unassociated with changes in SDO, over time. 

We also examined the relationship between deconversion and authoritarian attitudes. 

As hypothesised, religious participants showed a marked decrease in RWA both before and 
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after becoming secular. But notably, the decline in RWA was significantly higher before (vs. 

after) deconversion (i.e., while participants identified as religious). These results suggest that, 

at least in the case of deconverting from Christianity, religious participants may have been 

motivated to disidentify from their religious affiliation given their resistance to authoritarian 

beliefs. Indeed, past work has posited that liberal Christians may be driven to disidentify from 

their religious identity due to the perceived dissonance between their religious and political 

beliefs (Hawkins & Nosek, 2012). That the decline in RWA was significantly steeper pre-

deconversion suggests that eventual apostates may begin to display reactance to the 

authoritarian content to which they are exposed before distancing themselves from religion. 

Consistent with this interpretation, Rosenberg and Siegel (2020) argued that restrictive 

religious proscriptions for behaviour are more likely to provoke reactance amongst adherents, 

leading to the endorsement of unorthodox religious beliefs or even disaffiliation. In other 

words, the pressure to conform to authoritarian religious narratives may provoke reactance 

and foster lower levels of RWA amongst those who eventually leave their religious identity 

behind. Our results corroborate this narrative and show that declines in RWA temporally 

precede religious deconversion.  

Although our results demonstrate that RWA declines both pre- and post-

deconversion, other research suggests that some types of religious belief may be associated 

with a decrease in authoritarianism (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 1992; Leak & Randall, 1995). 

For example, Leak and Randall (1995) found that religious maturity correlates negatively 

with RWA. Likewise, Altemeyer and Hunsberger (1992) reveal that religious quest (i.e., a set 

of religious beliefs that embrace ambiguity and doubt, as well as encourage adherents to view 

religion as a journey of self-discovery; see Batson & Ventis, 1982) correlates negatively with 

authoritarianism. Indeed, whilst some religious proscriptions foster a dangerous worldview 

and, consequently, RWA, other religious teachings promote inclusive values that open one’s 
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worldview to non-believers (Djupe & Calfano, 2013). Accordingly, future research will need 

to examine the generalisability of our results across distinct forms of religious belief.  

Finally, we showed that, unlike religious conversion, religious deconversion 

decreased SDO. That is, SDO remained stable in the years leading up to deconversion but 

then experienced a weak, albeit significant, decrease in SDO after participants disidentified 

with Christianity. Although these results conflicted with our expectations, they are useful 

comparisons to our conversion work. To these ends, researchers have noted that disaffiliation 

with a religion can occur for numerous reasons and that only a minority of deconverts 

become atheists (see Sherkat & Wilson, 1995; Streib et al., 2009). Indeed, unlike those who 

became consistently secular, some participants may switch religions and retain their religious 

belief. Given that our deconversion sample only included religious individuals who became 

secular, we cannot speak to whether these effects generalise to all participants who simply 

disaffiliated with Christianity.  

On a related note, we only assessed self-identified religious affiliation. As such, we 

cannot speak to the specific faith or belief of those who converted to Christianity, nor 

whether belief or affiliation impacts the increase in authoritarianism post-conversion, or the 

decrease in authoritarianism prior- and post-deconversion. Indeed, religious or spiritual 

beliefs may still be upheld among those who do not identify with a religious label or 

institution (see Hood & Chen 2013; Van Tongeren et al., 2021). Work on religious 

orientations—studies that examine why and how religious adherents approach their faith (see 

Allport & Ross, 1987; Batson & Ventis, 1982)—reveals that people affiliate with religions 

for several reasons. For example, extrinsic believers affiliate with religion for external 

reasons and often fail to internalise religious belief/behaviour (Neyrinck et al., 2010). 

Although it is critical to keep in mind these important nuances in religious belief, our results 

demonstrate that self-affiliation as a Christian appears to precede increases in RWA. 
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Strengths, Limitations and Future Directions 

The current study expands the literature on religious conversion in a methodologically 

novel manner by identifying the temporal ordering of the oft-researched connection between 

religious affiliation and authoritarianism. Notably, we utilise a subsample of self-selected 

Christian converts from a unique nationwide random sample of New Zealanders. As such, 

our results should generalize to the wider population of converts in New Zealand across 

Christian denominations. Despite these strengths, our work has a few limitations. Firstly, our 

results showed only a small (though statistically significant) increase in authoritarianism 

following conversion to Christianity. While this may seem counterintuitive given that 

conversion is often viewed as a sudden, transformative, and disruptive experience (e.g., see 

Glock & Stark, 1965), Granqvist (2003) argued that conversion is a slow, gradual shift that 

unfolds over time. Accordingly, Paloutzian and colleagues (1999) found that personality 

traits were largely unchanged following conversion (see also Stronge et al., 2020). Our results 

corroborate this perspective by showing that religious conversion produces a subtle (rather 

than dramatic) increase in authoritarianism. 

We should also note that our analyses only focus on those who converted to 

Christianity and remained religious for the rest of the study. Though necessary for our 

analyses, this approach limits the generalisability of our results to only certain types of 

religious conversion (i.e., for those who [at least temporarily] remained religious). But as 

Loveland (2003) notes, religious preferences are fluid and religious “switching” is common 

amongst the religious (see Sherkat, 2001; Sherkat & Wilson, 1995). As such, those in our 

sample frame who converted and remained religious may differ in important ways from those 

who switch between being believers and non-believers (and back again). Similarly, our 

findings for those who deconverted and remained (nominally) unaffiliated with a religion 

must be considered in the context of the complexity of religious conversion (and 
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deconversion)—our results only speak to one segment of the shifting nature of faith. 

Our use of a simple measure of Christian affiliation (namely, Christian vs non-

religious) also limits the generalizability of our results, as we are unable to investigate 

denominational or faith-based differences in the effects of conversion on RWA. Yet 

denominational switching may also influence RWA following conversion. Indeed, Sherkat 

and Wilson (1995) argued that Catholics are strongly encouraged to participate in their 

religion. Given that church attendance correlates positively with authoritarianism (Osborne & 

Sibley, 2014), switching to-or-from Catholicism (or between other denominations with strict 

social norms surrounding attendance at religious services) may also shape authoritarianism in 

ways that differ from less participatory denominations. Research does, however, find 

comparable levels of RWA between Protestants and Catholics (Wink et al., 2007). Moreover, 

beliefs and practices are often better predictors than denominational affiliation of RWA 

(Wink et al., 2007). Although these findings increase confidence in the generalisability of our 

results, future research should nevertheless explore denominational differences in the 

relationship between religious conversion and RWA. 

On a related note, we only examined Christian and nonreligious identification. As 

such, we are unable to assess the effects of faith switching, particularly in contexts where 

Christianity is not the majority religion (though New Zealand as a whole is largely secular; 

see Hoverd & Sibley, 2010). Indeed, the status of a religion in a particular cultural context 

may influence our findings, as majority religions are likely to have a breadth of beliefs and 

religious motivations that encompass both true believers and those whose affiliation is a 

product of cultural or social norms. Notably, religious beliefs, and the reasons why adherents 

endorse them, are often multi-faceted, reflected by a variety of religious orientations 

(Neyrinck et al., 2010). As such, our study may overlook the nuances of religious diversity by 

simply assessing Christian affiliation. 
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Whilst our novel method provides unique insights into the temporal ordering of the 

relationship between religious conversion (and deconversion) and changes in political 

attitudes, it is not without its limitations. Firstly, we were unable to include SDO as a 

covariate in our examination of conversion’s impact on RWA, as it is difficult to incorporate 

time-varying covariates into our modelling approach. Unlike ethnicity and age at the start of 

the study, RWA and SDO vary across time. Because participants converted (or deconverted) 

at different time points throughout the study, there was no simple way to adjust for SDO. 

Whilst this may seem problematic given the strong correlation between RWA and SDO 

(Duckitt & Sibley, 2009), past work has indicated that the consistency of this relationship is 

weakened by religious belief (see Dallago et al., 2008).   

Secondly, we are unable to provide a comparison between the levels of RWA for both 

Christian converts and those who remained non-religious. Specifically, converts from secular 

to Christian identification comprise a small subsample of our overall participant pool (i.e., 

around 5% of the total sample). As such, the sample size of those who did not convert would 

be grossly imbalanced relative to those who did, thereby violating assumptions of 

homogeneity of variance (i.e., the variance in RWA and SDO would be notably smaller 

among those who did not convert given their larger sample size). Furthermore, because 

participants converted at different time points throughout the study, the comparable “non-

conversion” point for the rest of the sample is impossible to identify (i.e., there is no “event” 

upon which to centre our analyses for those who did not convert). As such, our analysis 

would be limited to a growth curve beginning in 2009, with the assumption that RWA is 

stable across the population over time (e.g., see Osborne et al., 2020). Nevertheless, past 

work has shown increasingly egalitarian sentiment in New Zealand (Hammond et al., 2018; 

Sibley et al., 2020). As such, in contrast to the increase observed among converts here, those 

who did not convert to Christianity should demonstrate a gentle decrease in RWA over time. 
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Although we show that affiliation as a Christian precedes increases in 

authoritarianism, the mechanism(s) underlying this relationship remain an open question. One 

possibility is that repeated exposure to the values emphasised in traditional Christian 

doctrines (e.g., obedience to authority, respect for tradition, etc.) facilitates the development 

of RWA. Another possibility is that religious conversion induces a change in one’s 

worldviews, driving a perception of the world as a dangerous place which, in turn, gives rise 

to RWA (see Duckitt, 2001; Duckitt & Sibley, 2009). On the other hand, self-affiliation as 

Christian may increase religious engagement and the traditions it encompasses, including 

practices that give rise to authoritarianism (e.g., see Osborne & Sibley, 2014). Future research 

should examine the religious content to which newly affiliated Christians are exposed in 

order to unveil the mechanism(s) responsible for transmitting religious conversion to 

increases in RWA. 

Conclusion 

The current study investigated the temporal ordering of the relationship between 

religious conversion and authoritarianism by examining the growth of RWA pre- and post-

conversion to Christianity. Our results revealed that authoritarianism was highly stable in the 

years leading up to religious conversion. However, in the years immediately following the 

conversion process, participants displayed a significant increase in RWA. Notably, these 

processes were distinct to RWA, as we found evidence of a slight decrease in SDO post-

conversion. Although research shows that both religious involvement and affiliation correlate 

positively with authoritarianism (Graham & Haidt, 2010; Osborne & Sibley, 2014), we are 

the first to extend this literature by directly assessing the relationship religious conversion has 

with both RWA and SDO. In doing so, we corroborate the view that, rather than producing a 

dramatic shift in people, religious conversion is a slow and gradual process (Granqvist, 2003; 

Paloutzian et al. 1999). We also demonstrate, consistent with past research, that religiosity 
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can have countervailing associations with political attitudes (i.e., increased in RWA but 

decreases in SDO)—relationships that are best explained by the multi-faceted nature of 

religious belief (see Gennerich & Huber, 2006). Finally, and perhaps most notably, our 

research demonstrates that authoritarian attitudes increase after religious conversion. 

Although our research cannot definitively rule out selection effects on religious conversion, 

the temporal ordering of the relationship is clear: converting to Christianity precedes a 

gradual increase in RWA over time. 
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Bridging Statement 

In Study 1 my colleagues and I demonstrated that conversion to a religious 

(specifically Christian) affiliation appeared to temporally precede increases in authoritarian 

attitudes, suggesting that religious affiliation (partially) motivates traditionalist ideals. Yet, 

religious conversion did not appear to precede anti-egalitarian attitudes. Indeed, past work 

has often noted that religion is sometimes associated with pro-egalitarian values such as 

universalism and benevolence (Livi et al., 2014). Notably, Evans (1992) argued that 

liberation theology, a doctrine of religious belief, is grounded in a desire to rectify inequality 

and uplift the poor and the dispossessed. As such, past work suggests that some forms of 

religious belief may motivate pro-egalitarian attitudes which stand at odds with conservative 

affiliation (Jost et al., 2003; Hirsh et al., 2013).  

Past work has posited spirituality, as distinct from traditional religiosity, as a possible 

explanation for the apparent countervailing impacts of religion on socio-political attitudes 

(Piotrowski & Zemojtel-Piotrowska, 2020). Whilst religiosity motivates authoritarian 

attitudes, spirituality appears to reflect a more questioning and cognitively flexible form of 

faith (Browne et al., 2014), resulting in more universalist ideals. As such, Study 2 sought to 

extend on previous work by examining the downstream impacts of religiosity on 

conservatism as well as addressing the multidimensionality of religion oft noted in the 

literature (see Hill et al., 2000; Pargament, 1999). Specifically, my colleagues and I examined 

whether social dominance orientation (SDO), an attitude examining a preference for 

hierarchical and unequal intergroup relations, might reflect the anti-egalitarian preferences 

expressed by spirituality. 

To this end we conducted a cross-sectional pathway model estimating religiosity and 

spirituality as simultaneous predictors of conservatism, through both RWA and SDO. This 

allowed us to demonstrate the distinct and countervailing impacts of religiosity and 
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spirituality on conservatism, displaying two separate processes by which religion motivates 

political attitudes. This model also allowed us to compare the strength of these two pathways 

to further investigate the overall impact of religiosity on political ideologies. Accordingly, we 

found that the positive association between religiosity and conservatism appear to suppress 

and conceal the more subtle countervailing effects of faith on political attitudes. 

Finally, we sought to examine the impact of political engagement as a possible 

moderator in our model. Past work has argued that the close relationship between religiosity 

and conservatism might be a product of political discourse (Malka et al., 2012). This might be 

due to religious individuals conforming to societal expectations, or higher political 

engagement allows religious individuals to better identify political identities that suit their 

beliefs. This raises the possibility that religious individuals may be drawn to authoritarianism 

(and spiritual individuals to egalitarianism), largely as a product of their political 

engagement. Religion may thus only enculture authoritarian values when such ideals become 

politically salient. To investigate this, we included political identity centrality (a proxy of 

political engagement) as a moderator on our variables of interest for both pathways.  

The reference for the manuscript is as follows: 

 

Lockhart, C., Sibley, C. G., & Osborne, D. (2020). Religion makes—and unmakes—the 

status quo: religiosity and spirituality have opposing effects on conservatism via 

RWA and SDO. Religion, Brain & Behavior, 10(4), 379-392.
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Religion makes—and unmakes—the status quo: Religiosity and Spirituality have 

opposing effects on conservatism via RWA and SDO  

 

Let everyone be subject to the governing authorities, for there is no authority except that 

which God has established. The authorities that exist have been established by God. 

—Romans 13:1 (NIV) 

Perhaps unsurprising to those familiar with Romans 13:1, religiosity often correlates 

positively with deference to authority and, in turn, conservatism (Guth, et al., 2006; Malka, et 

al., 2012; Olson & Green, 2006). Yet the association between religion and conservatism is 

more nuanced than it may first appear. Religion is typically unassociated with economic 

conservatism (Duriez, 2003), and can help unite disadvantaged groups against a common 

oppressor (see Harris-Lacewell, 2010)—outcomes that are notably discordant with two core 

features of conservatism (namely, resistance to change and acceptance of inequality; see Jost, 

2006). Thus, religious orientations have complicated relationships with socio-political views. 

The current study investigates these complexities and argues that, rather than being 

universally associated with conservatism, religiosity and spirituality—two distinct religious 

orientations characterised by traditionalism and egalitarianism, respectively—have opposing 

relationships with conservatism through their countervailing associations with right-wing 

authoritarianism (RWA) and social dominance orientation (SDO). We begin by reviewing the 

relationship between religion and conservatism, followed by a discussion on the potential for 

RWA to mediate this association. We then note a key distinction between religiosity and 

spirituality and argue that spirituality may (indirectly) oppose conservatism by fostering anti-

hierarchical beliefs (i.e., low levels of SDO). We conclude with a summary of our study. 

Religion and Conservatism 

 Despite proclamations of a separation between church and state in many Western 
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democracies, religion and politics often intertwine. For example, Kelly and Morgan (2008) 

revealed that religious traditionalism correlated positively with conservatism among Latino 

voters. Olson and Green (2006) similarly demonstrated that church attendance exacerbated 

the polarization between Democrats and Republicans in the 2004 Presidential election. Thus, 

religion seems to be a key driver of the political polarization sweeping through contemporary 

politics (see Abramowitz & Saunders, 2008; Putnam & Campbell, 2010). 

Although religiosity correlates positively with conservatism, the processes through 

which this association emerge are largely unknown. One potential mechanism is Right Wing 

Authoritarianism (RWA); an attitude characterised by obedience to authority (authoritarian 

submission), conformity to norms (conventionalism), and coercive social control of perceived 

deviants (authoritarian aggression; Altemeyer, 1996). Indeed, the subcomponents of RWA 

correspond closely with values enculturated by religion (namely, conformity and security; see 

Cohrs, et al., 2005; Schwartz, 1992; also see Saroglou, et al., 2004). Accordingly, Altemeyer 

(1988) theorised that authoritarians tend to uphold the religious beliefs they developed in 

childhood. Consistent with this perspective, religious fundamentalism correlates positively 

with RWA (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 1992; Shaffer & Hastings, 2007). Moreover, 

longitudinal research demonstrates that church attendance—a behavioural expression of 

religiosity—predicts relative increases in RWA over time (Osborne & Sibley, 2014). In turn, 

RWA is a well-known predictor of conservative socio-political beliefs (Cornelis & Van Hiel, 

2006; Duckitt, et al., 2010). 

Although religiosity tends to correlate positively with RWA (and conservatism), some 

features of this association are paradoxical. Many religions encourage adherents to ‘love thy 

neighbour’ (Shen, et al., 2013), a universalistic proscription that conflicts with RWA’s 

prioritisation of the ingroup. Likewise, Quakers express a decidedly anti-hierarchical view by 

professing that all of God’s creations share a fundamental sameness (Kesselring, 2011). 
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Moreover, social movements influenced by religion including the Civil Rights Movement 

(led by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference) refute the notion that religion solely 

elicits support for the status quo. Indeed, churches provide the Black community with an 

important resource that fosters a sense of shared fate, solidifies racial identity and provides 

the impetus for political mobilization against racial oppression (Kelly & Morgan, 2008; also 

see Harris-Lacewell, 2010). These diverse religious-based movements stand in stark contrast 

to the idea that religion only fosters conservative views. 

Hirsh and colleagues (2013) aimed to resolve these contradictions by distinguishing 

between religiosity and spirituality. Whereas fundamental religious beliefs foster tradition 

and conventionalism, spirituality involves a search for meaning and connection with nature 

and humanity (Emmons, 1999)—a universalistic sentiment that is notably anti-hierarchical 

(see Milfont, et al., 2013). Indeed, Laird, Curtis, and Morgan's (2017) thematic analysis 

revealed that spirituality encompasses, among other beliefs, an awareness of relationships 

between the self and others. As such, spirituality may undermine (rather than reinforce) 

conservatism by decreasing support for the social hierarchy. 

Consistent with this reasoning, Hirsh and colleagues (2013) revealed that spirituality 

correlated positively with universalism—an ideology of inclusivity and egalitarianism (see 

Saroglou et al., 2004). The authors also noted that universalism correlated negatively with 

SDO. That both spirituality and egalitarianism correlate negatively with SDO is perhaps 

unsurprising, as SDO reflects a preference for group-based hierarchy, and is motivated by 

competition and dominance over subordinate groups (Sidanius & Pratto, 2001)—motives that 

are antithetical to connecting harmoniously with others. In turn, SDO correlates positively 

with social and economic conservatism, as well as right-wing political party preferences 

(Cornelis & Van Hiel, 2006; Pratto, et al., 1994). Thus, spirituality appears to correlate 

negatively with conservatism by discouraging SDO. 
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Notably, the association religiosity has with conservatism via RWA may be discrete 

from the association spirituality has with conservatism through SDO. Consistent with this 

hypothesis, belief in God correlates positively with intolerance toward value-violating groups 

(e.g., homosexuals or followers of other religions; Kossowska & Sekerdej, 2015), but is 

unassociated with intolerance toward other low-status groups who do not threaten religious 

values (e.g., the poor; Shen et al., 2013). Hence, religiosity should correlate positively with 

RWA, but should be unrelated to SDO. Conversely, spirituality is unrelated to the 

conservation values (e.g., tradition) underlying RWA, but rather, emphasises universalism 

(see Hirsh et al., 2013). Indeed, universalism is unrelated to RWA when controlling for SDO 

(Duriez & Van Hiel, 2002; Duriez, et al., 2005). Thus, whilst religiosity may increase 

conservativism through RWA, spirituality appears to decrease conservatism by countering 

SDO. Collectively, this process reflects two independent pathways through which religious 

beliefs influence socio-political outcomes.  

Whilst religiosity and spirituality may have independent, countervailing associations 

with conservatism via discrete mediators (see Hirsh et al., 2013), the strength of these 

relationships likely depend on people’s political awareness. Indeed, political knowledge helps 

one to identify the policies (and parties) that best resonate with their personality and values 

(Osborne & Sibley, 2012, 2015). Consistent with this hypothesis, Malka et al. (2012) 

revealed that the positive correlation between religiosity and conservatism was stronger for 

the politically engaged vis-à-vis the unengaged. Federico, Hunt, and Ergun (2009) also found 

that political expertise strengthened the respective effects of competitive-jungle and 

dangerous-world beliefs on SDO and RWA. Finally, Osborne and Sibley (2012) revealed that 

the negative associations the Big Five’s Openness to Experience had with conservative socio-

political beliefs and behaviors was stronger for those high (vs. low) on political sophistication 

(see also Osborne et al., 2017). Yet no study to date has examined the possibility that political 
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sophistication also moderates the countervailing associations that religiosity and spirituality 

have with conservatism.   

Current Study 

The current study addresses this oversight by replicating and extending Hirsh et al.'s 

(2013) study. Given the emphasis on tradition and conventionalism in some approaches to 

religion (i.e., values that coincide with RWA), we hypothesized that religious identification 

would have a positive indirect effect on conservatism through RWA. Conversely, spirituality, 

a religious orientation that fosters universalism (i.e., an ideology of inclusivity and 

egalitarianism), should have a negative indirect effect on conservatism via SDO. Although 

these predictions replicate Hirsh and colleagues’ results in a distinct national context, we 

extend their model by arguing that political sophistication should help people connect their 

religious approach with their ideological worldviews (c.f. Osborne & Sibley, 2012, 2015). 

Specifically, political identity centrality—the extent to which politics are important to one’s 

identity—should moderate the relationships that religiosity and spirituality have with RWA 

and SDO (respectively) by enabling people to identify which ideological attitudes resonate 

with their approach toward religion. Likewise, political identity centrality should strengthen 

the independent associations RWA and SDO have with conservatism. 

To investigate these hypotheses, we controlled for covariates associated with political 

beliefs. Given that women are often more liberal than men (Feldman & Johnston, 2014), we 

controlled for gender. Also, Openness to Experience correlates negatively with conservatism 

(Sibley, et al., 2012). As such, we controlled for the Big-Six, a framework that adds Honesty-

Humility (i.e., a trait encompassing fairness and greed-avoidance) to the five-factor model of 

personality (Ashton & Lee, 2007). Because Hirsh and colleagues (2013) also show that 

different values underlie religious and spiritual beliefs, we controlled for Openness to 

Change, Conservation, Altruism and Self-enhancement values (Schwartz, 1992). Our study 
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thus provides the most complete examination of the associations that religiosity and 

spirituality have with conservatism to date, whilst ruling out the most plausible alternative 

explanations for our hypothesized results. 

Method 

Sampling Procedure 

 Data for this study came from Time 8 of the New Zealand Attitudes and Values Study 

(NZAVS)—a national longitudinal panel study that began in 2009.5 Sampling for Time 8 

occurred five times. The first sample occasion sent invitations to 40,500 people listed on the 

2009 electoral roll (a registry of all New Zealand citizens eligible to vote), yielding 6,518 

participants (response rate = 16.6%). By 2011, 3,918 participants remained in the study. As 

such, a non-random booster sample of 2,966 was recruited from the website of a nation-wide 

newspaper, bringing the Time 3 sample size to 6,884 participants. 

 Three more sets of booster sampling were conducted in 2012 (Time 4), 2013 (Time 

5), and 2016 (Time 8). Recruitment at Time 4 yielded 5,374 new participants and sampling at 

Time 5 provided 7,759 new participants. Finally, sampling at Time 8 resulted in 8,158 new 

participants, bringing the total sample size to 21,937 participants, 8,275 of whom identified 

as religious. Of these participants, 7,417 (89.6% of the sample who identified as religious) 

provided partial or complete responses to our variables of interest and were included in the 

current study.  

Participants 

 Of our 7,417 participants, 65.4% (4850) were female and 34.5% (2,557) were male 

(0.1% [10 people] of the sample did not report their gender). The age range was 18-97, with a 

mean age of 51.80 (SD = 13.67). As for ethnicity, 76.1% (5,646) identified as New Zealand 

 
5 We used Time 8 because it was the first time we assessed spiritual identification. 
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European or Pākehā, 12.4% (923) identified as Māori, 5.9% (441) identified as Asian and 

3.9% (288) identified as Pacific (1.6% [119] of the sample did not report their ethnicity). 

Thus, the demographic composition of the NZAVS corresponds closely to the New Zealand 

census, but over-represents New Zealand European women and under-represents Pacific and 

Asian men and women (see Sibley, 2014). 

Measures 

The current study focused on measures of religiosity, spirituality, RWA, SDO, 

conservatism, political identity centrality, and covariates. Items were interspersed within an 

omnibus survey containing other measures outside the current study’s scope. Unless noted, 

items were rated on a 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) scale. 

Predictors 

Religious identification was assessed using one item: “How important is your 

religion to how you see yourself?”. This was drawn from Hoverd and Sibley's (2010) work 

on religion in New Zealand and was rated on a 1 (not important) to 7 (very important) scale. 

Spiritual identification was assessed using one item: “I identify as a spiritual person”. 

As noted by Postmes, Haslam, and Jans (2013), a single-item social identification measure is 

both reliable and valid across a range of social groups. 

Right-wing authoritarianism was assessed using six items from Altemeyer (1996). 

Example items include: “It is always better to trust the judgment of the proper authorities in 

government and religion than to listen to the noisy rabble-rousers in our society who are 

trying to create doubt in people's minds” and “Some of the best people in our country are 

those who are challenging our government, criticizing religion, and ignoring the ‘normal 

way’ things are supposed to be done” (reverse-coded). Items were averaged together with 

higher scores reflecting higher levels of authoritarianism (α = .70). 
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Social dominance orientation was assessed using six items from Sidanius and Pratto 

(2001). Example items include: “It is OK if some groups have more of a chance in life than 

others” and “We should have increased social equality” (reverse-coded). Items were averaged 

together with higher scores reflecting higher levels of SDO (α = .74). 

Conservatism was assessed by asking participants to “Please rate how politically 

liberal versus conservative you see yourself” on a 1 (Extremely Liberal) to 7 (Extremely 

Conservative) scale. 

Political identity centrality was assessed using one item developed for the NZAVS: 

“How important are your political beliefs to how you see yourself?” on a 1 (Not at all) to 7 

(Extremely) scale. 

Covariates 

Covariates included ethnicity, age and gender, all of which were assessed using open-

ended items. Dummy-codes were created for ethnicity (0 = New Zealand European/Pākehā; 1 

= minority) and gender (0 = Woman; 1 = Man).  

We also measured personality using the 24-item Mini-IPIP6 (Sibley et al., 2011). 

Example Extraversion items include: “Am the life of the party” and “Don’t talk a lot” 

(reverse-coded; α = .74). Example Agreeableness items include: “Sympathise with others’ 

feelings” and “Am not really interested in others” (reverse-coded; α = .68). Example 

Conscientiousness items include: “Like order” and “Often forget to put things back in their 

proper place” (reverse-coded; α = .66). Example Neuroticism items include: “Get upset 

easily” and “Seldom feel blue” (reverse-coded; α = .71). Example Openness to Experience 

items include: “Have a vivid imagination” and “Am not interested in abstract ideas” (reverse-

coded; α = .69). Example Honesty-Humility items include: “Would like to be seen driving 

around in a very expensive car” (reverse-coded) and “Would get a lot of pleasure from 
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owning expensive luxury goods” (reverse-coded; α = .77). 

Finally, Schwartz's (1992) scale was used to assess participants’ values. An example 

Openness to Change value was, “A varied life (filled with curiosity, novelty and change)” (α 

= .77). An example Conservation value was, “Family security (safety for loved ones)” (α = 

.60). An example Altruistic value was, “Equality (equal opportunity for all)” (α = .73). 

Finally, an example Self-enhancement value was, “Authority (the right to lead or command)” 

(α = .61).  

Results 

 Because religious and spiritual identification have different implications for deference 

to authority and group-based hierarchies (see Hirsh et al., 2013), we predicted that religiosity 

would correlate positively with RWA (but not SDO), whereas spirituality would correlate 

negatively with SDO (but not RWA). In turn, both RWA and SDO should correlate positively 

with conservatism (Duckitt, 2001). The relationships between socio-political attitudes and 

their psychological antecedents should, however, partly depend on political expertise (see 

Federico et al., 2009; Malka et al., 2012; Osborne et al., 2017; Osborne & Sibley, 2012, 

2015). Thus, we further hypothesised that political identity centrality—a proxy for political 

expertise (see Luskin, 1990)—would moderate the associations between our variables of 

interest. 

 To investigate our hypotheses, we estimated a moderated mediation model in Mplus 

version 8.2 (Muthén & Muthén, 2018). Accordingly, we regressed conservatism onto RWA 

(mean-centred), SDO (mean-centred), political identity centrality (mean-centred), religious 

identification (mean-centred), and spiritual identification (mean-centred), as well as our 

mean-centred and dummy-coded covariates. We also included the RWA × Political Identity 

Centrality and SDO × Political Identity Centrality interaction terms to predict conservatism. 
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We then regressed RWA and SDO onto religious identification (mean-centred), spiritual 

identification (mean-centred), and political identity centrality (mean-centred), as well as our 

mean-centred and dummy-coded covariates. Finally, we included the Religious Identification 

× Political Identity Centrality and Spiritual Identification × Political Identity Centrality 

interaction terms to predict RWA and SDO. The entire model was then estimated using full 

information maximum likelihood (FIML) estimation and 95% Bias Corrected (BC) 

confidence intervals (CIs), utilising 5000 bootstrapped resamples (with replacement) to 

correct for potentially non-normal data.  

Table 2.1 displays the descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations of our measures. 

Results from our focal analyses revealed that our model provided an excellent fit to these 

data, χ2
(7) = 288.177, p < .001; CFI = .971; RMSEA = .074 [.066, .081; p < .001]; SRMR = 

.010. Inspection of the individual pathways to RWA indicated that Extraversion (B = −0.023, 

95% BC [−0.042, −0.002], p = .028), Openness to Experience (B = −0.141, 95% BC [−0.161, 

−0.118], p <.001), Openness to Change values (B = −0.184, 95% BC [−0.206, −0.164], p < 

.001), and Altruistic values (B = −0.194, 95% BC [−0.220, −0.168], p < .001) correlated 

negatively with RWA. Conversely, Conscientiousness (B = 0.057, 95% BC [0.035, 0.080], p 

< .001), Conservation values (B = 0.374, 95% BC [0.344, 0.402], p < .001), and Self-

enhancement values (B = 0.159, 95% BC [0.138, 0.180], p < .001) correlated positively with 

RWA. After accounting for these covariates, Figure 2.1 reveals that political identity 

centrality correlated negatively (B = -0.037, 95% BC [−0.050, −0.023], p < .001), whereas 

religious identification correlated positively (B = 0.217, 95% BC [0.205, 0.230], p < .001), 

with RWA. Unexpectedly, political identity centrality did not moderate the relationship 

between religious identification and RWA (B = 0.003, 95% BC [−0.004, 0.011], p = .368).  

 Turning to SDO, Agreeableness (B = −0.163, 95% BC [−0.186, −0.140], p < .001), 

Openness to Experience (B = −0.058, 95% BC [−0.076, −0.041], p <.001), Honesty-Humility 
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(B = −0.068, 95% BC [−0.086, −0.050], p < .001), Openness to Change values (B = −0.042, 

95% BC [−0.060, −0.025], p < .001), and Altruistic values (B = −0.433, 95% BC [−0.456, 

−0.411], p < .001) correlated negatively with SDO. Conversely, Conservation (B = 0.142, 

95% BC [0.117, 0.167], p < .001) and Self-enhancement (B = 0.161, 95% BC [0.143, 0.178], 

p < .001) values correlated positively with SDO. After adjusting for these covariates, Figure 

2.1 reveals that spiritual identification correlated negatively (B = −0.039, 95% BC [−0.052, 

−0.026], p < .001), whereas political identity centrality correlated positively (B = 0.026, 95% 

BC [0.014, 0.037], p < .001), with SDO. Nevertheless, political identity centrality moderated 

the hypothesized relationship between spiritual identification and SDO (B = −0.010, 95% BC 

[−0.018, −0.003], p = .006). Figure 2.2 reveals that the relationship between spiritual 

identification and SDO was stronger for those who were high (i.e., +1 SD) on political 

identity centrality (B = −0.056, 95% BC [−0.077, −0.038], p < .001) relative to those who 

were low (i.e., −SD) on political identity centrality (B = −0.022, 95% BC [−0.039, −0.005], p 

= .008). 

 We now turn to an examination of the direct effects of our predictors on conservatism. 

As hypothesized, both RWA (B = 0.373, 95% BC [0.342, 0.404], p < .001) and SDO (B = 

0.185, 95% BC [0.150, 0.222], p <.001) correlated positively with conservatism. Moreover, 

political identity centrality moderated these associations (B = 0.016, 95% BC [0.001, 0.032], 

p = .038, and B = 0.085, 95% BC [0.067, 0.105], p < .001, respectively), although the RWA 

× Political Identity Centrality interaction was only marginally associated with conservatism 

and should be treated with caution (especially given our sample size). Specifically, Figure 2.3 

shows that the positive relationship between RWA and conservatism was marginally stronger 

for those who were high (B = 0.400, 95% BC [0.357, 0.441], p < .001), relative to those who 

were low (B = 0.346, 95% BC [0.309, 0.385], p < .001), on political identity centrality. 

Nevertheless, Figure 2.4 shows that the positive relationship between SDO and conservatism 
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was notably stronger for those who were high (vs. low) on political identity centrality (B = 

0.325, 95% BC [0.274, 0.375], p < .001 vs. B = 0.045, 95% BC [−0.001, 0.094], p = .059, 

respectively). However, neither the direct relationship between religious identification and 

conservatism (B = 0.012, 95% BC [−0.007, 0.029], p = .201), nor the direct association 

between spiritual identification and conservatism (B = −0.015, 95% BC [−0.036, 0.006], p = 

.171), were significant.  

Although the direct associations both forms of religiosity had with conservatism were 

not significant, religious and spiritual identification may nevertheless be indirectly associated 

with conservatism through RWA and SDO, respectively (see MacKinnon, 2008). Indeed, 

Hayes, Preacher, and Myers (2011) note that indirect effects can occur in the absence of 

direct effects, particularly when there are multiple mediators in a model (as is the case here). 

To these ends, examination of the specific indirect effects showed that RWA fully mediated 

the relationship between religious identification and conservatism (BIndirect = 0.081, 95% BC 

[0.073, 0.089], p < .001), whereas the specific indirect effect of religious identification on 

conservatism through SDO was not significant (BIndirect = 0.000, 95% BC [−0.003, 0.002], p = 

.705). Conversely, spiritual identification had a negative specific indirect effect on 

conservatism through SDO (BIndirect = −0.007, 95% BC [−0.011, −0.005], p < .001), whereas 

the corresponding specific indirect effect via RWA was non-significant (BIndirect = 0.003, 95% 

BC [−0.002, 0.009], p = .279).  

Discussion 

Although religiosity often correlates positively with conservative beliefs including 

RWA (Shen et al., 2013), not all approaches toward religion predict conservative outcomes. 

Indeed, Hirsh and colleagues (2013) found that, while religiosity correlated positively with 

RWA, spirituality correlated negatively with SDO. In turn, both RWA and SDO correlated 

positively with conservatism. Thus, religious orientations can both make and unmake support 
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for the status quo. 

Based on this insight, we sought to replicate and extend Hirsh and colleagues' (2013) 

findings in a distinct national context. Because political expertise should help people identify 

issues that resonate with their dispositions (see Malka et al., 2012; Osborne & Sibley, 2012, 

2015), we hypothesized that political identity centrality would moderate the hypothesised 

associations that religiosity and spirituality had with RWA and SDO, respectively. Political 

identity centrality should also help people connect their deference to authority and preference 

for group-based hierarchy with their socio-political views (Federico, et al., 2011). Thus, we 

also expected that political identity centrality would strengthen the positive associations 

RWA and SDO had with conservatism. 

As hypothesized, religiosity correlated positively with RWA (but not SDO), whereas 

spirituality correlated negatively with SDO (but not RWA). We also expected that political 

centrality would help participants to identify the ideologies that best supported their values 

(c.f., Osborne & Sibley, 2012, 2015). Consistent with this thesis, political identity centrality 

strengthened the negative association between spirituality and SDO. Unexpectedly, political 

identity centrality did not moderate the relationship between religiosity and RWA. Thus, an 

identification with politics helps people to connect their spiritual identity with their political 

attitudes (Federico et al., 2011), but does not help connect their religious identity with RWA. 

This implies that there is an intuitive association between religious identification and RWA, 

as even those disinterested in politics can connect their religious identity with a deference to 

authority. 

We also found that both RWA and SDO correlated positively with conservatism (as 

hypothesized). But somewhat surprisingly, political identity centrality only seemed to notably 

strengthen the positive relationship between SDO and conservatism. Indeed, political identity 

centrality just marginally affected the strength of the positive association between RWA and 
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conservatism. Given the size of our sample and the small magnitude of the interaction effect, 

these results suggest that RWA closely aligns with conservatism (at least in our sample) and 

that an interest in politics is largely unnecessary to make this connection. Thus, deference to 

authority and conservatism appears intuitively associated, whereas the connection between 

preference for group-based hierarchy and conservatism may (partially) depend on political 

awareness. 

That the association between religiosity and RWA was only marginally affected by 

political identity centrality seems consistent with moral foundations theory and the claim that 

“binding” moral foundations underlie both religiosity and conservatism (Graham & Haidt, 

2010). Indeed, the emphasis on group loyalty, respect for authority and purity (i.e., binding 

foundations) found in religion seems to parallel the authoritarian aggression, submission, and 

conventionalism subcomponents of RWA, respectively. Whilst some question whether these 

moral foundations reflect unique constructs as opposed to certain aspects of authoritarianism 

(Kugler, et al., 2014), religiosity seems closely intertwined with authoritarian tendencies. 

The relatively intuitive connection between religiosity and authoritarianism may also 

reflect cognitive styles common to both conservative and religious orientations. Baumard and 

Boyer (2013) posited a dual-process model of religiosity consisting of an intuitive pathway 

comprised of easily accessible—and cognitively simple—beliefs, and a reflective pathway 

characterised by analytical processes that are deliberate and cognitively complex. Notably, 

intuitive thinking styles are linked to traditional religious beliefs (Shenhav, et al., 2012), 

whereas analytical thinking corresponds with unorthodox spiritual/supernatural beliefs (e.g., 

Pantheism; Pennycook, et al., 2012). Consistent with this framework, analytic thinking 

correlates negatively with intrinsic/extrinsic religious orientations and general religious 

belief, but positively with quest (a religious orientation characterised by doubt and non-

conformity; Bahçekapili & Yilmaz, 2017). Intuitive cognitive styles also correlate with 
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conservatism, whereas reflective thinking correlates with liberalism (Saribay & Yilmaz, 

2017). These findings help to explain why political identity centrality only moderated some 

of the paths between religious orientations, authoritarianism, and conservatism. 

Strengths, Limitations and Future Directions 

Our research replicates and extends Hirsh and colleagues' (2013) work, showing that 

political identity centrality moderates the relationship between spirituality and SDO. We also 

demonstrate the generalizability of their findings by using nationally representative data from 

a distinct national context. Moreover, we reveal that religiosity is more intuitively connected 

to RWA than spirituality is to SDO. Indeed, political identity centrality strengthened the 

negative relationship between spirituality and SDO but did not moderate the corresponding 

association between religiosity and RWA. These results suggest that religiosity aligns with 

authoritarianism irrespective of political sophistication, whereas an interest in, and 

identification with, politics helps to connect spirituality with a preference for group-based 

hierarchy. 

Despite the strengths of our study, we note a few limitations. Most notably, New 

Zealand is becoming increasingly secular (Hoverd & Sibley, 2010), potentially limiting the 

generalisability of our findings to other highly religious Western nations. Nevertheless, our 

results corresponded closely with Hirsh et al.'s (2013) U.S.-based study. That we replicated 

Hirsh and colleagues’ findings in a context where religiosity is less normative demonstrates 

the generalisability of these associations.  

Furthermore, our single-item measure of conservatism prevents us from exploring 

differences in the antecedents to social and economic conservatism. Indeed, research reveals 

that cultural conservatism correlates positively with religious belief, whereas economic 

conservatism tends to be unassociated with either religiosity or spirituality (Duriez, 2003a). 

Echoing these findings in the context of cognitive styles, scores on the cognitive reflection 
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test (a correlate of religiosity) correlate negatively with general and social conservatism but 

are not associated with economic conservatism (Deppe et al., 2015). Our work on general 

conservatism is consistent with these findings. Moreover, the single-item ideological self-

placement measure used in the current study is one of the most effective predictors of voting 

behaviour in the literature on political psychology (see Jost, 2006). 

There are also limitations to our measures of RWA and SDO. Some (correctly) note 

that measures of RWA overlap with focal outcomes, potentially over-inflating the size of the 

correlation between variables (Mavor, et al., 2011). Indeed, the RWA scale contains items 

specifically referencing religion, raising the possibility that the correlation between RWA and 

religiosity is tautological. However, work that excludes these religiously toned items still 

reveal a consistent relationship between religiosity and RWA (see Osborne & Sibley, 2014). 

Relatedly, given the conceptual overlap between the preference for group-based hierarchy 

and one of the key pillars of conservative ideology (namely, acceptance of inequality; see 

Jost, 2006), the correlation between SDO and conservatism may be (partly) tautological. 

Future research would do well to help further differentiate these important constructs.  

Finally, we note the use of short form measures in our study. Although necessary due 

to the omnibus nature of our survey, it may have attenuated the reliability for some of our 

covariates (namely, Self-enhancement and Conservation values, as well as Openness, 

Conscientiousness, and Agreeableness). Accordingly, the magnitude of the associations 

identified in our study may be stronger than we reported. Similarly, we used single-item 

measures of religious and spiritual identification. As a result, cannot speak to the diverse 

religious orientations that are distinct from religiosity and spirituality (e.g., Altemeyer & 

Hunsberger, 1992; Allport & Ross, 1967; Batson & Ventis, 1982). Although spirituality 

seems closely aligned with a quest religious orientation (Batson & Ventis, 1982; Bulbulia et 

al., 2013), nuances exist in how different measures of religious and spiritual beliefs correlate 
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with conservatism. The current study provides the necessary foundations to examine these 

complexities in the future. 

Conclusion 

The current study investigated religion’s ability to both preserve and challenge the 

status quo. Whereas religiosity appears to foster authoritarianism and, in turn, conservatism, 

spirituality tends to undermine support for the status quo by reducing preference for group-

based hierarchy (particularly for those who identify strongly with politics). Accordingly, the 

political implications of religion depend on whether one’s religious orientation emphasises 

tradition or universalism, respectively. Thus, contrary to popular thought, religious beliefs do 

not narrowly foster conservatism, but rather, have the capacity to both make—and unmake—

support for the status quo.  
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Table 2.1. Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations for variables of interest. 

 
 M

ea
n 

S
D 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 
9 

1. Gender1
   0.

35 
0.

48 ---         

2. Age  
 51

.8
0 

13
.6
7 

.106
*** ---        

3. Minority2  1.
39 

0.
82 

−.00
6 

−.18
0*** ---       

4. Conservatis
m 

 4.
04 

1.
34 

.053
*** 

.100
*** 

−.05
3*** ---      

5. SDO  2.
45 

0.
94 

.185
*** 

.131
*** 

.054
*** 

.297
*** ---     

6. RWA  3.
83 

1.
13 .022 .068

*** 
.102
*** 

.462
*** 

.227
*** ---    

7. Spirituality  5.
13 

1.
73 

−.15
5*** 

−.07
9*** 

.067
*** 

.025
* 

−.17
8*** 

.207
*** ---   

8. Religiousne
ss 

 4.
78 

2.
00 

−.06
8*** 

−.04
4*** 

.130
*** 

.153
*** 

−.07
0*** 

.427
*** 

.565
*** ---  

9. Political 
Centrality 

 4.
23 

1.
64 

.086
*** 

.151
*** 

.091
*** 

−.04
2*** .017 −.00

4 
.065

*** 
.143
*** --- 

10. Extraversio
n 

 3.
94 

1.
16 

−.04
1*** 

−.02
0 

−.00
4 

−.07
2*** 

−.02
3 

−.07
7*** 

.027
* 

−.02
1 

.095
*** 

11. Agreeablen
ess 

 5.
44 

0.
93 

−.24
5*** .009 −.08

4*** 
−.06
4*** 

−.31
5*** 

−.02
7* 

.194
*** 

.100
*** .006 

12. Conscientio
usness 

 5.
14 

1.
01 

−.08
9*** 

.067
*** .010 .118

*** 
−.00
5 

.123
*** 

.029
* .016 .002 

13. Neuroticis
m 

 3.
42 

1.
12 

−.12
5*** 

−.18
1*** .020 −.04

7*** 
−.00
1 

−.05
0*** 

−.01
1 

−.03
2** 

−.00
6 

14. Openness  4.
86 

1.
11 

.054
*** 

−.12
5*** .007 −.21

4*** 
−.19
1*** 

−.22
0*** 

.145
*** 

.030
** 

.060
*** 

15. Honesty  5.
38 

1.
20 

−.12
7*** 

.149
*** 

−.14
7*** 

−.01
1 

−.24
3*** 

−.01
3 

.099
*** 

.092
*** 

−.08
5*** 

16. Openness 
Value 

 5.
01 

1.
25 

.026
* .005 .049

*** 
−.11
2*** 

−.08
3*** 

−.13
2*** 

.032
** 

−.03
2** 

.166
*** 

17. Conservatio
n Value 

 5.
86 

0.
90 

−.04
7*** 

.149
*** 

.132
*** 

.212
*** 

−.02
3 

.301
*** 

.129
*** 

.161
*** 

.096
*** 

18. Altruism 
Value 

 5.
94 

1.
02 

−.15
3*** 

.099
*** 

.088
*** 

−.16
9*** 

−.44
3*** 

−.06
4*** 

.157
*** 

.088
*** 

.152
*** 

19. Enhanceme
nt Value 

 3.
97 

1.
33 

.050
*** 

.072
*** 

.151
*** 

.161
*** 

.207
*** 

.210
*** .000 .053

*** 
.189
*** 

1Gender was dummy-coded (0 = Female, 1 = Male) 
2Minority was dummy-coded (0 = New Zealand European/Pākehā, 1 = ethnic minority) 
+p < .10; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
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Table 2.1 (continued). 
 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17   
10. Extraversion ---          
11. Agreeableness .186*** ---         
12. Conscientiousness .052*** .134*** ---        
13. Neuroticism −.133*** −.064*** −.199*** ---       
14. Openness .203*** .223*** .003 −.030** ---      
15. Honesty −.102*** .216*** .091*** −.166*** .047*** ---     
16. Openness Value .210*** .093*** .035** −.048*** .218*** −.119*** ---    
17. Conservation Value .044*** .148*** .223*** −.102*** −.045*** .033** .351*** ---   
18. Altruism Value .082*** .259*** .081*** −.017 .105*** .091*** .356*** .450    
19. Enhancement Value .155*** −.015 .117*** −.036** −.047*** −.329*** .449*** .435    

+p < .10; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 
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Figure 1.1. Path model showing two opposing paths to conservatism (paths reflect 

unstandardized regression coefficients). One pathway illustrates the hypothesized positive 

indirect effect of religiousness on conservatism through RWA, and the other pathway reflects 

the hypothesized negative indirect effect of spirituality on conservatism via decreases in 

SDO. Political identity centrality was included as a moderator for our variables of interest 

along both sets of pathways.
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Figure 2.2. Relationship between spiritual identification and social dominance orientation at 

low (−1 SD) and high (+1 SD) levels of political identity centrality. Results control for our 

covariates.
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Figure 2.3. Relationship between right-wing authoritarianism (RWA) and conservatism at 
low (−1 SD) and high (+1 SD) levels of political identity centrality. Results control for our 
covariates.
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Figure 2.4. Relationship between social dominance orientation (SDO) and conservatism at 

low (−1 SD) and high (+1 SD) levels of political identity centrality. Results control for our 

covariates. 
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Bridging Statement 

Study 2 thus demonstrated the downstream effect of religiosity enculturing 

authoritarian attitudes whilst also accounting for the multidimensional nature of religious 

affiliation. Importantly, it demonstrated that religiosity and spirituality appear to show 

distinct, countervailing pathways to conservatism. Accordingly, religiosity motivated higher 

authoritarianism (but not social dominance orientation) whilst spirituality was correlated with 

lower SDO (but not RWA). Most notably, our model showed full mediation, indicating that 

the impact of religious and spiritual identification on conservative affiliation seemed to be 

wholly explained by authoritarian and anti-egalitarian beliefs. Such work demonstrates that 

fundamental to the impact of religiosity and spirituality on socio-political outcomes, is their 

endorsement of traditionalist and universalist values, respectively. 

Spirituality’s role in enculturing universalism, a strongly egalitarian value 

encompassing connection with mankind and the environment (Schwartz, 1992), suggests 

outcomes beyond mere political affiliation. Indeed, they suggest that spirituality is also 

associated with other universalist outcomes such as environmental concern. Notably, Spilka 

(1993, ref. Hill et al., 2000) contended that spirituality is multidimensional, divided by its 

orientation towards God (rooted in less-traditionalist theologies), the world (stressing man’s 

relationship with nature), and other people (focusing on human empowerment and 

connection). Consistent with this, past work has demonstrated that certain spiritual beliefs, 

particularly those that view nature as sacred, are (perhaps unsurprisingly) associated with 

environmental concern (Bloch, 1998; Kearns, 1996).  

It is noteworthy however, that these conceptualisations of religiosity and spirituality 

has largely arisen from majority Christian samples, as well as those rooted in a broad-tent 

(monotheistic) religious and (Western) cultural heritage (with some exceptions; see Li & 

Chow, 2015). As such, the applicability of these conceptualisations comes into question when 
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assessing non-Western samples (Sheridan, 1986). Indeed, majority religions are argued to 

encompass large numbers of adherents with vastly different religious beliefs, identities, and 

definitions of religion. Bulbulia and colleagues (2020) noted that Christian denominations 

showed somewhat even distribution across five distinct religious typologies in New Zealand, 

speaking to the variety of religious beliefs and concepts held even by those purportedly of the 

same religion. Thus, given that spirituality appears to situate a search for the sacred through 

unorthodox means (Zinnbaeur et al., 1999), spirituality and its values may be distinct across 

cultures. What is traditional or unorthodox in one society or religion, may not be in another. 

As such, Study 3 examined spiritual beliefs and the value of universalism in a 

culturally unique population, namely that of New Zealand Māori. Importantly, Māori are the 

indigenous population of New Zealand with a rich cultural and spiritual heritage, and 

particularly a strong connection to the land. Fundamental to Māori spirituality is that all 

things, including Māori themselves, originate from Rangi (the sky father) and Papatūānuku 

(the sky mother; see Roberts et al., 1995).  As such, Māori share kinship with the atua (gods), 

personifications of all natural phenomena who held authority over all aspects of existence 

(Mead 2003), creating a network of relationships which can be traced back through 

whakapapa (genealogy). As such, Māori spirituality appears strongly pro-environmental 

rooted through a strong relationship with nature and reminiscent of Spilka’s (1993) world-

oriented conception of spirituality. 

Yet, Māori spiritual identity is unique – one not easily reconciled with considerations 

of spirituality as existential (not functionally) motivated, nor with Spilka’s (1993) clean 

distinctions. As a product of this common whakapapa, Māori spiritual traditions position 

Māori as members of the environment (Durie, 2012), acknowledged in their status as tangata 

whenua (people of the land). Importantly, integral to Māori spirituality is the vitalist concept 

of mauri (life energy). This reflects the interplay between man and the forces of Mother Earth 
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(i.e., the source of life; see Henare, 2001), with disruptions to these vital connections 

resulting in corresponding impacts on the entire mauri system (Dell, 2017). Hence, for Māori 

there is a clear connection between healthy ecosystems and the people’s cultural and spiritual 

welfare (Harmsworth & Awatere, 2013).  

Correspondingly, fundamental to the role of Māori as tangata whenua is that Māori 

are protected and sustained by the land but are expected to reciprocate in turn—an obligation 

best exemplified by kaitiakitanga (guardianship/resource management; Kawharu, 2000). 

Hence, a theme of responsibility and reciprocity pervades Māori perspectives on the 

environment. Yet, kaitiakitanga is both philosophical and political. Land provides access to 

resources and assets to secure a sustainable livelihood and economic security, all of which 

enable Māori to control the course of their own lives (Dell, 2017). Thus, kaitiakitanga and the 

role of Māori as tangata whenua not only expresses spiritual concerns but also enables Māori 

to re-establish a sense of control and self-autonomy so fundamental to regaining tino 

rangatiratanga (self-determination/authority). 

As such, Māori spirituality seems to uniquely reflect a communal spiritual tradition 

rooted in functional considerations towards responsibility and reciprocity (specifically with 

the land). Māori spirituality suggests that considerations of spirituality as individualist and 

concerned only with existential seeking might be too limited a view. Yet Māori spirituality 

also appears to strongly endorse the universalist values, reflected by the sense of universal 

kinship expressed by whakapapa, that sits at the heart of spirituality. Importantly, Māori 

spirituality seems to overlap both a world-oriented and person-oriented view of spirituality 

(Spilka, 1993). Study 3 thus sought to examine the role of Māori spirituality in motivating 

environmental concern, specifically assessing Schwartz’s (1992) universalism values in the 

context of the environment. This study demonstrates the unique nature of Māori spirituality 
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whilst also giving some indication of the cross-cultural validity of spirituality’s association 

with universalist ideals.  

The reference for the manuscript is as follows: 

 

Lockhart, C., Houkamau, C. A., Sibley, C. G., & Osborne, D. (2019). To be at one with the 

land: Māori spirituality predicts greater environmental regard. Religions, 10(7), 427. 

 



Running head: MĀORI SPIRITUALITY PREDICTS GREATER ENVIRONMENTAL 
REGARD  95 

To be at one with the land: Māori spirituality predicts greater environmental regard 

Te toto o te tangata he kai; te oranga o te tangata, he whenua 

The blood of man is food, (hence) the life of man is the land 

(Māori Proverb, as cited in Firth 1926) 

 

As the indigenous population of New Zealand, Māori have a deep connection with the 

environment (Bergin & Smith, 2004; Harris & Tipene, 2006). Indeed, past research reveals 

that Māori express the highest levels of environmental regard across ethnic groups (Cowie et 

al., 2016). Furthermore, Cowie and colleagues (2016) found that socio-political 

consciousness, an aspect of Māori identity encompassing an awareness of, and support for, 

Māori rights, correlated positively with environmental regard. This may be unsurprising, as 

features of the natural environment were thought to represent the centre and source of the 

sustenance upon which Māori relied (Keenan, 2012), naturally facilitating a desire to protect 

the land. 

Yet, the significance of the land goes beyond survival concerns, extending into 

cultural, social and spiritual domains which are rooted in, and centred around, the land 

(Keenan, 2012) and natural resources, including the marine environment (Jackson et 

al., 2017). Indeed, as Durie (2012) notes, a substantial religious philosophy underlies Māori 

land customs, predicated on the belief that Māori have a shared ancestry with all aspects of 

the environment. As such, Māori see themselves as part of the environment, not masters of it 

(Durie 2012). Replicating and extending Cowie et al.’s (2016) work, the current study 

hypothesises that both Māori spirituality and socio-political consciousness should predict 

higher environmental regard. We further aim to show spirituality’s connection with 

environmental attitudes by highlighting its relationship with Schwartz’s (1992) value of 

environmental unity. To these ends, we begin with a review of Māori identity, focusing on 
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how Māori spirituality facilitates environmental values. Then, we examine how socio-

political consciousness, grounded in spiritual beliefs and Māori cosmology, correlates with 

valuing environmental protection. We conclude by summarising the aims and hypotheses of 

the current study. 

Māori Identity and Environmental Regard 

Research examining environmental regard reveals that Māori value the environment 

more than other ethnic groups in New Zealand (Cowie et al., 2016), perhaps due to the 

intrinsic link between Māori identity and the land. Yet assessing something as diverse as 

Māori identity can be challenging for quantitative researchers. Indeed, Hokowitu (2012) aptly 

noted that colonisation has fragmented Māori identity, resulting in diverse ways of self-

representation that range from iwi to Māori nationalism (and even to global indigenous 

movements). Accordingly, researchers have identified distinct typologies of Māori identity, 

distinguishing between those who are deemed traditionally/culturally Māori (i.e., those most 

familiar with their Māori heritage and culture), those who are ‘bicultural’, and those who are 

‘marginalised’ and ‘disconnected’ from their heritage (Durie, 1994; Williams, 2000). In 

short, there is considerable diversity in what it means to ‘be’ Māori. 

 To capture these various components of Māori identity, Houkamau and Sibley (2010) 

developed the Multidimensional Model of Māori Identity (MMM-ICE)—an emic measure of 

Māori identity that assesses attitudes and feelings of what it means to ‘be’ Māori. Houkamau 

and Sibley initially uncovered six dimensions of Māori identity, with subsequent revisions to 

the MMM-ICE revealing additional dimensions (see Houkamau & Sibley, 2015). 

Accordingly, the latest model consists of the following eight dimensions: (a) group 

membership evaluation (e.g., the value placed on being Māori), (b) interdependent self-

concept (e.g., the importance of relationships with other Māori), (c) spirituality (e.g., 

engagement with Māori spiritual beliefs), (d) cultural efficacy (e.g., the belief that one has the 
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resources to engage with Māori), (e) socio-political consciousness (e.g., the importance of 

Māori historical rights), (f) authenticity beliefs (e.g., the perception of being an ‘authentic’ 

Māori), (g) perceived appearance (e.g., “looking” Māori), and (h) whānau efficacy (e.g., the 

belief that one’s whānau can solve challenges). 

Of the eight dimensions of Maori identity recognised by the MMM-ICE, socio-

political consciousness and spirituality appear to be the most central to attitudes toward the 

environment. Indeed, Māori spirituality is arguably the root of Māori environmental regard, 

as this aspect of identity provides a cosmological order to the universe that underlies Māori 

ancestral customs, describes how Māori perceive their place in the environment, and 

explicates their relationship with the land (Harmsworth & Awatere, 2013). Māori beliefs 

regarding the origin of the universe are integral to this framework, as they recognise the 

union of Rangi (i.e., the sky father) and Papatūānuku (i.e., the earth mother) as the moment 

of creation – a moment that gave birth to the atua (gods), personifications of all natural 

phenomena who held authority over all aspects of existence (Mead, 2003).  

It is important to note that this is not purely an animistic framework, as Māori 

spirituality holds that all things, including Māori themselves, originate from Rangi and 

Papatūānuku (Roberts et al., 1995). Thus, the atua are kin to Māori, creating a network of 

relationships that connects all things in existence and which can be traced back through 

whakapapa (genealogy). This holistic framework served as the organising principle of the 

universe and is a central worldview for Māori; to ‘know’ something is to know its 

whakapapa, and to make sense of the world is to understand its origins and history (Kawharu, 

2000; Roberts, 2012; Whitt et al., 2001). Accordingly, knowledge must be considered 

holistically and acknowledge one’s relationships with the subject matter, one’s obligations to 

it and what one could expect in return, as well as its relationship with all other phenomena. In 

this sense, Māori are members (rather than masters) of the environment (Durie, 2012), as 
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acknowledged in their status as tangata whenua (people of the land). Whakapapa thus 

describes an unbroken lineage between all things and the primordial progenitors whereby the 

natural and the supernatural are indistinguishable (Roberts et al., 1995), nor is the world and 

the self. 

Another example of this holistic framework is the concept of vitalism, which is 

integral to Māori spirituality. Emerging from the union of Rangi and Papatūānuku, mauri 

(life energy) is said to infuse everything from living organisms to inanimate objects/structures 

(Dell, 2017). As an expression of the power of the atua (gods), mauri straddles the spiritual 

and physical, binding the wairua (spirit) with the physical body until death (Kawharu, 2000). 

Indeed, Henare (2001) writes that mauri, as an interactive force, is vital to the subtle interplay 

between man and the forces of Mother Earth (i.e., the source of life). Paralleling this binding 

role between man and spirit, Māori have a reciprocal relationship with the land (Mother 

Earth). As such, whenua (land) also means ‘placenta’, signifying a vital relationship. 

Disruptions to these vital connections, or manipulations of any part of the environment, 

would have corresponding impacts on the mauri and the entire mauri system (Dell, 2017; 

Harmsworth, & Awatere, 2013). Hence, a theme of responsibility and reciprocity pervades 

Māori perspectives on the environment.  

As noted by Magallanes (2015), mauri and whakapapa are the building blocks of the 

worldview of Māori and of Māori identity. This holistic worldview includes interconnections 

between all things, both animate and inanimate, and emphasises the kinship that Māori share 

with all facets of nature due to the shared ancestry that stretches back to creation itself. Thus, 

Māori spirituality is inextricably linked to the environment. Accordingly, we predicted that 

Māori spirituality should be the strongest predictor of Schwartz’s (1992) value of uniting 

with nature. 
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Although Māori spiritual beliefs are intimately connected with the environment, 

socio-political beliefs also appear to be closely aligned with environmental regard. Indeed, 

researchers (Mills, 2009; Keenan, 2012) suggest that Māori situate environmental concerns 

within a wider political framework, and that attitudes toward the environment intertwine with 

socio-political goals for Māori rights and sovereignty. Consistent with this perspective, 

Cowie et al. (2016) found that Māori socio-political consciousness correlated positively with 

environmental regard. Thus, we turn to a discussion on Māori socio-political consciousness in 

order to examine how it relates to Māori environmental attitudes.  

As another core component of Māori identity, socio-political consciousness focuses 

on Māori rights, as well as historical factors that influence contemporary intergroup relations 

between Māori and other ethnicities, most notably Te Tiriti o Waitangi (Houkamau & Sibley, 

2015). Te Tiriti o Waitangi forms the foundation for contemporary Māori rights (Magallanes, 

2015), particularly with regard to land. As noted by Challenger (1985) the land is a vital 

source of life and Māori spiritual beliefs place Mother Earth as a nurturing source of human 

existence. Indeed, Walker (2004) notes that the erosion of an economic land base for Māori 

led to cultural, spiritual and economic decrements. Hence, as Harvey (2003) notes, land rights 

(and other aspects of indigenous sovereignty) do not separate subsistence from spirituality. 

For Māori, there is a clear connection between healthy ecosystems and the people’s cultural, 

as well as spiritual, welfare (Harmsworth & Awatere, 2013). Thus, land provides access to 

resources and assets to secure a sustainable livelihood and economic security, all of which 

enable Māori to control the course of their own lives (Dell, 2017). 

As noted above, land enables Māori to re-establish a sense of control and self-

autonomy. Notably, tino rangatiratanga (self-determination/authority) is guaranteed under 

the second article of Te Tiriti o Waitangi (Dell, 2017). Whilst interpretation of this term has 

changed, it has become a focal point of movements to empower Māori to reclaim land rights 
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(Dell, 2017). Thus, through the pursuit of tino rangatiratanga, Māori express a desire to see 

Te Tiriti upheld in order to gain the influence and chart their own future. 

Given the importance of land, a vital aspect of tino rangatiratanga is the 

responsibility of Māori for the environment. As noted by Cowie et al. (2016), Māori, 

connected by whakapapa to Papatūānuku, identify as tangata whenua (people of the land), a 

role recognised in New Zealand legislature. In this role, Māori are protected and sustained by 

the land, but are expected to reciprocate in turn—an obligation best exemplified by 

kaitiakitanga (guardianship/resource management; Kawharu, 2000). Expressing both 

environmental guardianship and resource management, kaitiakitanga is both philosophical 

and political. As a philosophy, it is strongly rooted in Māori cosmology, with the mortality of 

mauri sitting at the crux of environmental regard. Indeed, without proper care, mauri can be 

depleted and leave behind desolation (Head, 2006).  

Kaitiakitanga also encompasses relationships that transcend time and space, 

managing the relationships between the land and the people for both the past, present and 

future (Kawharu, 2000). In this sense, kaitiakitanga taps into the historical aspects of Māori 

socio-political consciousness, with reference to the inter-generational obligations of Māori. 

Indeed, as noted by Durie (2012), the land does not simply belong to Māori who are living, 

but also to the dead (and to those who have yet to be born). On the marae, the living and the 

dead are addressed together, with the land imbued with the ancestors themselves, holding 

knowledge and the history of the group’s relationship with their land (Durie, 2012). Because 

they are related to the land through whakapapa, Māori become part of the land in death. By 

invoking the ancestral names of places, Māori reaffirm their authority and their identity as 

caretakers of the land, protecting the land, and, by extension, the ancestral knowledge of the 

ground and the source of life for Māori (Durie, 2012). The land thus provides the stability of 

an unbroken connection between ancestors and future generations (Dell, 2017). 
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As noted by Kawharu (2000), kaitiakitanga helps to promote the unique status of 

Māori as tangata whenua. As such, kaitiakitanga is not simply a responsibility of tangata 

whenua, but an affirmation of this identity, denoting the reciprocal relationship between land 

and people, as well as the inseparability of the two (Dell, 2017). It is through kaitiakitanga 

that tino rangatiratanga is expressed. Indeed, it is telling that the Waitangi Tribunal 

considered kaitiakitanga as an inherent part of the exercise of rangatiratanga (Mutu, 1994). 

Thus, kaitiakitanga affirms Māori identity and assures its spiritual, economic, and political 

survival. As Magallanes (2015) eloquently notes, the protection of the environment, the 

exercise of kaitiakitanga, and the preservation of mātauranga regarding the environment are 

inseparable from the protection of Māori culture itself. Thus, we predicted that Māori socio-

political consciousness—a facet of identity that emphasises the importance of Māori rights 

and tino rangatiratanga—would be the strongest predictor of protecting the environment.  

To summarise, the current study examines the role of Māori spirituality and socio-

political consciousness in the unique relationship between Māori and the environment. Whilst 

past research found that socio-political consciousness correlated positively with 

environmental concern, spirituality did not (Cowie et al., 2016). However, this may be due to 

the intertwined nature of the two concepts, as Māori cultural practices and rights over the 

land are argued to be rooted in spiritual beliefs (Durie, 2012). Thus, we sought to differentiate 

between environmental outcomes using Schwartz’s (1992) value model. Accordingly, we 

hypothesised that Māori spirituality—a core component of Māori identity that positions 

Māori as kin to the environment—would be the strongest predictor of placing value on 

uniting with nature (see Schwartz, 1992). Conversely, we expected that Māori socio-political 

consciousness (i.e., the drive for recognition of Māori rights) would be the strongest correlate 

of placing value on protecting the environment. In short, we predicted that the unique 
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connection between Māori and the land would be simultaneously rooted in spirituality and 

socio-political concerns.  

Method 

Sampling Procedure 

 Data for the current study came from the Māori Identity and Financial Attitudes Study 

(MIFAS)—a nationwide postal survey study conducted in 2017 (Houkamau, Sibley, & 

Henare, 2019). Invitations to complete the survey were sent to a random sample of 100,000 

people who identified as Māori on the 2017 Electoral roll (a registry of all New Zealand 

citizens who are eligible to vote), yielding 7,019 participants (response rate = 7.02%).  

Participants 

 Of the 7,019 participants who responded to the MIFAS, 6,812 provided either partial 

or complete responses to our variables of interest and were included in the current study. In 

terms of gender, 61.97% (n = 4,221) of the sample were female and 38.03% (n = 2,590) were 

male. The age range was 18-83, with a mean age of 48.68 (SD = 14.78). 

Measures 

The current study employed an emic-etic approach. The etic approach denotes the use 

of general, cross-cultural measures that can be applied across a variety of contexts (Helfrich, 

1999). Hence, etic measures do not seek to explain culture as a phenomenon, but rather, treats 

culture as a factor that influences cognition, behaviour and learning (Helfrich, 1999). In 

contrast, an emic approach focuses on culture specifically, aiming to tease out and explore 

psychological phenomena in local cultural terms (Berry, 1999). Thus, an emic approach 

allows for the construction of an individual’s experiential world through his/her own reports 

and explanations, providing the participant self-determination and autonomy in the research 

process (Helfrich, 1999). 
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 To achieve the aims of our emic-etic approach, we used Schwartz’s (1992) value 

model as an etic measure of environmental values endorsed by Māori, and a culturally 

specific model of Māori Identity (Houkamau & Sibley, 2015) as an emic measure of Māori 

identity that predicted environmental regard. Specifically, we focused on the identity 

dimensions of Māori spirituality and socio-political consciousness derived from the MMM-

ICE3, as well as relevant covariates. Unless noted, all items were rated on a 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) scale and were interspersed within a larger omnibus survey 

containing other measures outside the scope of the current study.  

Predictors 

Māori spirituality was assessed using five items from Houkamau and Sibley (2015). 

Example items include: “I believe that Tupuna (ancient ancestors) can communicate with you 

if they want to”, “I believe that my Taha Wairua (my spiritual side) is an important part of 

my Māori identity”, and “I can sometimes feel my Māori ancestors watching over me”. Items 

were averaged together with higher scores reflecting greater engagement in concepts of 

Māori spirituality (α = .86).  

Māori socio-political consciousness was assessed using five items from Houkamau 

and Sibley (2015). Example items include: “All of us, both Māori and Pākehā, did bad things 

in the past – we should all just forget about it” (reverse-coded), “I think that Māori have been 

wronged in the past, and that we should stand up for what is ours” and “I stand up for Māori 

rights”. Items were averaged together with higher scores reflecting greater endorsement of 

the relevance of historical factors to contemporary Māori (α = .82).  

Values of uniting with nature and protecting the environment were each assessed 

using a single item alongside the other values of Schwartz’s (1992) model. Specifically, 
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participants were asked to rate the extent to which they valued (a) “unity with nature” and (b) 

“protecting the environment”. 

Covariates included a number of demographics that could influence our results. These 

were: age, socio-economic status, deprivation, gender, education, religiousness, urban/rural 

residence, parent status, partner status, employment status, and political orientation. Gender 

was assessed using open-ended questions and subsequently dummy-coded (0 = Female; 1 = 

Male). Religiousness was assessed asking participants if they identified “with a religion 

and/or spiritual group (0 = No, 1 = Yes). Urban/rural residence status was assessed using 

open-ended questions and subsequently dummy-coded (0 = Urban, 1 = Rural). Political 

orientation was assessed using a single item: “Please rate how politically liberal versus 

conservative you see yourself as being”, with a higher score indicating a more conservative 

ideology. 

Results 

 Given that socio-political consciousness fosters a protective attitude toward the 

environment amongst Māori (Cowie et al., 2016), we predicted that Māori socio-political 

consciousness would correlate positively with valuing environmental protection. Conversely, 

we expected that Māori spirituality, an aspect of identity that emphasises humanity as 

descendants of Papatūānuku (the Earth mother; Dell, 2017), would correlate positively with 

valuing unity with nature.  

 To investigate our hypotheses, we estimated a multiple regression model in Mplus 

version 8.2 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2017). Specifically, we used the eight dimensions of 

Māori identity to predict valuing environmental protection and unity with nature. In 

estimating our model, we also controlled for the following variables: gender, age, 

deprivation, socio-economic status, religiousness, parental status, partner status, employment 
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status, urban or rural location and political orientation. Table 3.1 displays the correlations 

among these measures, as well as the corresponding descriptive statistics. 

Results displayed in Table 3.2 reveal that those who identified as religious were less 

likely than their non-religious counterparts to value protecting the environment (B = −0.112, 

SE = 0.030, β = −.048, p < .001). Also, political orientation (B = −0.039, SE = 0.011, β = 

−.046, p < .001), living in a rural setting (B = −0.084, SE = 0.028, β = −.036, p < .01), socio-

economic status (B = −0.002, SE = 0.001, β = −.034, p < .05), and partner status (B = −0.075, 

SE = 0.031, β = −.031, p < .05) correlated negatively with valuing environmental protection. 

Conversely, age correlated positively with protecting the environment (B = 0.010, SE = 

0.001, β = .125, p < .001). No other covariates reliably correlated with valuing environmental 

protection. 

After accounting for these covariates, our results revealed (consistent our hypothesis) 

that socio-political consciousness correlated positively with valuing environmental protection 

(B = 0.151, SE = 0.014, β = .187, p < .001). Indeed, inspection of the corresponding 

standardized regression coefficient shows that socio-political consciousness was by far the 

strongest predictor of environmental regard. Of the other dimensions of Māori identity, 

spirituality (B = 0.085, SE = 0.119, β = .119, p < .001), whānau efficacy (B = 0.069, SE = 

0.012, β = .069, p < .001), cultural efficacy (B = 0.041, SE = 0.014, β = .049, p = .005), and 

authenticity beliefs (B = 0.050, SE = 0.012, β = .059, p < .001) all correlated positively with 

protecting the environment. Conversely, interdependent self-concept correlated negatively 

with protecting the environment (B = −0.040, SE = 0.013, β = −.048, p < .01). 

 In terms of our predictors of valuing unity with nature, the rightmost columns of 

Table 3.2 show that living in a rural environment correlated negatively with this value (B = 

−0.164, SE = 0.036, β = −.052, p < .001). Similarly, religiousness (B = −0.132, SE = 0.039, β 

= −.042, p = .001), socio-economic status (B = −0.006, SE = 0.001, β = −.065, p < .001), and 
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political orientation (B = −0.031, SE = 0.015, β = −.026, p < .05) correlated negatively with 

valuing unity with nature. Finally, age correlated positively with valuing unity with nature (B 

= 0.014, SE = 0.002, β = .128, p < .001). No other covariates were reliably associated with 

valuing unity with nature. 

After controlling for these covariates, Māori spirituality correlated positively with 

valuing unity with nature (B = 0.237, SE = 0.016, β = .245, p < .001). Consistent with our 

hypotheses, spirituality was by far the strongest identity-based predictor of valuing unity with 

nature. As for the other Māori identity variables, socio-political consciousness (B = 0.102, SE 

= 0.018, β = .093, p < .001), authenticity beliefs (B = 0.090, SE = 0.016, β = .079, p < .001), 

and whānau efficacy (B = 0.090, SE = 0.017, β = .066, p < .001) correlated positively with 

valuing unity with nature. No other Māori identity variables were reliably associated with 

valuing unity with nature. 

Discussion 

Past research suggests that Māori express greater environmental regard than other 

ethnic groups in New Zealand, as land and the environment are located at the centre of a 

broader Māori socio-political struggle for self-determination (see Cowie et al., 2016; Grimes, 

MacCulloch, & McKay, 2015). Tellingly, Klein (2000) argues that Pakeha hold a more 

anthropocentric and utilitarian view of nature, whereas Māori perceive a greater 

responsibility for the environment than Pakeha, holding a view that by claiming mana over 

the environment one must accept unconditional responsibilities for care and protection 

(Patterson, 1994). As such, we expected that socio-political consciousness would correlate 

positively with valuing environmental protection. Yet spirituality is also integral to the 

worldview of many Māori, as Māori laws, customs, and socio-political attitudes towards the 

environment are based upon an underlying spiritual philosophy (Durie, 2012). Indeed, Māori 

spirituality encompasses a holistic view of the world that positions Māori as members—but 
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not masters—of the environment (Dell, 2017). Accordingly, we also expected that Māori 

spirituality would correlate positively with valuing unity with nature.  

As hypothesised, our results showed that socio-political consciousness was by far the 

strongest predictor of protecting the environment. Indeed, Māori rights are firmly rooted in 

the land because, as Dell (2017) notes, land allows for self-determination and the charting of 

one’s future. Additionally, as tangata whenua, Māori are legally recognised as custodians of 

the land. As such, New Zealand has a responsibility to protect this important source of 

wellbeing for Māori (Kawharu, 2000). Accordingly, our results imply that socio-political 

consciousness underlies environmental concern among Māori. 

Also consistent with our hypotheses, Māori spirituality was the best predictor of 

valuing unity with the environment. Māori spirituality emphasises the interconnectedness of 

all natural phenomena, including Māori, through whakapapa (Dell, 2017). Furthermore, all 

things are said to be infused with mauri, the disruption of which could cause catastrophic 

outcomes (Henare, 2001). As such, it is critical to not only protect the environment, but to 

ensure that Māori are able to freely unite with nature in order to preserve these vital forces. 

Collectively, our results reveal that socio-political consciousness and Māori spirituality foster 

the unique connection between Māori identity and the land. 

Although results were consistent with our hypotheses, a number of other sub-

dimensions of Māori identity predicted attitudes toward the environment. Both cultural and 

whānau efficacy, as well as authenticity beliefs, correlated positively with protecting the 

environment. Likewise, authenticity beliefs and whānau efficacy correlated positively with 

valuing unity with nature. Indeed, this is to be expected, as higher scores on these scales 

would suggest a stronger commitment to traditional Māori values, which in turn coalesce 

around resource protection. Furthermore, that spirituality would predict protecting the 
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environment above and beyond these other important facets of identity is perhaps 

unsurprising. Māori spirituality incorporates mauri and utu—beliefs that underlie kaitiaki and 

foster guardianship of the land (both in terms of physical and spiritual management; see 

Kawharu, 2000). Similarly, Māori culture is deeply interwoven with the land. Consistent with 

this perspective, Roberts and colleagues (1995) note that tribal histories, ancestry and 

whakapapa play key roles in land narratives that help to define Māori identity. Indeed, land 

narratives help to build resilience and strengthen bonds to facilitate positive transformation 

(see Dell, 2017). Hence, the defence of ancestral land is vital in the pursuit of tino 

rangatiratanga. 

Although many aspects of Māori identity correlated with our outcome measures in an 

intuitive manner, we surprisingly found that interdependent self-concept correlated negatively 

with protecting the environment. This seems to indicate that Māori who feel embedded within 

a collectivist identity network, as opposed to ascribing to individualistic (traditionally 

Western) notions of the self (Houkamau, & Sibley, 2010), are less likely to value protecting 

the environment—at least after accounting for the other predictors in our model. This finding 

is counterintuitive, as protecting the environment is arguably an expression of Māori rights 

and a validation of the environmental responsibilities of Māori (Gillespie, 1998). Yet, as 

Gillespie (1998) notes, environmental concern may not be an end goal, but rather, must be 

considered with regard to the land in question and the attitudes of the kaitiaki. Indeed, Māori 

have a responsibility not just to the land, but also to each other. Thus, circumstances may 

arise where Māori find it necessary to utilise land to provide for the group (Gillespie, 1998). 

In other words, because Māori have been (and continue to be) disenfranchised by 

colonization, the fight for tino rangatiratanga and empowerment (Dell, 2017) may require 

the use of land and its resources to improve the well-being of people.  
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Importantly, the above discussion need not imply that spiritual concerns conflict with 

the socio-political concerns of tino rangatiratanga. Rather, our results reveal that, whilst 

spirituality was the strongest correlate of valuing unity with nature, socio-political 

consciousness also predicted this aspect of environmental regard. Thus, the socio-political 

identity of Māori is intrinsically tied to a sense of unity with the environment. In this sense, 

tino rangatiratanga is not only expressed by reclaiming land, but also by reuniting with it. 

Accordingly, socio-political consciousness, particularly the concept of kaitiakitanga (i.e., an 

expression of Māori rights, guardianship and identity as tangata whenua), is deeply rooted in 

spirituality through whakapapa and mātauranga (Kawharu, 2000). Indeed, mātauranga 

emphasises the importance of the environment in transmitting knowledge vital to self-

determination and is seen as an extension of nature (J. T. Johnson, & Murton, 2007). In short, 

our results reveal that Māori have a unique connection with the land, as multiple aspects of 

Māori identity correlate with a desire to be close to, or facilitate a bond with, nature. 

Strengths, Limitations and Future Directions 

The current study demonstrates that both socio-political concerns and spirituality 

foster environmental regard among Māori. Specifically, we used nationally representative 

data to examine the unique relationship between Māori identity and the environment. To 

these ends, our results corroborate the literature on indigenous relations with the environment 

to show that spirituality is a vital aspect of the connection between Māori and the land, as 

well as socio-political consciousness. 

 It is important to note, however, that awareness of Te Tiriti rests largely at the 

forefront of our conceptualisation of socio-political consciousness. Some, however, have 

levelled criticism of such a focus, arguing that it ties Māori identity to colonial history, that is 

defines Maori in relation to colonisation (see Hokowitu, 2012). As noted by Memmi (1965), 

colonisation warps perceptions of both the colonizer and the colonized, transforming the 
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former into a powerful oppressor whilst the latter is left defeated and oppressed. In the 

acceptance of such a role, the colonized risk legitimising the colonizer and the power 

dynamic itself (Memmi, 1965), a perspective that is relevant to the New Zealand context (see 

Hokowitu, 2012). Nevertheless, Māori history is a history of contact (Keenan, 2012), and the 

implications of Te Tiriti on modern Māori cannot be overlooked. It is important to consider 

the extent to which the desire to be connected or united with the land is actually a result of 

colonisation itself, i.e., having the land removed has created a strong desire to reconnect with 

it, particularly for those who are politically conscientious.  

Future research may wish to examine important boundary conditions of the 

relationships identified in the current study. To these ends, one possible moderator of the 

noted relationships is the salience of climate change and environmental degradation. As 

Milfont and colleagues (2014) note, physical proximity to the coastline predicted greater 

climate change concern. Similarly, occupation type may affect the relationship between 

Māori identity, as farmers and other households dependent upon agriculture are under 

increasing threat due to climate change (Hertel, 2015). Moreover, whilst the impacts of 

environmental degradation may not directly affect participants, family ties to small island 

countries (i.e., those most vulnerable to climate change; see Mimura 1999) may increase the 

salience and urgency of the need for environmental protection. Thus, future research might 

extend upon this work to examine possible moderators of the relationships Māori spirituality 

and socio-political consciousness have with attitudes toward the environment. 

Conclusion 

The current study investigated the unique relationship that Māori, as tangata whenua, 

have with the land. Accordingly, socio-political consciousness acknowledges the rights of 

Māori over the land. Because land provides socio-political influence (see Dell, 2017), 

reclaiming the land by Māori serves not only to return that which was stolen though 
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colonization, but also to restore self-determination, efficacy and pride to Māori. These beliefs 

are rooted in a spiritual tradition that place Māori as members (but not masters) of their 

environment and emphasise the importance of adapting to the land as part of kaitiakitanga. 

Without careful resource management, the land may lose its mauri and its ability to sustain 

the people. Indeed, land is the life of Māori; it tells the story of Māori (Firth, 1926). Through 

the relationship between the land and people, Māori are able to establish their sense of 

spiritual connection, self-determination and identity.  
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Table 3.1. Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations for variables of interest. 
  Me

an 
SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1. Gender
1
  

 0.3
8 

0.4
9 ---         

2. Age  
 48.

68 
14.
77 

.114*

** ---        

3. Educati
on2 

 4.0
6 

2.7
7 

−.10
2 

−.14
8*** ---       

4. Depriva
tion 

 6.4
7 

2.8
7 

−.02
8 

.046*

** 
−.17
4*** ---      

5. Socio-
econom
ic status 

 48.
09 

17.
07 −.14

5*** 
−.00
3*** 

.597*

** 
−.17
8*** ---     

6. Religio
usness 

 0.4
5 

0.5
0 

−.01
4 

.236*

** 
−.00
9*** 

.122*

** 
.012*

** ---    

7. Parent 
status 

 0.7
9 

0.4
1 

−.00
4*** 

.402*

** 
−.09
2*** .059* .013*

** 
.101*

** ---   

8. Partner 
status 

 0.6
6 

0.4
8 

.092*

** 
.043*

** 
.084*

** 
−.18
6*** 

.110*

** 
−.02
8*** 

.232*

** ---  

9. Employ
ment 
status 

 0.7
1 

0.4
5 .025*

** 
−.25
0*** 

.214*

** 
−.18
0*** .130 −.09

6 
−.06
7*** 

.180*

** --- 

10. Urban/r
ural2 

 0.5
1 

0.5
0 

.006*

** 
−.11
9 .109 −.19

7*** .104 −.04
6*** 

−.09
1* 

−.03
4 

.076*

** 
11. Politica

l 
orientat
ion 

 3.7
8 

1.3
4 .055*

** .144 −.18
6*** 

.078*

** 
−.11
0*** .174* .126*

** 
.047*

** 
−.06
4 

12. Group 
member
ship 
evaluati
on 

 5.2
9 

1.3
6 −.11

1*** 
−.09
8*** .139 .166*

** .085 .123*

** 
−.00
2* 

−.05
8 .024 

13. Cultural 
efficacy 

 4.8
4 

1.4
0 

−.11
0*** 

−.00
4*** .099 .254*

** .065 .191*

** .075 −.06
2** 

−.02
5 

14. Interde
pendent 
Self-
concept 

 4.0
0 

1.3
8 −.03

5*** 
.138*

** 
−.00
2 

.245*

** 
−.01
7*** 

.191*

** 
.079*

** 
−.10
6** 

−.09
3*** 

15. Spiritua
lity 

 5.0
1 

1.6
2 

−.19
7*** 

.065*

** 
.005*

** .243 .002*

** .178 .098*

** 
−.10
2*** 

−.05
0*** 

16. Socio-
Politica
l 
Conscio
usness 

 5.2
1 

1.4
3 −.09

8* .016 .171*

** 
.151*

** 
.122*

** 
.116*

** 
.027*

* 
−.06
4** 

−.01
9*** 

17. Perceiv
ed 
Appear
ance 

 4.1
1 

1.9
8 .009*

** 
.125*

** 
−.11
4*** 

.262*

** 
−.09
5 

.156*

** 
.129*

** 
−.04
9*** 

−.05
9*** 

18. Authent  4.0 1.3 .032* .212* −.16 .166* −.15 .167* .090* −.11 −.18
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icity 
Beliefs 

1 7 ** ** 6*** ** 3*** ** ** 4*** 7*** 

19. Whāna
u 
Efficac
y 

 4.7
2 

1.1
5 −.06

8*** 
−.04
8*** 

.002*

** 
.081*

** 
−.00
9*** 

.053*

** .005 −.00
9*** 

.009*

** 

1Gender was dummy-coded (0 = Female, 1 = Male) 
2Urban/rural was dummy-coded (0 = Urban, 1 = Rural) 
+p < .10; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001. 
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Table 3.1 (continued). 
 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17   

10. Urban/rural2 ---          
11. Political 

orientation 
−.082*** ---         

12. Group membership 
evaluation 

−.020*** −.130*** ---        

13. Cultural efficacy −.069*** −.038*** .567*** ---       
14. Interdependent 

Self-concept 
−.084*** .004*** .562 .496** ---      

15. Spirituality −.062*** −.035*** .564*** .562*** .497*** ---     
16. Socio-Political 

Consciousness 
.005*** −.190*** .656** .485*** .440*** .510*** ---    

17. Perceived 
Appearance 

−.125*** .083*** .326*** .397*** .349*** .364** .288***    

18. Authenticity 
Beliefs 

−.106*** .115*** .140*** .143 .430*** .220*** .085*** .    

19. Whānau Efficacy −.045*** .003 .264*** .279** .205*** .210*** .177*** .    
+p < .10; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 
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Table 3.2. Summary of Simple Regression Analyses for Variables Predicting Value of 
Protecting the Environment and Unity with Nature (N = 6812) 

 Protecting the Environment  Unity w   
 B SE β p  B SE   
Demographic Covariates          

Gender (0 = Female, 1 = Male)  0.045 0.029 .019 .118  0.038 0.038   
Age  0.010 0.001 .125 <.001***  0.014 0.002   
Education −0.001 0.007 −.001 .932  0.009 0.009   
Deprivation −0.005 0.005 −.012 .383  −0.009 0.007   
Socio-economic status −0.002 0.001 −.034 .033*  −0.006 0.001   
Religiousness (0 = No, 1 = Yes) −0.112 0.030 −.048 <.001***  −0.132 0.039   
Parent status −0.046 0.040 −.016 .246  −0.020 0.053   
Partner status −0.075 0.031 −.031 .015*  −0.075 0.041   
Employment status −0.012 0.033 −.005 .708  −0.002 0.044   
Urban/Rural (0 = Urban, 1 = Rural) −0.084 0.028 −.036 .003**  −0.164 0.036   
Political orientation −0.039 0.011 −.046 <.001***  −0.031 0.015   

Identity Dimensions           
Group Membership Evaluation −0.004 0.016 −.005 .793  −0.005 0.022   
Cultural Efficacy  0.041 0.014 .049 .005**  0.018 0.019   
Interdependent Self-concept −0.040 0.013 −.048 .003**  −0.007 0.018   
Spirituality  0.085 0.012 .119 <.001***  0.237 0.016   
Socio-Political Consciousness  0.151 0.014 .187 <.001***  0.102 0.018   
Perceived Appearance  0.002 0.008 .003 .845  0.005 0.011   
Authenticity Beliefs  0.050 0.012 .059 <.001***  0.090 0.016   
Whānau Efficacy  0.069 0.012 .069 <.001***  0.090 0.017   

    
Model Summary    
 R2 .116   

*p < .05.  **p < .01. ***p < .001. 
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Bridging Statement 

Study 3 demonstrated that Māori spirituality, despite divergences from 

conceptualisations of religiosity born from Western religions, show endorsement of 

universalist values (at least within the environmental domain). This aligns with past work 

regarding spirituality, which is often associated with universalist and egalitarian values 

(Saroglou & Muñoz‐García, 2008). Importantly, Māori spirituality provides some indication 

of how spirituality might motivate socio-political outcomes elsewhere. Māori spirituality 

serves as the foundation for kinship relationships Māori share with the land, as well as the 

land’s importance in their cultural and spiritual welfare. Most notably, Māori spirituality 

roots land and the environment as fundamental to Māori reclaiming tino rangatiratanga (self-

determination/authority), deeply entwining environmental concerns with concerns for 

indigenous sovereignty. As such, Māori spirituality motivates universalist concerns regarding 

kinship, and by extension Māori political aspirations for self-determination. 

The above work has demonstrated the importance of religiosity and spirituality in 

motivating the values of tradition and universalism. Importantly, they demonstrate that such 

values motivate countervailing political effects, mediated by high authoritarianism (for 

religiosity) and low social dominance orientation (for spirituality). Fundamental is the role of 

religiosity in enculturing these values (as demonstrated in Study 1), with traditionalist 

doctrines and rhetoric seemingly vital to the enculturing of religious authoritarianism. Yet, 

Duriez and colleagues (2002) suggest that value orientations (despite the results of Study 2) 

may not wholly explain the impact of religiosity on political attitudes. Rather, they suggest 

that distinctions in religious typologies (such as religiosity and spirituality) might predict 

political outcomes independently of values, likely as a product of differing motivations for, 

and approaches to, religious group identification. Importantly, only Study 3 of this thesis has 
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attempted to directly examine the meaning and motivations behind spiritual (or religious) 

identification when considering their socio-political impacts. 

One pertinent field that has examined the motivations for group identification has 

been collective narcissism – a threat-indexed construct motivated by low levels of personal 

control and a resultant need for positive self-image (Cichocka, 2016). Importantly, collective 

narcissism literature has distinguished between insecure and secure group identification. 

Whilst such work has yet to be fully applied to the realm of religious affiliation, parallels can 

be drawn between previous examinations of religion as motivated by extrinsic vs. intrinsic (or 

security vs. growth, defensive vs. existential, etc.; see Beck, 2006; Van Tongeren & Davis, 

2015). Notably, collective narcissism has also been argued to motivate countervailing effects 

on socio-political outcomes, such as outgroup attitudes, even when accounting for 

authoritarianism and social dominance orientation (which seem to tap into the very values 

underlying religion’s impacts on political attitudes). 

Accordingly, Study 4 seeks to examine the role of religion beyond the domain of 

political affiliation, assessing how religion influences intergroup relations more directly. 

More specifically, we sought to examine the impacts of religion on intergroup outcomes with 

specific reference to the motivational bases of religious group identification. Given that past 

work has characterised religion’s impact on gender relations as somewhat mixed 

(Mikołajczak & Pietrzak, 2014), my colleagues and I inspected the relationship between 

religion and ambivalent sexism before including measures of religious group narcissism. We 

also included right-wing authoritarianism (RWA) and social dominance orientation (SDO) as 

covariates to demonstrate that religious group narcissism (and secure religious identification) 

appears to independently predict ambivalent sexism. Thus, this work more directly assesses 

the motivations for religious identification through collective narcissism, as well as their 

impacts on outgroup attitudes. 
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This manuscript is currently under preparation for publication, with the reference as 
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Lockhart, C., Sibley, C., Osborne, D. Religiosity and Ambivalent Sexism: Religious 

Group Narcissism as a Suppressor. Manuscript in preparation for journal submission. 
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Religiosity and ambivalent sexism: The role of religious group narcissism 

 

“I do not permit a woman to teach or to exercise authority over a man; rather, she is to 

remain quiet.”  

– 1 Timothy 2:12 (ESV) 

“There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, there is no male and female, 

for you are all one in Christ Jesus.” 

– Galatians 3:28 (ESV) 

As illustrated by the opening epigraph, religious scripture often frames gender 

relations in a hierarchical and unequal fashion by enculturing values that promote and justify 

rigid gender roles to which women must conform (Mikołajczak & Pietrzak, 2014; Van 

Assche et al., 2019). Consistent with this assumption, hierarchical biblical beliefs correlate 

positively with adherence to traditional gender roles, as well as the endorsement of both 

hostile and benevolent sexism (Eliason et al., 2017). Religious identification also correlates 

positively with paternalistic attitudes towards women (Burn & Busso, 2005), thereby 

legitimising gender inequality by characterising women as weak and in need of men’s 

protection (Glick et al., 2002). 

Although religion may foster unequal gender relations, the relationship between 

religious identification and sexism may be more nuanced than it appears at first glance. Faith 

can instil a fundamental sense of fairness and tolerance (Golec de Zavala & Bierwiaczonek, 

2020), as religious identification can promote universalism, benevolence, and social justice 

(Saroglou et al., 2004). As such, Mikołajczak and Pietrzak (2014) suggest that, whilst the 

traditional values of religion motivate sexism, the pro-social aspects of faith may weaken 

sexist attitudes. Consistent with this perspective, religious belief has countervailing impacts 

on some socio-political attitudes (Hirsh et al., 2013; Lockhart et al., 2019). 
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Given these nuances, the nature of the relationship between religious identification 

and sexism remains unclear. The current study aims to clarify this association by using data 

from a nationwide random sample of the New Zealand population to investigate the 

relationship between two forms of religious identification and ambivalent sexism. 

Accordingly, we argue that, whilst a secure form of religious identification may foster 

egalitarian views on gender relations, people’s insecure attachment to their religious identity 

(namely, religious group narcissism) may instead foster the endorsement of sexist attitudes. 

We begin by reviewing the literature on the association between religion and ambivalent 

sexism. We then explore the literature on group narcissism before discussing how religious 

group narcissism may drive sexist attitudes. We conclude this section by summarizing the 

aims and hypotheses of the current study. In doing so, we contribute to the literature on the 

impacts of collective narcissism on intergroup relations, while also increasing understanding 

of the complexities of religious identification. 

Religion and Ambivalent Sexism 

Ambivalent sexism theory argues that sexist attitudes are comprised of two, separate, 

albeit correlated (Glick & Fiske, 1996), dimensions. Whereas hostile sexism (HS) captures 

traditional forms of gender-based prejudice characterised by hostility, benevolent sexism 

(BS) encompasses the subjectively positive attitudes towards women that subversively 

promote traditional gender roles (Glick & Fiske, 1996). Despite their seemingly antithetical 

nature, HS and BS correlate positively with each other across cultures (Glick et al., 2000), 

and work in concert to propagate gender inequality. Key to these attitudes is the importance 

of gender roles, with women traditionally characterised by BS as warm, pure, and unskilled, 

whilst those who defy such roles are cast by HS as cold and hostile (Dardenne et al., 2007). 

Notably, certain religious beliefs and identities have been argued to be strongly 

associated with these gender roles. Eliason and colleagues (2017) found more hierarchical 
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biblical beliefs correlated positively with the endorsement of traditional gender roles. 

Religious identification (i.e., how important a role religion plays in one’s life) has also been 

associated with the subdomains of benevolent sexism (namely, paternalism and 

complementary gender differentiation) which reduce women’s agency by confining them to 

specific roles within society (Burn & Busso, 2005). 

Given this focus on traditional gender roles, it is perhaps unsurprising that religion has 

often been linked to both hostile and benevolent sexism. A study examining religious 

conformity showed that ambivalent sexism in both Christian and Muslim adolescent females 

was driven by pressure to adhere to religious norms governing the status and behavior of 

women (Mastari et al., 2021). Even mere exposure to religious content can foster sexist 

attitudes (Haggard et al., 2019). Similarly, Taşdemir and Sakallı-Uğurlu (2010) found that 

religious identification amongst Muslim men correlated positively with both hostile and 

benevolent sexism. This suggests that religious belief may foster the endorsement of hostile 

sexism, although perhaps only implicitly for some religious believers. Indeed, Taşdemir and 

Sakallı-Uğurlu suggest that Muslim men in Turkey are more comfortable with open 

expressions of hostile sexism than men in Christian countries. 

Although a number of studies reveal a positive correlation between religious belief 

and ambivalent sexism, relationship is more complex than it first appears. Notably, the 

relationship between religiosity and benevolent sexism appears predicated on fostering the 

purity of women, leaving the reasons for why religiosity might correlate with hostile sexism 

more muddled. Past work has indicated that religiosity may only directly motivate benevolent 

sexism, showing no association with hostile sexism (Burn & Busso, 2005; Hellmer et al., 

2018). Indeed, Gaunt (2012) noted that Jewish religiosity was actually negatively associated 

with hostile sexism. Similarly, other forms of religiosity such as religious quest, characterised 

by an acceptance of doubt and an open-minded approach to faith, showed a negative 
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association with both hostile and benevolent sexism (Ozdemir, 2016). Thus, religion’s 

impacts on sexism appear almost paradoxical, both motivating and demotivating ambivalent 

sexism. 

What is driving these paradoxical effects? Past work suggests that explanations for 

sexist attitudes lie not in differences in religious affiliation itself (see Hannover et al., 2018; 

Mastari et al., 2021) but rather, how, and to what extent, affiliates identify with their religion. 

In essence, religious sexism seems to be a product of individual differences in religious 

identification rather than group-level differences in affiliation. Religion’s complex 

relationship with ambivalent sexism may thus be partially explained by differences in 

religious identification. 

Collective Narcissism 

According to social identity theory, identification with a social group satisfies various 

psychological needs (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). Although identification with an ingroup can 

elicit positive feelings towards those who share the same social category (Abrams & Hogg, 

1990), Cichocka and colleagues (2016) note that in-group identification may take forms that 

are not always constructive or beneficial. One such form of ingroup identification is 

collective narcissism, a type of in-group positivity that arises when fundamental needs for 

personal control are frustrated. Notably, collective narcissism reflects an inflated sense of the 

group’s worth, combined with a need for external validation and an increased defensiveness 

that manifests as a sensitivity and aggression toward perceived threats to the group’s image. 

Past research demonstrates that collective narcissism is intrinsically linked with a 

belief that others are threatening the in-group (Cichocka, 2016). For example, Cichocka et al. 

(2018) found that national collective narcissism correlated positively with belief in 

conspiracies related to threats from foreign governments. Similarly, Golec de Zavala and 

colleagues (2016) found that collective narcissism, but not private collective self-esteem, 
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heightened sensitivity to in-group insults or humiliations which, in turn, increased direct and 

indirect hostility towards the perpetrating outgroup. Notably, collective narcissism does not 

seem to ameliorate frustrations regarding fundamental needs. Rather, these inflated feelings 

of group-worth appear to decrease self-esteem and refuel one’s sense of entitlement, further 

increasing threat sensitivity (Golec de Zavala, et al., 2019; Golec de Zavala & Lantos, 2020). 

As such, the perception of power and control through a greater collective self is only unstably 

maintained through exaggerated threat perception, with the sense of threat constantly 

reinforced, rather than ameliorated, by collective narcissism (Golec de Zavala & Lantos, 

2020). 

Religious Group Narcissism and Ambivalent Sexism 

Religion may thus offer an attractive group identity to ameliorate such frustrations, 

providing a culturally respected normative ingroup which promises to recapture a sense of 

control over one’s life by shifting agency to a divine God. Given the importance of gender 

roles to one’s religious identity, those who (insecurely) identify as religious may perceive 

those who deviate from the traditional gender roles as threatening to one’s group image. 

Indeed, Golec de Zavala and Bierwiaczonek (2020) argued that Catholic collective narcissism 

might motivate sexism by perceiving gender equality as a threat to the Catholic faith. 

Consistent with this argument, Catholic collective narcissism correlated positively with 

tolerance of violence against women. 

Similarly, Marchlewska and colleagues (2019) showed that Catholic collective 

narcissism was associated with gender conspiracy beliefs, argued to represent a perception of 

gender equality as a threat to traditional values. Importantly, these conspiracy beliefs 

mediated a positive relationship between Catholic collective narcissism and outgroup 

hostility towards those perceived as threatening Catholic values. As such, this work shows 

that religious group narcissism has negative impacts on gender relations by motivating a 
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threat-based perception of equality – at least amongst Catholics. More broadly, collective 

narcissism has been shown to have a negative impact on intergroup relationships across a 

range of variables (Cichocka, 2016). Thus, religious group narcissism should show a positive 

relationship with ambivalent sexism through endorsement of gender roles and a strong 

hostility towards those who defy them. 

Religious group narcissism may also suppress the countervailing (positive) 

relationship between secure religious belief and support for gender equality. Non-narcissistic 

forms of group identification express an ingroup positivity that is not contingent on external 

validation, thus resulting in a lower sensitivity to threat (Cichocka, 2016) and more secure 

dealings with outgroups. Indeed, Golec de Zavala and colleagues (2013) demonstrate that 

secure ingroup positivity is associated with more positive outgroup attitudes, and that this 

effect statistically suppresses the negative impact of collective narcissism on attitudes 

towards outgroups. 

Consistent with this perspective, religious identification is associated with kindness, 

equality and universalism values alongside conservation values (Gennerich & Huber, 2006). 

As such, hostile sexism, as an antagonistic attitude towards women, may not resonate with 

the benevolent and self-transcendence values associated with religion (Saroglou et al., 2004). 

Conversely, the seemingly positive nature of benevolent sexism may be promoted by the 

traditional values also associated with religion (Glick et al., 2002). Thus, religious values 

may work to both motivate and weaken sexist attitudes (Mikołajczak & Pietrzak, 2014). As 

such, religious group narcissism may explain the inconsistent association between religiosity 

and ambivalent sexism, with secure and insecure religious identification working against one 

another. 

Current Study 

The current study examines the relationships secure and insecure forms of religious 
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identification have with both hostile and benevolent sexism. Past work suggests that religious 

identification displays a complex and paradoxical relationship with ambivalent sexism (Burn 

& Busso, 2005; Gaunt, 2012; Taşdemir & Sakallı-Uğurlu, 2010). However, consistent with 

previous research (Maltby et al., 2010), we hypothesised that, on its own, religious 

identification would correlate positively with benevolent sexism but would not correlate with 

hostile sexism. Given the importance of both traditional gender roles and conservation values 

to one’s religious identity (Burn & Busso, 2005; Mikołajczak & Pietrzak, 2014), those who 

identify more with their religion should show greater endorsement of benevolent sexism. 

Past research also reveals that group narcissism is a powerful motivator of in-group 

defensiveness and correlates with increased threat perception and negative outgroup attitudes 

(Cichocka, 2016). However, research also suggests that this in-group defensiveness may 

target ingroup members who threaten the group’s self-image (perhaps by violating group 

norms), particularly in the realm of gender relations (Mikołajczak & Pietrzak, 2014; 

Marchlewska et al., 2019). As conservation values often lie at the heart of religious beliefs 

(Gennerich & Huber, 2006), those high on religious group narcissism might perceive non-

conformist women as a threat to their religious values (Golec de Zavala & Bierwiaczonek, 

2021). We thus expect religious group narcissism to correlate positively with both hostile and 

benevolent sexism. 

Finally, we expected that both religious identification and religious group narcissism 

would act as mutual suppressors once estimated simultaneously. Once religious group 

narcissism was partialled out, we expected the remaining variance of religious identification 

to reflect a secure form of (religious) ingroup positivity (Cichocka et al., 2016). In line with 

past work on secure ingroup positivity (Golec de Zavala et al., 2013), as well as the 

egalitarian values often espoused by religious rhetoric (Gennerich & Huber, 2006), we 

expected religious identification, once religious narcissism is accounted for, would correlate 
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negatively with both hostile and benevolent sexism. 

Past work also indicates that secure group identification can suppress the negative 

impact of collective narcissism on outgroup attitudes (Cichocka et al., 2016). Specifically, 

given that secure group identification and collective narcissism are often strongly correlated, 

religious narcissism, when estimated alone, should capture some of the variance of secure 

ingroup positivity. As such, we expected that the positive relationship between religious 

group narcissism and both hostile and benevolent sexism would strengthen after adjusting for 

religious identification. 

To demonstrate the robustness of these hypotheses, we controlled for covariates 

associated with the endorsement of both benevolent and hostile sexism. Given that both right-

wing authoritarianism (RWA), an attitude reflecting conformity to group norms, and social 

dominance orientation (SDO), an attitude reflecting a preference for group hierarchy, are 

positively associated with benevolent and hostile sexism (Sibley et al., 2007), we controlled 

for both. Furthermore, as men tend to endorse both forms of sexism to a higher degree than 

women (Akrami et al., 2011), we controlled for gender. We also controlled for age, as 

endorsement of both hostile and benevolent sexism change across the lifespan (Hammond et 

al., 2018). Additionally, we controlled for majority/minority ethnic group membership 

because ethnic status may impact stereotypes of women and attitudes towards more equitable 

gender relations (Robnett et al., 2012). Finally, we controlled for personal locus of control as 

a perceived lack of control is argued to be a powerful antecedent of collective narcissism 

(Cichocka et al., 2016). We thus aim to contribute to the extant literature on group narcissism 

by demonstrating the noted suppression effect(s) of this form of group identification within 

the domain of gender relations, as well as show that the relationship between religious beliefs 

and sexist attitudes may be more complicated than it first appears. 
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Method 

Sampling Procedure 

 Data for the current study came from the New Zealand Attitudes and Values Study 

(NZAVS)—a nationwide longitudinal panel study that began in 2009. Participants were 

sampled from the New Zealand electoral roll, which represents all citizens over 18 years of 

age who were eligible to vote regardless of whether they chose to. Here, we focus on 

participants who completed our variables of interest, which were only included at Time 3.5 

and Time 4. Time 3.5 (2012, mid-year) of the NZAVS was a supplementary, online-only, 

questionnaire that contained responses from 4,514 participants, 1,690 of whom identified as 

religious at Time 3.5. Of these 1,690 participants, 1,307 identified as religious at both Times 

3.5 and 4 with 1,116 of these participants completing our variables of interest. 

Participants 

 Of our 1,116 participants, 66.1% (738) were female and 33.9% (378) were male. The 

age range was 18-87, with a mean age of 53.45 (SD = 15.2). In terms of ethnicity, 81.8% 

(913) of participants identified as part of a majority group (such as NZ European or Pakeha), 

whilst 18.2% (203) identified as part of a minority group (i.e., Māori, Pacifica, or Asian). 

Measures 

The current study focused on religious identification, religious group narcissism, and 

endorsement of hostile and benevolent sexism (see Glick & Fiske, 1996), as well as relevant 

covariates. Unless noted, all items were rated on a 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) 

scale. Items were interspersed within the larger omnibus NZAVS survey containing other 

measures outside of the scope of the current study.  

Predictors 
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Religious identification was assessed at Times 3.5 and 4 using a single item: “How 

important is your religion to how you see yourself?”. This item was drawn from Hoverd and 

Sibley’s (2010) work on religiosity in New Zealand. 

Religious group narcissism was examined at Time 3.5 using these three items 

adapted from Golec de Zavala and colleagues (2009): “I insist upon my religious 

group/denomination getting the respect that is due to it”, “If my religious group/denomination 

had a major say in the world, the world would be a much better place”, and “The true worth 

of my religious group/denomination is often misunderstood”.   

Hostile Sexism was examined at Time 4 using five items from Glick and Fiske 

(1996). Example items include: “Women seek to gain power by getting control over men” 

and “Once a woman gets a man to commit to her she usually tries to put him on a tight 

leash”. 

Benevolent Sexism was examined at Time 4 using five items Glick and Fiske (1996). 

Examples items include: “Every man ought to have a woman whom he adores” and “Women 

should be cherished and protected by men”. 

Covariates 

Our covariates included age, ethnic majority/minority status, gender, personal locus of 

control, RWA, and SDO. Age, ethnic majority/minority status, and gender were assessed 

using open-ended questions. Dummy codes were created for ethnicity (0 = NZ 

European/Pakeha; 1 = minority) and gender (0 = Woman; 1 = Man). Personal control was 

assessed at Time 3.5 using these three items from Paulhus and Van Selst (1990): “I can learn 

almost anything if I set my mind to it”, “Almost anything is possible for me if I really want 

it,” and “I can usually achieve what I want if I work hard for it”. RWA was assessed using six 

items from Altemeyer (1996). Example items include: “Our country will be destroyed 
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someday if we do not smash the perversions eating away our moral fibre and traditional 

beliefs” and “Some of the best people in our country are those who are challenging our 

government, criticizing religion, and ignoring the ‘normal way’ things are supposed to be 

done” (reverse-coded). Finally, SDO was assessed using six items from Sidanius and Pratto 

(1999). Example items include: “To get ahead in life, it is sometimes okay to step on other 

groups” and “We should do what we can to equalise conditions for different groups” 

(reverse-coded). 

Results 

 Although religious identification is often associated with endorsement of traditional 

gender roles, the evidence for this relationship is decidedly mixed. We aimed to examine this 

relationship in the context of differing forms of religious affiliation, specifically by 

examining secure vs. insecure forms of group identification. Consistent with past literature, 

we hypothesised that religious identification alone would show no significant relationship 

with ambivalent sexism. However, because group narcissism captures the extent to which 

group members hold an inflated view of their in-group that is contingent upon external 

validation (Cichoka, 2016), we expected that religious group narcissism would be associated 

with greater sensitivity towards perceived threats to their group’s image. Specifically, we 

expected some insecure religious affiliates, holding traditional beliefs about gender roles as 

fundamental to one’s religious identity (see Golec de Zavala & Bierwiaczonek, 2020), may 

perceive attempts to stray outside the boundaries of such roles as threats to their group’s 

image and their inflated sense of self-esteem. As such, we hypothesised that, when included, 

religious narcissism would have a direct positive effect on hostile and benevolent sexism, 

with female non-conformist behaviour seen as increasingly egregious by religious group 

narcissists.   
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 Additionally, past research has indicated that collective narcissism, once accounted 

for, will parcel out more secure forms of group identification (Cichocka, Marchlewska, Golec 

de Zavala, et al., 2016). Importantly, such research has also found that collective narcissism 

can act as a suppressor on the effects of secure group identification, with collective 

narcissism concealing the positive effects of secure identification on outgroup positivity 

(Cichocka, 2016). Thus, as insecure group identification is argued to be related to both 

decreased sensitivity to group threats as well a greater endorsement of equality (Golec de 

Zavala et al., 2009; Golec de Zavala et al., 2013), we hypothesised that religious group 

identification would be negatively associated with both hostile and benevolent sexism. As 

such, insecure and secure religious narcissism should function as mutual suppressors when 

predicting sexist attitudes. 

To investigate our hypotheses, we estimated two regression models in Mplus version 

8.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2020). Specifically, we first regressed hostile and benevolent 

sexism onto religious identification, as well as our control variables. In turn, we then 

estimated our model by including religious group narcissism as a simultaneous predictor. 

Both models were estimated simultaneously using FIML and 95% Bias Corrected (BC) 

confidence intervals (CIs).
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations for variables of interest. 
  Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1. Gender1
   0.34 0.47 ---          

2. Age   53.65 15.18 .223*** ---         
3. Ethnicity2  0.18 0.39 −.033 −.281*** ---        
4. Religious 

Identification 
 4.85 1.87 -.037 -.061* .051 ---       

5. Religious 
Group 
Narcissism 

 3.60 1.40 
.043 -.084** .112*** .485*** ---      

6. Hostile Sexism  2.96 1.19 -.308*** .062* .067* -.008 .155*** ---     
7. Benevolent 

Sexism 
 3.86 1.16 .160*** .145*** .103*** .097*** .209*** .358*** ---    

8. RWA  3.75 1.10 .060* .101*** .016 .353*** .343*** .244*** .384*** ---   
9. SDO  2.38 0.90 .216*** .149*** -.012 -.099*** .016 .362*** .175*** .233*** ---  
10. Personal Locus 

of Control 
 5.44 1.04 -.071* -.187*** .164*** -.019 -.026 -.039 .065* -.073** -.058* --- 

1Gender was dummy-coded (0 = Female, 1 = Male) 
2Ethnicity was dummy-coded (0 = NZ Euro/Pakeha, 1 = ethnic minority) 
+p < .10; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001  
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*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 
 

  HS BS 
Models Variables R2 B S.E Confidence 

Interval 
p-value R2 B S.E Confidence 

Interval 
p-value 

1 Religious 
Identification 

 
.225 

-.038 .020 -.077–.001 .054  
.213 

-.011 .020 -.050–.027 .561 

Covariates Age -.002 .002 -.007–.003 .393 .011 .002 .007–.016 <.001*** 
 Gender .604 .072 .464–.745 <.001*** .285 .068 .152–.418 <.001*** 
 Minority/Majority .239 .087 .069–.409 .006** .375 .088 .203–.547 <.001*** 
 RWA .214 .033 .149–.279 <.001*** .386 .032 .323–.449 <.001*** 
 SDO .349 .040 .272–.427 <.001*** .053 .038 -.021–.129 .162 
 Personal Locus of 

Control 
-.008 .036 -.079–.062 .818 .132 .034 .066-.197 <.001*** 

2 Religious Narcissism .238 .081 .027 .028-.134 .003** .223 .088 .025 .040-.137 <.001*** 
Covariates Age  -.002 .002 -.006-.003 .507  .012 .002 .007–.017 <.001*** 

 Gender  .602 .071 .463-.740 <.001***  .268 .068 .135–.401 <.001*** 
 Minority/Majority  .211 .086 .042-.381 .014*  .353 .086 .184–.521 <.001*** 
 RWA  .155 .033 .091-.219 <.001***  .338 .032 .276–.400 <.001*** 
 SDO  .384 .039 .308-.460 <.001***  .073 .037 .001–.145 .048* 
 Personal Locus of 

Control 
 -.015 .037 -.087-.057 .685  .127 .034 .061-.193 <.001*** 

3 Religious 
Identification 

 
.238 

-.072 .021 -.0113–-.032 <.001***   
.225 

-.043 .020 -.083–-.003 .033* 

Religious Group 
Narcissism 

.117 .029 .061–.173 <.001***  .110 .026 .058–.161 <.001*** 

Covariates Age  -.001 .002 -.006-.003 .587  .012 .002 .008-.017 <.001*** 
 Gender  .586 .070 .448-.724 <.001***  .268 .068 .135-.401 <.001*** 
 Minority/Majority  .209 .086 .041-.377 .015*  .347 .086 .178-.516 <.001*** 
 RWA  .183 .034 .116-.249 <.001***  .357 .033 .292-.421 <.001*** 
 SDO  .352 .039 .275-.429 <.001***  .056 .038 -.018-.129 .139 
 Personal Locus of 

Control 
 -.007 .035 -.076-.063 .844  .133 .033 .068-.198 <.001*** 

Table 2. Regression analysis results predicting hostile and benevolent sexism. 
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Table 2 reveals the results of our three separate models. Contrary to past research, the 

results from Model 1 show that the direct relationship between religious identification and 

both hostile sexism (B = -0.038, 95% BC [-0.077, 0.001], p = .054) and benevolent sexism (B 

= -0.011, 95% BC [-0.045, 0.024], p = .543) was non-significant when religious group 

narcissism was excluded from the model. In contrast, Model 2 shows that religious 

narcissism correlated positively with both hostile sexism (B = 0.081, 95% BC [0.028, 0.134], 

p = .003) and benevolent sexism (B = 0.088, 95% BC [0.040, 0.137], p = <.001). To examine 

the hypothesised suppression effect, we then included both religious identification and 

religious group narcissism in the model as simultaneous predictors of both hostile and 

benevolent sexism. 

 Most importantly are the results from Model 3. After accounting for both religious 

narcissism and religious identification, results revealled that gender (B = 0.586, 95% BC 

[0.448, 0.724], p < .001), minority/majority status (B = 0.209, 95% BC [0.041, 0.377], p = 

.015), RWA (B = 0.183, 95% BC [0.116, 0.249], p < .001), and SDO (B = 0.352, 95% BC 

[0.275, 0.429], p < .001) were positively associated with hostile sexism. Neither personal 

locus of control (B = -0.007, 95% BC [-0.076, 0.063], p = .844), nor age (B = -0.001, 95% 

BC [-0.006, 0.003], p = .587), were significantly associated with hostile sexism. After 

controlling for these variables, religious group narcissism correlated positively with hostile 

sexism (B = 0.117, 95% BC [0.061, 0.173], p < .001), whilst religious identification 

correlated negatively with hostile sexism (B = -0.072, 95% BC [-0.113, -0.032], p = <.001). 

 Table 2 also displays the correlates of benevolent sexism in Model 3. As shown here, 

age (B = 0.012, 95% BC [0.008, 0.017], p < .001), gender (B = 0.268, 95% BC [0.135, 

0.401], p < .001), minority/majority status (B = 0.347, 95% BC [0.178, 0.516], p = <.001), 

RWA (B = 0.357, 95% BC [0.292, 0.421], p < .001), and personal locus of control (B = 

0.133, 95% BC [0.068, 0.198], p < .001) correlated positively with benevolent sexism. SDO 
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(B = 0.056, 95% BC [-.018, 0.129], p = .139) was not significantly correlated with benevolent 

sexism. After controlling for these variables, religious group narcissism correlated positively 

with benevolent sexism (B = 0.110, 95% BC [0.058, 0.161], p < .001), whereas religious 

identification correlated negatively with benevolent sexism (B = -0.043, 95% BC [-0.083, -

0.003], p = .033). 

Discussion 

The current study investigated the role of religious group narcissism on the 

relationship between religious identification and both hostile and benevolent sexism. 

Religious affiliation has been argued to undermine equitable gender relationships 

(Mikołajczak & Pietrzak, 2014), particularly by enculturing a view of women as weak and in 

need of protection by men, thus driving higher endorsement of benevolent sexism (Burn & 

Busso, 2005). Yet, past research has shown mixed results, with some forms of religious 

identification leading to lower endorsement of ambivalent sexism (Ozdemir, 2016). We 

argued that this complexity is (at least partly) due to the differing impacts of secure v. 

insecure forms of religious identification. We further argued that those who fail to conform to 

traditional gender roles will violate the group norms of tradition and conservation that 

underlie religious identification (Gennerich & Huber, 2006), but that only those high on 

religious group narcissism (i.e., those most likely to perceive non-conformist women as a 

threat to their religious group image) will perceive such violations as threats to their group’s 

self-image. By contrast, secure religious group identifiers are more likely to be confident in 

their group’s status and, thus, less sensitive to perceived threats to their group’s self-image 

(Golec de Zavala et al., 2009). Thus, whilst religious group narcissism would correlate 

negatively with support for equal gender relations, religious identification (after accounting 

for religious narcissism) should show decreased endorsement of sexist attitudes.  

Contrary to our expectations, our results demonstrated that religious identification 
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was unassociated with ambivalent sexism when estimated alone. Whilst we hypothesised that 

religious identification would correlate positively with BS, this result is in-line with the 

complex association between religion and ambivalent sexism (Burn & Busso, 2005; Gaunt, 

2012). Moreover, as hypothesised, religious group narcissism (as a single predictor) was 

positively associated with both hostile and benevolent sexism. Furthermore, once accounting 

for religious group narcissism, religious identification was negatively associated with both 

forms of ambivalent sexism. Finally, the positive relationship between religious group 

narcissism and both hostile and benevolent sexism strengthened after adjusting for secure 

religious identification. Thus, both religious identification and religious group narcissism 

acted as mutual suppressors by strengthening the respective countervailing impacts of secure 

and insecure religious identification on both HS and BS.  

These results suggest that religious group narcissism plays a role in the oft-mentioned 

positive relationship between religious identification and sexist attitudes. Conservation values 

have been argued to lie at the heart of the religious identity (Saroglou et al., 2004) and are 

positively associated with endorsement of gender roles and thus ambivalent sexism 

(Mikołajczak & Pietrzak, 2014). Given that group narcissism is associated with increased 

threat perception and group defensiveness (Cichocka, 2016), any attempt to violate gender 

roles may be seen as a threat to one’s faith (see Marchlewska et al., 2019). As such, religious 

group narcissism may drive greater endorsement of both benevolent and hostile sexism in an 

attempt to maintain the integrity of one’s social identity. 

By partialling out religious group narcissism, religious identification should 

encompass a secure form of in-group positivity (Golec de Zavala et al., 2013), characterised 

by a collective self-esteem without the need for external validation (Cichocka, 2016). 

Interestingly, religious identification showed a negative relationship with both forms of 

sexism, indicating that secure in-group positivity appears to increase positive attitudes 
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towards gender equality—at least after adjusting for an insecure form of religious 

identification. This is consistent with past work showing that religion may motivate more 

egalitarian attitudes (Lockhart et al., 2019). Conversely, the positive relationship between 

religious narcissism and ambivalent sexism strengthened after adjusting for religious 

identification. These results indicate that both secure and insecure forms of religious 

identification mutually suppress their respective associations with hostile and benevolent 

sexism. 

Past literature examining collective narcissism has found similar results. Cichocka 

and colleagues (2016) noted that in-group positivity was negatively associated with belief in 

anti-Polish conspiracies, but this relationship was suppressed by the positive effect of 

collective narcissism on conspiracy belief. Other research on intergroup relations 

corroborates these findings, as collective narcissism and in-group positivity act as mutual 

suppressors, with the true effects only revealed after partialling out collective narcissism (see 

Golec de Zavala et al., 2013; Dyduch-Hazar & Mrozinski, 2021). Thus, our results suggest 

that religious identification has countervailing effects on both forms of sexism, once 

collective (religious) narcissism is accounted for.  

Importantly, this work demonstrates that secure religious identification has positive 

impacts on attitudes towards gender equality. Secure in their religious identity, such 

adherents appear unlikely to perceive women who fail to conform to traditional gender roles 

as a threat to their faith. By contrast, narcissistic religious identification appears to be related 

to endorsement of gender roles and a threat-based view of gender equality (see Marchlewska 

et al., 2019), leading to greater endorsement of ambivalent sexism. Indeed, both hostile and 

benevolent sexism is argued to be motivated by collective threat hostility (see Lizzio-Wilson 

et al., 2020) which might closely align with the reactionary and threat-motivated nature of 

collective narcissism. These findings thus provide insight into the countervailing effects of 
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religious identification on socio-political outcomes previously noted in the literature (see 

Lockhart et al., 2019). 

Strengths, Limitations and Future Directions 

The current study expands the literature on the relationship between religious 

identification and sexism, demonstrating that these effects are more nuanced than they first 

appear. Religious identification does not always result in negative attitudes towards social 

equality, particularly in the domain of gender relations. Indeed, our results reveal that the 

nonsignificant relationship between religious identification and both hostile and benevolent 

sexism is a product of a suppressor effect from religious group narcissism. Once group 

narcissism was accounted for, we found that secure religious belief was negatively associated 

with sexism whilst group narcissism motivated higher endorsement of both HS and BS. As 

such secure and insecure religious group identification (partially) suppress their respective 

effects on socio-political issues.  

Importantly, we also found that these effects were significant after controlling for 

both right-wing authoritarianism and social dominance orientation, suggesting that religious 

identification and religious narcissism explain variance in ambivalent sexism beyond the dual 

process model. This stands in contrast to past work which has suggested that the impact of 

religion on ambivalent sexism is likely a product of individual differences in 

political/ideological attitudes (specifically RWA and SDO; see Van Assche et al., 2019). 

Notably, the collective narcissism literature suggests that, whilst RWA and SDO share 

conceptual overlap with insecure group identification, they are distinct processes with 

differing underlying motivations (de Zavala et al., 2009). Consistent with this idea, the 

negative relationship between religious group narcissism and gender equality appears to be 

distinct from that of the dual process model of ideology (Duckitt & Sibley, 2009). 

Interestingly, our results suggest that these effects also pertain to intra-group relations, 
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at least within the domain of religious belief and gender relations. Religious affiliates high on 

religious group narcissism, regardless of gender, showed higher endorsement of sexist 

attitudes towards women. One possibility is that religious group members no longer saw non-

conformist women as in-group members, validating them as targets for hostility. It is thus 

possible that these results may be moderated by the target’s (perceived) religious affiliation, 

or by the participant’s gender. Whilst the former is outside the scope of this study, we did 

investigate participant gender as a possible moderator of this relationship but found no 

significant interaction with religious group narcissism on either hostile or benevolent sexism.  

Finally, past work has shown group narcissism is strongly positively correlated with 

in-group identification (Golec de Zavala et al., 2013). To account for this, we attempted to 

partial out the shared variance of religious narcissism and religious identification by 

including both variables as simultaneous predictors in our model. We assumed, in line with 

past work, that once we had accounted for group narcissism, religious identification would 

only encompass those participants who identified who securely identified with their religion. 

Despite this reasoning, we note that we were unable to assess the actual religious beliefs of 

non-narcissistic religious individuals in our sample. Thus, the exact mechanism of the 

relationship between (secure) religious identification and ambivalent sexism is unclear. 

Possible explanatory factors underlying the distinctions between secure and insecure forms of 

religious identification on sexism should be explored in future research. 

Conclusion 

The current study investigated the relationships religious identification and religious 

group narcissism had with hostile and benevolent sexism. Our results revealed that religious 

group narcissism and religious identification mutually suppress their respective relationships 

with sexism. Specifically, secure group identification was revealed to be negatively 

correlated with benevolent and hostile sexism after adjusting for religious narcissism. 
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Conversely, the positive relationship between religious narcissism and both forms of sexism 

became stronger after adjusting for secure religious identification. These results corroborate 

past research showing that collective narcissism suppresses the relationship between various 

forms of secure group identification and a range of outcomes, including gender relations 

(Cichocka et al., 2016; Marchlewska et al., 2019). In doing so, we demonstrate that the 

positive relationship between religious identification and sexism appears to be specific to 

insecure forms of group identification. By contrast, a secure form of religious identification 

appears to drive more equitable attitudes. Thus, the core tenets of religion may be geared 

towards equality, but such aspects are only engaged with when one is secure in their faith. 
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General Discussion 

The impact of religion on socio-political outcomes has been somewhat complex 

throughout the literature, unassisted by the varying and nebulous conceptualisations of 

religion. Whilst religion has largely been associated with conservative attitudes, fundamental 

questions surround this relationship which remain unresolved. Firstly, the temporal 

relationship of religion on conservative attitudes, specifically authoritarianism, has remained 

a prominent gap in the literature since the latter’s conceptualisation. Secondly, whilst religion 

has been characterised as a way of justifying inequality (Jost et al., 2014), past literature has 

also characterised religion as a source of empowerment for the dispossessed, prominent 

examples being that of liberation theology (Evans, 1992) and the Quaker movement 

(Kesselring, 2011). As such, religion appears to demonstrate countervailing effects on socio-

political outcomes (Malka et al., 2011), and this paradox has been argued to be a product of 

two distinct conceptualisations of religion: that of religiosity and spirituality (Hirsh et al., 

2013).  

Whilst these terms are debated in the literature, past conceptualisations of religion 

(see Pargament, 1999; Zinnbaeur et al., 1999) have largely taken the view of religion as 

functionalist and traditionalist, whereas spirituality is conceptualised as substantive and 

unorthodox. Whilst some might disagree, and certainly this suggested polarization of these 

nebulous topics has been critiqued throughout the literature (see Pargament, 1999; Zinnbaeur 

& Pargament, 2005), such conceptions nonetheless provide useful points of reference for the 

results demonstrated by these studies. Fundamentally however, conceptualisations of religion 

and spirituality are set aside for the purpose of this thesis, instead characterising religiosity 

and spirituality by the values they endorse and enculture. Specifically, religiosity and 

spirituality appear to reflect distinct pathways underlined by values associated with each 

dimension. Namely, religiosity, rooted in epistemic needs for security and a resultant 
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traditionalist and functionalist approach to faith, appears to motivate authoritarian attitudes. 

By contrast, spirituality, driven by an open-minded approach to existential seeking and a 

resultant universalist (almost immanent) perspective of the divine, appears to motivate 

egalitarian values. Accordingly, these two distinct dimensions of religion are argued to 

motivate two separate pathways towards political affiliation reflected by said values. 

This thesis thus sought to examine these two fundamental gaps in the literature, 

providing novel evidence towards addressing these open questions through four studies. 

Firstly, we examined the impact of religious identification on authoritarianism with the aim 

of assessing the temporal order of this oft-mentioned relationship. Specifically, by examining 

religious conversion we were able to demonstrate that religious conversion appeared to 

precede increases in authoritarianism over time. Secondly, we demonstrated that religiosity 

and spirituality show distinct and countervailing processes motivating conservative affiliation 

through their relevant values. Finally, two further studies addressed topics relevant to these 

processes. The former examined the role of spirituality in a unique sample of New Zealand 

Māori participants, demonstrating the cross-cultural importance of spiritual identification. 

The latter sought to demonstrate the importance of religious motivations on intergroup 

attitudes more directly, providing evidence that value orientations may not wholly predict 

religion’s impact on socio-political outcomes (see Duriez et al., 2002). Thus, in this chapter I 

summarize the key findings of these works, their contributions to both this thesis and extant 

research, as well as discussing potential areas of future enquiry. 
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Main Findings 

This thesis begins its contributions by examining the oft-mentioned relationship 

between religiosity and authoritarianism, aiming to assess the temporal ordering of this 

association. Indeed, whilst Altemeyer and Hunsberger (1992) demonstrated evidence of this 

relationship, they could only hypothesize as to its temporal ordering, arguing that whilst 

religiosity might enculture authoritarianism, authoritarians might also be drawn to religious 

beliefs. There has been a dearth of work assessing this notable gap since. Wink and 

colleagues (2007) conducted analyses on longitudinal data of Christians from close to a 40-

year time period, finding that religiosity was positively associated with authoritarianism in 

late adulthood. Similarly, Osborne and Sibley (2014) showed that church attendance was 

positively associated with authoritarianism over time, particularly among those high on 

system justification (i.e., those motivated to legitimise the existing social system; see Jost & 

Banaji, 1994). 

Such work has yet to definitively resolve the issue of temporal association, despite 

some indications towards the role of religion in enculturing authoritarian attitudes. Study 1 

thus sought to better address this gap by assessing a unique and underexamined aspect of 

religious identification – that of religious conversion. Past work assessing the socio-political 

impacts of religious conversion have been cross-sectional, with methodological limitations 

regarding collecting relevant data both prior and post-conversion. However, Study 1 utilised a 

unique longitudinal sample of religious converts (and deconverts) to examine the impact of 

religious conversion on both authoritarianism and social dominance orientation. Results were 

consistent with past work indicating the enculturation effect of religion on authoritarian 

ideals. Namely, religious conversion appeared to precede slight, but significant, increases in 

authoritarianism post-conversion. Whilst certain aspects of the sample may limit the 

generalisability of these results, namely that only those who converted to and remained 
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Christian were included in our analyses, they are nonetheless the first clear indicators of the 

temporal relationship between religion and authoritarianism  

Given these results, we sought to demonstrate the downstream effects of religion on 

political affiliation through authoritarianism. Extending this further, we sought to resolve an 

essential paradox in religion’s impacts on socio-political outcomes. For example, Malka and 

colleagues (2011) noted that religious affiliation appeared to have competing effects on social 

welfare (a decidedly prosocial behaviour). Whilst religiosity negatively predicted 

endorsement of welfare through endorsement of cultural conservatism, religiosity also 

seemed to demonstrate positive attitudes to welfare through prosocial values. Importantly, 

Malka and colleagues suggest that these reflect two distinct pathways, with prosociality 

independent of religious conservatism. Indeed, past work has shed some light on this 

paradox, delineating religion into religiosity (reflecting functionalist or traditionalist religious 

frameworks) and spirituality (reflecting existentialist or unorthodox faith). Importantly, these 

two concepts are functionally distinct, with religion motivating tradition and social 

conformity (reflecting a form of religious conservatism) whilst spirituality motivates 

universalism and self-direction (perhaps reflecting religious prosociality; Saroglou et al., 

2008). 

Thus, Study 2 examined the role of religious and spiritual identification in predicting 

conservatism through right-wing authoritarianism (a strongly traditionalist attitude) and 

social dominance orientation (reflecting an anti-egalitarian belief). With religious and 

spiritual identification included as simultaneous predictors, we were able to demonstrate two 

distinct and separate pathways with countervailing effects on conservative attitudes. We also 

showed that the impact of religious and spiritual identification on conservatism appeared to 

be fully mediated by RWA and SDO. As such, it appears that it is the values underlying 

religious beliefs that truly motivate their impacts on socio-political outcomes. Most 
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importantly, comparison of these pathways demonstrated that the strength of religion’s 

relationship with conservatism seems a product of a strong association with authoritarian 

ideals – consequently, the egalitarian values of spiritual identification are largely suppressed. 

Finally, our model included political awareness as a moderator of both pathways, yet 

notably only the spirituality on SDO pathway showed significant moderation. This suggests, 

consistent with religion’s enculturation of authoritarian ideals reflected in Study 1, that 

religion is intrinsically connected with authoritarian values – the religious who do not engage 

with politics show similar levels of RWA as those regularly attentive of political news. By 

contrast, the spirituality on SDO pathway demonstrated that amongst those low on spiritual 

identification, those strongly politically engaged demonstrated higher anti-egalitarianism than 

those who were not politically engaged. Thus, those low on spirituality seem to identify with 

anti-egalitarian values partially because of political rhetoric. 

Taken together, Studies 1 and 2 address the fundamental gaps presented within the 

literature, drawing a clear pathway from religious and spiritual beliefs to their subsequent 

conservative socio-political outcomes. The values of egalitarianism and authoritarianism 

appear to play instrumental roles, fitting with past work which has argued that value systems 

play an integral role in explaining religion’s social impact (Hirsh et al., 2013; Saroglou et al., 

2008). However, questions of interest remain regarding the role of values in underpinning 

religious beliefs. Most particularly, the universalist values of spirituality suggest that such 

beliefs should not only endorse intergroup egalitarianism, but also stewardship sentiments 

towards the environment. Indeed, Spilka (1993, ref. Hill et al., 2000) argued that spirituality 

might be divided along three lines of concern: that oriented towards God, beliefs oriented 

towards the world (encompassing stewardship of nature), and a people-oriented view of faith 

(stressing human empowerment and achievement). 
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Thus, in Study 3, I sought to examine the role of spirituality in predicting 

environmental attitudes. Importantly, this study also assessed such beliefs within a unique 

cultural context, specifically spiritual beliefs among New Zealand Māori. Māori, as the 

indigenous population of New Zealand, have a deep connection with the land rooted in 

spiritual beliefs regarding whakapapa (genealogy), shared ancestry with the atua 

(gods/natural forces) of the world reaching back to Rangi (the sky father) and Papatūānuku 

(the earth mother). Furthermore, this connection with the land is not simply spiritual but also 

fundamental to Māori efforts to reclaim tino rangatiratanga (self-determination/authority). 

Consequently, in Study 3 we demonstrated that Māori spirituality is strongly associated with 

both protecting the environment and a desire for unity with nature, grounding the importance 

of the land both spiritually and politically.  

These results demonstrate the importance of universalist ideals to Māori spirituality, 

particularly with regard to the environment. This is consistent with past work examining 

spirituality and environmental concern (Kearns, 1996). Furthermore, that these results are 

demonstrated amongst a unique cultural sample speaks to the cross-cultural validity of 

spirituality’s close association with universalism. Specifically, spirituality’s associations with 

self-transcendence values have been argued to reflect a fundamental association with spiritual 

transcendence that crosses cultures. Indeed, past work has suggested that spirituality might 

reflect a cross-cultural personality trait rooted in universalism, whereas religion has been 

argued to be grounded in cultural norms and traditions (Piedmont, 1999; Piotrowski & 

Żemojtel-Piotrowska, 2020). By assessing spirituality amongst Māori, an indigenous culture 

that has retained spiritual content and beliefs from prior to colonization (though often 

syncretised with Christian beliefs; Rangiwai, 2021), we provide evidence for this 

fundamental association by demonstrating the relevance of self-transcendence values to 

spirituality in a unique cultural and traditional context from most WEIRD samples. 
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Yet, arguably Māori spirituality not only serves to ground environment issues as one 

of spiritual kinship but also responsibility and reciprocity, as well as integral in the fight for 

self-determination. Indeed, our results demonstrated that environmental variables were also 

strongly associated with Māori socio-political consciousness, examining how actively 

engaged an individual is in promoting and defending Māori rights (Houkamau & Sibley, 

2015). As such, the importance of the land appears to reflect a desire for unification, driven 

by Māori spiritual beliefs, but land is also important politically and culturally, expressed by 

the spiritual and political importance of kaitiakitanga (guardianship) and the role of Māori as 

tangata whenua (people of the land).  

Māori spirituality thus demonstrates the broad nature of spiritual beliefs; most 

notably, spirituality is not merely concerned with existential seeking of the sacred 

(Pargament, 1999), or abstract conceptions of egalitarian intergroup outcomes. Furthermore, 

environmental spiritual concern does not preclude a desire for human empowerment and 

achievement. Instead, spirituality’s conceptualisations and values are complex and nuanced, 

motivating a broad variety of outcomes. Most importantly, however, is that spirituality 

appears to foster feelings of a special connection (Hyland et al., 2010) – whether that be with 

the environment, God, or humanity, and that this connection seems to motivate positive 

subsequent impacts on intergroup relations and environmental regard. 

Studies 1-3 collectively demonstrate the importance of religion in motivating socio-

political outcomes, with the impact of religion and spirituality mediated by certain values. 

Specifically, they demonstrate that the religious dimensions of religiosity and spirituality, 

rooted in the motivational bases of security concerns and existential seeking, seem innately 

connected to the value contents of tradition and universalism. Yet, past work has posited that 

the value systems expressed by religion may not be the sole predictors of socio-political 

outcomes (Duriez, 2002). Notably, Duriez (2002) found that religious dimensions, 
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specifically examining a literal vs. symbolic understanding of transcendent religious content, 

predicted various socio-political attitudes independently of associated values.  

One possibility is that religion and spirituality may miss a third motivational bases for 

religious identification. Whilst religiosity and spirituality appear to capture genuine interest 

and faith in one’s religion, termed intrinsic/quest religiosity (Allport & Ross, 1967; Batson & 

Ventis, 1982), Allport’s extrinsic religiosity appears to sit outside such a framework. Notably, 

extrinsic religiosity is a form of religious identification motivated by social and personal 

needs for self-esteem and a self-enhancement. Most importantly, it is argued to be a 

“performative” approach to religion, one characterised by a lack of genuine commitment to 

the faith (Pargament, 1997).  Indeed, Łowicki and Zajenkowski (2017) noted that narcissism, 

both grandiose and vulnerable, was positively correlated with an extrinsic religious 

orientation. They suggest that extrinsic beliefs may identify with religious beliefs as a way of 

gaining status or to protect their vulnerable egos.  

Given these results, extrinsic religiosity may tap into a form of religious identification 

that perceives not merely value-violators as dangerous, but rather a range of outgroups as 

threatening to one’s individual and group status. In essence, religious prejudice may be 

driven by narcissistic motivations for status or self-esteem, not the intrinsic motivations for 

security and tradition found in some forms of religious identification. Indeed, it must be noted 

that extrinsic religiosity is associated with more uniform prejudice towards outgroups, rather 

than simply those who threaten the values of the ingroup (Van Camp et al., 2016). As such, 

Study 4 sought to examine a form of religious identification characterised by this motivation 

for group status, namely religious group narcissism. Importantly, we assessed the impact of 

religious narcissism on ambivalent sexism with the aim of demonstrating the value of this 

form of religious identification in predicting outgroup attitudes beyond simple political 

affiliation. Sexism was chosen due to the complex relationship between religion and gender 
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relations demonstrated in past literature (Eliason et al., 2017; Mikołajczak & Pietrzak, 2014) 

with the aim of clarifying this relationship. 

Our results demonstrated that religious group narcissism, encompassing a form of 

religious identification motivated by a desire for self-aggrandizement, seemed to be 

positively associated with both hostile and benevolent forms of sexism. Furthermore, we also 

noted that religious identification, after parcelling out religious group narcissism, was 

negatively associated with both forms of sexism. Importantly, these results were 

demonstrated even after controlling for both right-wing authoritarianism and social 

dominance orientation. Thus, it appears that religious identifications/motivations can directly 

impact intergroup attitudes outside political affiliation and beyond the values of 

(traditionalist) authoritarianism or (universalist) egalitarianism. As such, these results express 

that whilst religiosity and spirituality may be important factors in enculturing value systems 

and their subsequent political attitudes, future work must examine the motivational 

underpinnings of religious identification itself to better clarify these relationships. 

Contributions and Implications 

The studies provided here demonstrate multiple contributions to the literature on 

religious beliefs, their multidimensionality, and their socio-political attitudes. Particularly, 

Study 1 provided some of the first indicators of the temporal association between religion and 

authoritarianism. Religious conversion predicted increases in authoritarianism whilst 

deconversion appeared to follow decreases in authoritarian ideals. These findings speak more 

broadly to the literature regarding the nature of religion, conversion, and their impacts on 

socio-political attitudes. Notably, they demonstrate that the process of religious conversion 

truly seems to differ from that of deconversion with asymmetric processes and socio-political 

impacts. Whilst conversion appeared to display an enculturation effect, deconversion seemed 

to demonstrate a possible selection effect, with authoritarianism declining both prior and 
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post-deconversion, and with a stronger decline prior to disaffiliation. We suggested that these 

results reflect religious anti-authoritarians moving out of their Christian identification as a 

product of their political beliefs, as well as a strong reactance to religion’s authoritarian 

values before deconversion. If the case, these effects reflect that religious identification does 

appear to proselytize authoritarian values, reinforcing the hypothesised enculturation effect of 

faith. Yet, the possible selection effect demonstrated by religious deconversion also suggest 

that the direction (as might be expected) is not solely unidirectional – certainly, whilst 

religion might endorse authoritarian values, those opposed to such views are unlikely to 

remain religiously identified.  

This signifies a kind of religious mobility alluded to in the paradigm of “religious 

markets” (see Sherkat & Wilson, 1995). Originally conceptualised as a function of rational 

choice, with religious affiliation changing depending on needs, it has come to be seen as a 

matter of religious preferences, which both motivate and are motivated by religious affiliation 

(Sherkat & Wilson, 1995; Loveland, 2003). Indeed, whilst religious switching is not 

uncommon, past work suggests that social constraints6, particularly religious attendance, 

serves as a motivator of stabilising religious preferences (Loveland, 2003). Only when 

religious practice lapses, with the accompanying removal from religious social norms, does 

religious switching seem more likely. This suggests that it is the religious traditions that are 

the most doctrinal, cohesive, and socially oriented that are the most successful at retaining 

adherents (Sherkat, 2001) and past work seems to support this (see Loveland, 2003; Sherkat, 

1991; Sherkat, 2001). As put by Loveland (2003), it is the religious traditions that are best 

 
6 Another important social constraint is religious conversion for marriage reasons. Musick & Wilson (1995) note 
that Americans are often likely to switch to harmonize their marriage and are unlikely to switch to a secular 
marriage. This suggests that a religious marriage may be an important social constraint alongside religious 
communities which help to maintain religious affiliation. 
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able to cultivate specific religious preferences, and then cater to those preferences, that are 

best able to prevent religious switching. 

Thus, Study 1 suggests that establishing the role of religion in enculturing 

authoritarian values is just the beginning. Religion may cultivate and maintain religious 

preferences, but Study 1 suggests that other socio-political considerations factor into the 

decision to keep or reject one’s religious identity. Indeed, we suggest that the deconverts 

observed in our sample may have lapsed in religious attendance as a product of their 

dissatisfaction with the religious values on offer. Inevitably, without the social pressures to 

conform, such individuals are likely to disidentify with the faith. In essence, such work 

appears to point to a bidirectional effect of religion on authoritarianism, with religion 

enculturing authoritarian values whilst authoritarians are more likely to remain within the 

religious group.  

This suggests that political attitudes may sometimes motivate beliefs consistent with 

their ideology. The question therein is under what circumstances, and to what degree, 

authoritarian or egalitarian values are encultured and maintained by religious/spiritual beliefs. 

It is possible that religious beliefs play a vital role in enculturing political attitudes, but once 

established, religious identification may change as dictated by instilled political values. 

Indeed, past work has argued that religion serves an important role in establishing ingroup 

norms, fostering moral intuitions that prove difficult to change (see Graham & Haidt, 2010). 

However, once religious values are encultured, it seems likely that religion merely serves to 

satisfy and reinforce these values.  

As such, we might expect that traditionalist/authoritarian ideals are likely the stronger 

predictor of affiliation, rather than religious affiliation on authoritarian ideals, when 

considered longitudinally. This is particularly when accounting for authoritarianism’s strong 
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focus on social relationships and cohesion. Thus, we might expect that those whose religious 

identities no longer matched their authoritarian attitudes would not depart the religion 

entirely, but rather find another religious group to identify with. By contrast, those who no 

longer endorsed authoritarianism might seek out a new religious group (one likely more 

spiritual) but might also be more willing to depart the religion entirely (due to religion’s 

strong association with tradition). In essence, religious beliefs play a vital role in instilling 

certain values, but once accomplished, religious belief may function as motivated cognition; 

believed in only for its role in servicing the epistemic needs and values of its adherents. 

Such work adds context and caveats which must be addressed when considering such 

results, some of which have been addressed in Study 1. Notably, the effect of religious 

conversion was demonstrated on a sample of those who identified as Christian and then 

stayed religious throughout the period assessed. If only those religious identities that motivate 

(and cater to) traditionalist ideals are likely to consistently retain members, it seems 

inevitable that our assessment of religious converts over a lengthy period would demonstrate 

an enculturation effect. Those religious groups that apply social pressures and norms to 

enforce attendance seem more likely to hold on to adherents, who would then take on the 

traditionalist values espoused. Thus, we cannot discount the possibility that the effect of 

religious conversion was simply due to the failure of less orthodox forms of religiosity to 

retain a consistent base of believers. 

 And what of these religious groups or identities that did not enforce such stringent 

traditionalist norms? They might be reflected in those who deconverted during that time. 

Notably, our pre-deconversion results in Study 1 showed sharper declines in authoritarianism 

than post-deconversion. We previously proposed this might be due to a reactance effect, 

whereby religious individuals prioritise their political leanings over their religious beliefs. A 

plausible alternate, though perhaps less likely, possibility is that it was not traditionalist 
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religious rhetoric that fostered deconversion but rather a lack of religious social pressures 

(i.e., a distinct lack of authoritarianism). Thus, whilst declines in authoritarianism certainly 

preceded deconversion, such a hypothesis suggests that less traditionalist beliefs motivated 

decreasing endorsement of authoritarianism prior to deconversion. Furthermore, this decline 

may have indirectly led to deconversion, raising the troubling prospect that authoritarianism 

(or at least traditionalism) is a vital predictor of remaining (consistently) religiously 

identified. In essence, religion and authoritarianism may be intrinsically wed; religion must 

foster tradition to survive, and authoritarian ideals inevitably arise from religious rhetoric.  

Such work would be consistent with the innate relationship between religion and 

authoritarianism demonstrated by Study 2. Other work in the field of morality has indicated 

similar themes, most notably the emerging field of work on Moral Foundations Theory (see 

Haidt et al., 2009). This framework suggests that morality is a multidimensional, almost 

subjective, experience driven by evolutionary pressures towards intuitive thinking and social 

cohesion. Importantly, morals are argued to be intuitive, having evolved culturally and 

instilled through social institutions such as religion (Graham & Haidt, 2010), thus working to 

ensure cooperation and community survival. As such, religious beliefs may have evolved to 

instil morals that bind together ingroups, creating traditional norms and values to maintain 

group cohesion. 

Indeed, past work has demonstrated that religion seems strongly connected with 

morals that foster ingroup cohesion and loyalty (K. A. Johnson et al., 2016; Van Tongeren et 

al., 2021). Importantly, these values appear to have consequent positive impacts on 

authoritarianism and conservatism (Milojev et al., 2014; van Leeuwen & Park, 2009). Thus, 

Moral Foundations Theory seems to provide important context for the enculturation effect of 

religion on authoritarianism demonstrated in Study 1, rooting it in evolutionary history and 

selection pressures. Furthermore, this strong relationship also suggests that religious morals 
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for ingroup bias play a fundamental role in religious commitment (K. A. Johnson et al., 

2016). Indeed, these moral intuitions are argued to be intrinsic and intuitive, with 

endorsement difficult to shift (Graham et al., 2009). Consequently, where religion fails to 

enculture such norms, religious affiliation may fade into irrelevance. 

Of course, Study 1 can only speak to the temporal relationships of our variables, 

specifically that conversion preceded increases in authoritarianism whilst decreases in 

authoritarianism preceded deconversion. As such, these results cannot distinguish which 

religious groups affiliates identified with, nor whether their doctrines may have been 

traditionalist or permissive. However, these hypothesised permissive religious groups may 

align with spiritual identification, prioritising universal brotherhood over cohesive, 

traditionalist doctrine. Indeed, whilst spirituality does appear significantly associated with 

church attendance, it is to a lesser degree than religiosity (Zinnbauer et al., 1997). Similarly, 

spiritual beliefs are arguably characterised by a focus on seeking the sacred, particularly 

through unorthodox means, rather than traditional religious groups. As such, it is possible that 

spiritual identifiers do not remain as such over time, slowly coming to lose their religious 

identities as they disaffiliate with traditionalist groups. 

Indeed, Pennycook and colleagues (2012) notably suggest that non-traditional 

religious beliefs, such as pantheism or deism, may serve as transitional beliefs towards 

secular ideas. Certainly, upon rejecting traditionalist doctrine, it seems unlikely that religious 

affiliates would reject faith altogether (the impact of religious experiences are not quickly 

forgotten; see Pauha et al., 2020; Stronge et al., 2020; Van Tongeren et al., 2021). Rather, 

religious defection appears to be a lengthy process of deliberation, intellectual reflection, and 

doubt (Perez & Vallières, 2019). Thus, some may embrace spirituality as a way of seeking 

the sacred before ultimately choosing to reject supernatural beliefs altogether. 
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The work of Studies 1 and 2 thus demonstrate the importance of examining the 

temporal ordering of religion and its associated political attitudes. Particularly, Study 1 shows 

the value of an underutilised method of examining such relationships, namely religious 

conversion. This process is argued to be a unique and transformative experience with long-

term impacts (Stronge et al., 2020). Religion is not (often) ephemeral or changeable to a 

person’s needs; rather it seems to dictate and enculture certain values within adherents. 

Future work may thus wish to examine the temporal associations demonstrated here more 

closely, particularly by examining which specific religious beliefs precede increases (or 

decreases) in authoritarianism and egalitarianism. Most notably, whilst our work 

demonstrates that spirituality may be negatively associated with SDO (and thus 

conservatism), the causal nature of this relationship remains an open question.  

Similarly, longitudinal work on the stability of spiritual identification may be of 

interest when considering its socio-political impacts. If spirituality is a transitional form of 

religiosity towards more secular belief, we might expect decreasing endorsement of religious 

content over time amongst the more spiritually affiliated (perhaps leading towards more 

secular belief). Notably, past work examining religion has argued that it would be a mistake 

to characterise the universalism of spirituality in purely religious/divine terms (Wulff, 1997). 

Indeed, Wulff (1997) proposed two dimensions of religiosity grounded in the idea that 

religious contents are processed distinctly from their acceptance. The first dimension, 

Exclusion vs. Inclusion of Transcendence, encompasses a willingness to embrace or reject 

transcendental, religious ideas. Importantly, this dimension is motivated by Hedonism, 

Stimulation, and Self-Direction on one end, and Tradition and Conformity on the other 

(Fontaine, 2005). The second dimension, Literal vs. Symbolic, assesses to what degree 

religious affiliates endorse religious ideas as literal truths or abstract myths with symbolic 
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meaning. This is characterised by a conflict between Security and Power values, and 

Universalism and Benevolence (Fontaine, 2005).  

Thus, fundamental to this model is the acknowledgement that religious non-believers 

can also express literal or symbolic understandings of religious content (with resultant 

consequences for endorsement of universalist values). Notably, Duriez (2004) found that a 

symbolic approach to religion, but not acceptance of religion itself, was positively associated 

with empathy. Hence, spirituality may thus be an expression of religious struggle, a 

movement towards a symbolic (universalist) understanding of the world whilst still nominally 

accepting religious content as important7, and only encompassing a small segment of the 

religious population. Indeed, that acceptance of religious content was associated with 

traditionalist values (Fontaine, 2005) might suggest that spirituality is less focused on 

transcendent content than religiosity. Thus, these results indicate that the distinction between 

religiosity and spirituality in Study 2 may be a result of these differences in religious 

approach. Religiosity may capture acceptance of religious content only, with its focus on 

traditionalist norms, whilst spirituality captures those who embrace a symbolic cognitive 

approach to their faith. The distinct processes through which religiosity and spirituality 

function are perhaps better clarified when they are situated on distinct dimensions. 

Notably, Study 2 also demonstrated that religiosity was the stronger determinant of 

conservative affiliation when compared to spirituality. This indicates that religiosity itself is 

associated with conservatism, fitting with past work arguing that acceptance of 

religious/transcendent material is correlated with conservation values. By contrast, the 

acceptance of universalist values is determined by one’s cognitive approach to religion 

 
7 Intriguingly, this model suggests that spiritual affiliates have less in common with those who reject religion 
due to literal interpretations of its content (associated with higher levels of social dominance orientation; see 
Duriez & Van Hiel, 2002) than with religious fundamentalists (literalist believers) or relativists (those who 
understand the symbolic value of religious content but reject religion itself). 
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(Duriez & Van Hiel, 2002); whilst simply accepting religious content as valuable is enough 

to drive traditionalist values, only religious affiliates who also approach such content in a 

symbolic fashion are likely to endorse spirituality. Thus, whilst religion seems invariably and 

innately connected to traditionalist beliefs, its impact on universalist ideals is divided by 

literalist and symbolic believers. 

As demonstrated here, conceptualisations of religiosity and spirituality remain 

difficult to pin down, complicated by the fact they are not mutually exclusive. Indeed, 

Pargament (1999) argued that the polarization of the two concepts might serve as a detriment 

to the field in general by obscuring the complexity of the concepts and limiting them to 

caricatures. Similarly, whilst past work has found some affiliates view themselves as spiritual 

not religious (Streib & Hood, 2011), many religious individuals would (and do) describe 

themselves as spiritual (and vice-versa; see Hill et al., 2000; Zinnbauer et al., 1997). Notably, 

neither Studies 1 and 2 directly assessed what participants believed religion or spirituality to 

mean. Yet, it appears the significance underlying these concepts is at least implicitly 

understood by most. Specifically, Study 2 assessed participants’ religious and spiritual 

identification through a single item of self-report. That the results demonstrated the 

hypothesised values of religion and spirituality seems to indicate a fundamental 

understanding of the meaning of the terms by participants, irrespective of how they are 

officially characterised. Furthermore, Study 2 demonstrates that the impact of spirituality and 

religiosity is not only fully mediated by authoritarianism and social dominance orientation, 

but these pathways represent two distinct processes by which these two forms of faith impact 

political attitudes (when estimated simultaneously). Hence, religiosity and spirituality may be 

correlated, but they appear innately distinct in process and outcome. 

Overall, two themes emerge that seem central to our understanding of religion and 
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spirituality. The first examines cognitive style and approach, examining how religious 

content is processed. As described by Wulff (1997) and aligned with the work of religious 

quest (Batson & Ventis, 1982), religious seeking seems to be a matter of cognitive style, with 

considerations of abstract and symbolic views of religious matters playing a fundamental role 

in determining religious views on matters of egalitarianism. Thus, spirituality may be a 

religious facet of symbolic cognitive approaches to content. If so, spirituality would appear to 

encompass a narrower aspect of human faith (as described by Pargament, 1999), focused on a 

religious form of a specific cognitive style.  

The second theme reinforces the importance of religious motivations (or orientations; 

see Allport & Ross, 1967) as vital to our conceptualisation of religion and its socio-political 

outcomes. Utilising Wulff’s (1997) framework, acceptance of religion appears to be strongly 

associated with traditionalist values. Indeed, Studies 1 and 2 show that this relationship is 

intrinsic; religion seems to enculture and motivate traditionalist ideals. Yet this effect is not a 

simple product of traditional dogma, but rather an evolved mechanism (Graham & Haidt, 

2010) by which religion addresses epistemic needs for closure, continuity, and predictability 

(Jost et al., 2003). Indeed, Jackson and colleagues (2018) demonstrated that religious beliefs 

appeared to alleviate implicit death anxiety, even among non-believers. Authoritarianism is 

thus an expression of religiosity’s defensive role in providing security in an unpredictable 

world, regardless of how such content is cognitively processed. 

Critical to this conception of religiosity is an innate belief in religious content. Indeed, 

if religion has evolved to alleviate concerns regarding security, one might expect genuine 

engagement and affiliation, thus instilling the religious ideals that provide palliative effects 

on anxiety. As such, religiosity would seem to be aligned with intrinsic belief (Allport & 

Ross, 1967), encompassing a sincere attachment to one’s faith. Yet, this would suggest that 

extrinsic religious affiliates, whose affiliation is a matter of convenience, might not be 
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encompassed by either religiosity or spirituality. Thus, Study 4 examined religion using 

collective narcissism theory, positing an alignment between collective narcissism and 

extrinsic motivations for religiosity. Importantly, this demonstrated that whilst religiosity and 

spirituality may encapsulate concerns over tradition and connection, a segment of religious 

affiliates seem to be motivated by extrinsic concerns over status and self-enhancement. 

Resultantly, these narcissistic approaches to religion are associated with negative impacts on 

intergroup attitudes.  

Collective narcissism is an emergent field of study and its importance in the domain 

of religion remains an intriguing area for future research. However, that religious group 

narcissism seemed to distinguish itself from authoritarianism and social dominance 

orientation seems to suggest it is a vital one. As opposed to religious motivations for security 

and cognitive styles towards existential seeking, which motivate authoritarian and anti-

egalitarian attitudes respectively, religious narcissism appears to directly motivate intergroup 

attitudes. Furthermore, collective narcissism has been associated with conspiracy beliefs 

across a range of domains (Cichocka, 2016; Golec de Zavala & Federico, 2018; Marchlewska 

et al., 2019). Notably, religious and conspiracy beliefs are argued to be associated with lower 

institutional trust (Jasinskaja-Lahti & Jetten, 2019; Kay, Shepard, et al., 2010), and 

conspiracy theories are argued to have quasi-religious qualities (Franks et al., 2013). Thus, 

given the increasing relevance of conspiracy theories, religious narcissism may play an 

important role in understanding the appeals of such beliefs and the motivations of their 

believers8.  

Collectively, this work provides a reminder of the importance of emergent and 

 
8 Indeed, if religious and conspiracy beliefs have similar underlying motivations, research in this field may give 
a better idea of how to discourage conspiracy theories. Of course, given that religious beliefs are largely 
predicated on unprovable hypotheses, conspiracy beliefs with religious content may prove extremely difficult to 
dislodge. 
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existing fields, particularly religious motivations and cognitions, in extending our 

understanding of how religion functions. Furthermore, it hints at the incredibly complexity 

and diversity of religious conceptualisations, providing indications of the difficulty of 

conducting research in this area. Arguably, streamlining the field’s approaches to religion 

may be one way to extend our understanding of how religious identification functions; the 

field is rife with differing approaches to religious content and attempts to create meaningful 

delineations of religious dimensions. As of yet, no consensus exists on what religion is, nor 

how the numerous dimensions within the literature differ or relate to one another. Of course, 

this may simply reflect the incredibly complex nature of religion and attempts to unify 

conceptualisations of the field must not fall into the trap of being overly reductionist. 

Nonetheless, I argue such an attempt would prove a valuable direction for the field, helping 

to better understand the impact of religion on socio-political attitudes, as well as assisting 

future researchers in navigating the incredibly complexity that is religious affiliation. 

 

Conclusion 

It was Allport (1954) who noted that religious affiliation had paradoxical socio-

political outcomes, both affiliated with unequal social dynamics and with more egalitarian 

attitudes. In the time since then the field has continued to develop, yet the multidimensional 

nature of religion, and its resultant impact on socio-political outcomes, remains a largely 

unresolved mystery. Religion has been persistently associated with conservative and 

authoritarian attitudes (Altemeyer & Hunsberger, 1992; M. K. Johnson et al., 2011; Jost et 

al., 2014; Osborne et al., 2014), with literature positioning it as a system-justifying belief 

system (Jost et al., 2014), providing a palliative effect by satisfying fundamental needs for 

simplicity, continuity, and predictability. However, religion has also been associated with 

altruism and prosocial outcomes (Preston et al., 2010; Schroeder et al., 2015; Shariff & 
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Norenzayan, 2007; Sibley & Bulbulia, 2015), and argued to foster interpersonal harmony and 

cohesion through increased empathy and agreeableness (Saroglou, 2010; Schieman et al., 

2019; Silvia et al., 2014). 

Key to understanding these countervailing effects is the multidimensional nature of 

religion which has been theorized within the literature. This thesis draws on this past work, 

utilising the framework of religion and spirituality to delineate religious outcomes as a 

product of affiliation with different values. Four studies are presented here with the aim of 

contributing to existent literature on religion’s complex nature, taking a value systems 

approach as a possible explanation for religion’s paradoxical socio-political outcomes, and 

providing intriguing evidence towards resolving the question of the temporal association 

between religion and authoritarianism (a long-standing issue within the field).  

These studies suggest that religious affiliation does appear to enculture traditionalist 

and authoritarian values (Study 1), and correspondingly conservative ideals. However, 

religious affiliation seems fundamentally distinct from that of spirituality, which is associated 

with universalist and egalitarian values, and correspondingly lower endorsement of 

conservatism (Study 2). Indeed, spirituality’s expression of universalism is not simply 

reflected in political affiliation but also in environmental regard, reinforcing past work which 

has emphasised the world/nature-oriented aspects of spirituality (Study 3). Importantly, such 

work demonstrates the importance of spirituality’s egalitarian values cross-culturally whilst 

also suggesting that spirituality may include traditionalist and functionalist aspects. 

Finally, dimensions of religion are demonstrated to have direct countervailing socio-

political impacts beyond differential endorsement of distinct values. Focusing on collective 

narcissism literature, potentially expressing a form of extrinsic motivation for affiliation, 

religious group narcissism is demonstrated to have powerful negative impacts on both hostile 
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and benevolent sexism, whilst secure religiosity displays the opposite (Study 4). As such, 

collectively this thesis indicates that religion’s negative socio-political outcomes appear to be 

motivated by inequality and insecurity, founded on epistemic needs for control and self-

esteem. Given this, it is perhaps unsurprising that religion seems to flourish in the most 

unequal of societies (Gaskins et al., 2013) 

Broadly, this thesis provides evidence towards value systems as important, but 

perhaps not integral, to our understanding of religion’s countervailing socio-political impacts. 

Whilst religion and spirituality may remain conceptually “fuzzy” (Pargament, 1999), its 

underlying values show distinct pathways towards political attitudes. The mechanics of these 

effects remain a vital question, but one in which religious motivations and cognitive 

approaches seem a promising direction of research. Overall, this thesis provides a picture of 

religious affiliates (at present) as innately motivated towards traditionalist and authoritarian 

ideals, likely to alleviate epistemic needs for security perhaps only achievable in the 

transcendental world of the supernatural. Thus, if religious belief is to foster egalitarian 

outcomes, it is not simply a matter of religious groups emphasising spiritual ideals – broader 

society itself must provide the sense of control and certainty which religious affiliates are 

seeking.  
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